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Sam.envatting

Bij consumenten en kleinzakelijke gebruikers bestaat er een toenemende vraag
naar interactieve en distributieve breedbandige diensten, zoals b.v.
videotelefonie. In het lokale netwerk, het gedeelte van het netwerk tussen de
abonnee en de lokale centrale, wordt het gebruik van een passief optisch
netwerk (PON) overwogen. Om in een vroeg stadium reeds breedbandige
diensten aan te kunnen bieden en aansluiting op het toekomstige breedbandig
netwerk (B-ISDN) mogelijk te maken, zal er een ATM (Asynchronous Transfer
Mode) sub-systeem worden gemtroduceerd in overeenstemming met de CCI1T
aanbevelingen.

Bij dit APON systeem (ATM over een PON) is een toegangsprotocol (MAC
protocol) noodzakelijk, om de beschikbare bandbreedte te verdelen over de
gebruikers die een gemeenschappelijke glasvezel delen. Het protocol moet
binnen het lokale net worden afgehandeld (tussen LT en NTl), hetgeen
impliceert dat het protocol geen kennis heeft van het ATM verkeer, zodat de
bandbreedte dynamisch moet worden verdeeld, met een minimale reactietijd.

Naar aanleiding van een studie naar diverse toegangsmechanismen, rekening
houdend met de beperkingen opgelegd door het APON netwerk, kan worden
geconcludeerd dat het APON protocol moet behoren tot de klasse van de
"dynamic, cell based, limited" polling-technieken, waarbij gebruik gemaakt
wordt van cell headers om de polling boodschappen te versturen.

Een nieuw protocol, Ap3 genaamd (APON Adaptive Polling Access Protocol), is
gemtroduceerd. Hierbij vraagt elke NTI bandbreedte aan op basis van de
momentane "cell arrival rate", en de LT verdeelt de resterende bandbreedte
gelijkmatig over de NTl's, en verstuurt zogenaamde "permits". Bij ontvangst
van een "permit" door een NTI wordt een ATM cell (indien aanwezig) en een
polling boodschap verstuurd. Drie nieuwe technieken, die te samen het Ap3
bandbreedte management systeem vormen, zijn gemtroduceerd. De
incrementele approximatie bandbreedte aanvraag techniek (IABR), een
bandbreedte toewijzings algoritme, en een dynamisch allocatie algoritme.

Om meer inzicht te verkrijgen in het gedrag van het protocol en om de
performance met diverse verkeersscenario's te testen en te vergelijken is het
protocol gesimuleerd. Om de prestaties te verbeteren is het protocol concept op
een aantal punten gemodificeerd.
Op basis van de simulatie resultaten kan worden geconcludeerd dat Ap3 een
veelbelovend toegansprotocol is voor het ATM passief optisch lokaal netwerk.
Het protocol is daarom ook voorgesteld binnen het RACE 2024 BAF
(Broadband Access Facilities) onderzoeks project.



Abstract

With residential and small business subscribers there is a growing need for
interactive and distributive broadband services, like e.g. videotelephony. Within
the Local Loop, Le. the part of the public network between subscriber and local
exchange, a Passive Optical Network is considered to be the network solution.
To offer an early broadband access, in agreement with the CCIT!'
recommendations for the future Broadband-Integrated Services Digital
Network (B-ISDN), an ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) subsystem is
introduced.

With this APON system (ATM on a PON) a Medium Access Control protocol
is necessary to distribute the available bandwidth among the subscribers which
share a single fibre. The MAC protocol must be handled within the Local Loop,
Le. between the network entities NTI and LT. This implies that the MAC
protocol has no knowledge of the ATM traffic, and therefore must allocate the
available bandwidth dynamically, with a minimum reaction time.

From a study on medium access techniques, and by taking into account the
restriction imposed by the APON network, it is concluded that the APON
access protocol must belong to the class of dynamic, cell-based, limited polling
techniques, using MAC header insertion to transfer request messages.

A new access protocol called Ap3 (APON adaptive polling access protocol) is
introduced. With Ap3 each NTI requests bandwidth according to its momentary
cell arrival rate, and the LT distributes the remaining bandwidth equally
among the NTIs, and sends permits to the NTIs. Upon receipt of a permit the
NTI sends a ATM cell (if any) and a request message. Three new techniques,
realizing the Ap3 bandwidth management mechanism, are introduced. An
Incremental Approximation Bandwidth Request technique, a Bandwidth
Assignment Algorithm, and a Dynamic Allocation Algorithm.

To get more insight into the operation of Ap3 and to test and compare its
performance under various traffic loads, the protocol is simulated. The protocol
performance has been improved by modifying the protocol.
Based on the simulation results it can be concluded that Ap3 offers a very
promising access protocol for the ATM passive optical local network. Therefor
the protocol has been proposed within RACE 2024 BAF (Broadband Access
Facilities).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With residential and small business subscribers there is a growing need for
interactive and distributive broadband services like videotelephony and
distributed video. To provide these services a broadband network has to be
introduced in the part of the public network between subscriber and Local
Exchange, the so-called Local Loop. This broadband network must be able to
grow to a full Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN) after
some evolutionary steps. In agreement with the CCITT recommendations for
B-ISDN the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) will be the information
transfer technique.

As a possible Local Loop network solution a tree shaped Passive Optical
Network (PON) is considered. This Passive Optical Network offers the
advantage of fibre sharing and gradual introduction ofnew broadband services
besides existing narrowband services, like e.g. telephony and cable television.

On this Passive Optical Network an ATM subsystem will be introduced, in
order to provide an early broadband access. With this APON network (ATM on
a PON), where the subscribers share a common fibre, there is a need for a
Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol to distribute the available bandwidth
among the subscribers. This MAC protocol should be handled within the Local
Loop network. In this way the functionality of the network elements outside
the Local Loop is independent of the Local Loop network implementation.

With existing implementations of APON the access is controlled by a
management system (Figure la) or by signalling (Figure Ib) between the Local
Loop entities (i.e. Line Termination and Network Termination) and the Local
Exchange. In both scenarios the bandwidth is allocated in a fLXed way rather
than dynamically, according to prior knowledge (i.e. the traffic contracts
between subscriber and Local Exchange) of the offered traffic.

ICCITT =Comit~ Consultatif International T~l~graphique et T~l~phonique
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Figure 1 APON medium access scenarios

Due to the time varying traffic characteristics of the new services this is not
very bandwidth efficient. And, more important, both access control scenarios
have the drawback that they are Local Loop implementation dependent.

A better solution is given in Figure Ic, where the access is controlled within
the Local Loop network itself, i.e. between LT and NT!.
In this report a study is done on Medium. Access Control protocols for an ATM
Passive Optical Network that meet the following requirements:

• the MAC protocol is handled within the Local Loop
• the MAC protocol has no prior knowledge of the offered traffic
• the MAC protocol allocates the available bandwidth dynamically

among the subscribers (NTIs)

The report is organized in the following way: in Chapter 2 the use of a Passive
Optical Network in the Local Loop and the ATM transfer mode are discussed.
In Chapter 3 an inventory is made of existing Medium. Access techniques and
their applicability with the APON system is discussed. In Chapter 4 a new
APON access protocol, called AP3 (APON Adaptive Polling Access Protocol) is
presented. In Chapter 5 this protocol is simulated to study its general
behaviour and to test its performance. In Chapter 6 the simulation results are
presented and discussed. Finally, in Chapter 7, conclusions are made and
recommendations are given.
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Chapter 2

APON in the Local Loop

In this chapter an outline is given of the backgrounds of using an ATM based
Passive Optical Network (APON) in the Local Loop, the part of the network
"hetween subscriber and local exchange. The ATM transfer mode is discussed
.ucussing on the Physical Layer, a basic network configuration is dermed and
some aspects concerning the traffic characteristics of the new broadband
services are dealt with. All of this is done to specify the environment where the
access protocols defined and discussed in the following chapters should
function.

2.1 Arguments for PON in the Local Loop

In this section some arguments are given for the application of a passive
optical network (PON) in the Local Loop.

2.1.1 Customer Needs and Network Operator Needs

In the near future there will be an increasing demand for integrated services.
Residential customers with a dominant need of distributive services (video on
demand) and small business customers with a dominant need of interactive
services (voice, data, video, videotelephony and videoretrieval). These needs
have to be satisfied before a significant rollout ofB-ISDN can be achieved. The
network operator should be able to gradually introduce some of these services
without having to change the network, and going through the expensive
process of disturbing the fibre. So they need a simple integrated network that
can easily evolve. Of course the datatransport must be very reliable.

2.1.2 Features ofa tree shaped Passive Optical Network

The application of a tree shaped PON in the Local Loop meets the demands of
both customer and network operator in the following way.

3



Chaptel' 2
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(2)
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LT =Line Tennination
NT! =Network Tennination

Figure 2 A Passive Optical network in the Local Loop

First of all optical transport direct to the customers premises offers a low cost,
high quality transmission system. Secondly by using only passive optical
components between transmitter and receiver not only the reliability is
improved but also the number of components to be maintained is decreased.
Furthermore there is no need for remote power supply to these passive
components. A disadvantage is the fact that at every split the signal power is
equally divided hence limiting the maximum number of subscribers! It is
forecasted [Vaal9Ia] that an 1 to 32 split is possible. Figure 2 shows a tree
passive optical netstructure connecting 32 subscribers (NTIs) to one Line
terminal (LT).
Thirdly the passive optical network supports the gradual evolution towards a
full ATM network. In an early stage introduction of the PON it is possible to
provide the new broadband ATM based services together with existing
narrowband services like TPON (Telephone on a PON) and CATV (audio and
video distribution). This can be done by seperating services using different
wavelengths of light as the signal carrier (Wave Division Multiplexing). Later
on services can be integrated into a full ATM network thus realizing the B
ISDN. Figure 3 shows how both ATM, POTS and video distribution are
combined on one fibre.

The theoretical capacity of the optical link is enough for the future provision
of full B-ISDN access. In the meanwhile large business subscribers can be
served by multiple fibres.

Finally a tree structure is preferred above a star structure for a number of
reasons. The sharing of fibre and decreasing the number of transmitters and
receivers at the central side, reduces the hardware costs. It is expected that

4
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Figure 3 ATM, POTS and CATV on a PON

APON in the Local Loop

Exchange

downstream Le. from exchange to subscriber, distributed videoservices will play
a dominant role in the total traffic. So the second advantage is a result of the
suitibility of the tree structure for distributive services. A problem
accompanying the tree structure is a result of different distances from
exchange end to the subscribers end, introducing timing problems in order to
prevent collisions of the upstream traffic. For error-free operating some access
mechanism (or Medium Access Control protocol) must be used. In the following
chapters this will be dealt with more elaborate.

2.2 Asynchronous Transfer Mode

The asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) has been selected by CCITT as the
information transfer technique for the Broadband ISDN. ATM offers major
advantages [Pryck91][Vries91] for the integrated broadband transport of
multimedia information, namely flexibility to support a wide variety ofservices,
efficiency obtained by statistical multiplexing of bursty traffic, and simplicity
in terms of integrated network management facilities. The reference
configuration adopted by CCIT!' is described in Figure 4.

2.2.1 Cell structure

ATM is a packet oriented transfer mode transmitting data with fixed length
cells. The cells consist of a 5 octet header and a 48 octet information field. ATM
is connection oriented, before data can be transmitted a connection must be
setup by negotiations between user and network with respect to the required
bandwith, quality of service (QOS) etc. So during call setup the access node
identifies the appropriate path, or creates one if necessary and makes the

5
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Figure 4 B-ISDN reference configuration

decision whether to accept or reject the call based on the current path
bandwidth utilization. When a call is admitted, network resources as link
bandwidth must be allocated and controlled to realize the connection. During
transmission no error control is performed on the information field.
In Figure 5 the structure of the ATM cell is depicted.

.A.T"1'vf: Cell

f 53 oct.et.. ----------------.."

tl!~;-!I:l-l!ll....,.Jr·O-----------------------------In.=--r,-C>-~-S_~-U-:-~-·~fl~1e~1~d~~~~~~~~~~~~:·1

Figure 5 ATM cell structure

The header is mainly used to determine the virtual path and virtual channel
using the Virtual Path Identifier (VPI) and the Virtual Channel Identifier
(VCI) and to perform the appropriate routing. A virtual channel can be seen
as a logical link between two network nodes or a user and a network node.
Many of these virtual links can share a physical link. Therefore each virtual
channel is identified by the VCI. A virtual path link is a link between two
endpoints that supports a large number of virtual channel links. By using
these virtual path links flows of traffic can be identified and controlled instead
of individual cell streams. To support the virtual path concept in ATM the
terminating endpoint is identified by the VPI. In Figure 6 the ATM header
structure is shown at the Vser-Network and at the Network-Node interface.
Error control on the header is done using the Header Error Control field.
At the Vser-Network interface the Generic Flow Control (GFC) bits are
available for multiple access purposes however their coding and functioning
are not yet defined by CCITI'. According to CCIT!' recommendations 1.150 the
GFC mechanism should provide flow control in a direction from the TE to the
network. It should not perform flow control on traffic from the network. The
GFC field is available at both S- and T-interface. At this moment it is not clear
whether or not the GFC field is also available at the V- and V-interface.
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Figure 6 Cell header structure

So perhaps it is possible to use this field for the access protocols in the
network.

In Figure 7 the B-ISDN protocol reference model for ATM is shown. Our
interest goes out to the lower two layers performing the actual transport and
routing of cells through the network.

Higher r.,..n

-•..•.•......-. MANAGEMENT PLANE .•.•.-...
, ......•...

Higher r.,..n

Figure 7 B-ISDN ATM protocol reference model

2.2.2 Physical Layer

The main function of the Physical layer is the transfer of ATM cells between

7
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the ATM layers of network elements such as network nodes and terminal
equipment. It consists of two sublayers performing different functions.

Physical Medium sublayer

• medium dependent bit functions
• correct transmission and reception of bits, including bit

timing

Transmission Convergence sublayer

• Cell rate decoupling
• HEC header sequence generation/verification
• Cell delineation
• transmission frame adaption
• transmission frame generation/recovery

CCITT recommends a 155.52 Mbit/sec bi-directional interface at the T
reference point i.e. between network and user. Also a 622.08 Mbit/sec interface
is recommended, either symmetrical or asymmetrical with a rate of 155.52
Mbit/s in the upstream direction.

2.2.3 ATM layer

The ATM layer is independent of the physical medium used and provides the
basic transparent switching of information through the network. It therefor
performs the following tasks for switching the information fields:

• Generic Flow Control (only at the UNI)
• Cell header generation and extraction
• Cell routing and VPI/VCI translation
• Cell multiplexing and demultiplexing

2.2.4 Physical Layer Aspects

For the actual transmission of cells two kinds of digital transmission formats
are recommended by CCnT. There is a cell based option and a SOH based
option. With the cell based option, the cells are transported continuously
without any regular framing. With the SOH based option, the ATM cells are
carried in SOH} frames by mapping them into special information fields of the
frame, Le. virtual containers. SOH is a method for merging bitstreams octet by
octet in stead of bit by bit. Interesting about these two types of frame adaption
is the way how they provide for Operation Administration and Maintenance
(OAM) information exchange. This will be discussed next.

8



APON ill the Local Loop

The reference model shows the concept of separated planes for the segregation
of user, control and management functions. The goal of the OAM functions,
related to the physical layer, is to localize faults and take the necessary actions
and the evaluation of the system performance, in order to offer adequate
service. In case of the cell based option information exchange for Operation,
Administration and Maintenance (OAM) purposes of the physical layer is done
with special cells which are not delivered to the ATM layer. The repetition
frequency as well as the contents of these physical layer OAM (PLOAM) cells
are not yet specified. However there is a maximum of one PLOAM cell at
average every 27 cells. Functions to be supported by the PLOAM cells are the
monitoring of the T-interface performance and detection and reporting of
transmission errors. Part of the bandwidth reserved for these PLOAM cells can
be used for the implementation of the access mechanism. Due to the
transmission of physical layer OAM cells the bit rate available for user
information cells is set to 149.76 Mbitlsec in the 155.52 Mbitlsec case, and
599.04 Mbitlsec in the 622.08 Mbitlsec case. With the SOH based option the
OAM information is send using special assigned bytes in the section overhead.
Within the section overhead bits are reserved for frame synchronization, frame
composition and O&M functions. In [Pryck91] the SOH frame structure is
discussed more elaborate.

2.3 B·ISDN traffic characteristics

In order to define the access protocols not only the network configuration is of
interest but also the traffic characteristics of the services. Stochastic
characteristics and required Quality OfService (QOS) for different applications
are important design parameters.
As mentioned before the future broadband services can be divided in services
for residential subscribers and business subscribers each having different
requirements.
For the residential subscriber apart from traditional services like POTS, CATV
new services like HDTV, video on demand, videotelephony will soon be
introduced. Additionally new applications like videoshopping, home education
and others unkown or not currently considered applications will emerge once
the B-ISON is available.

Services for the business subscribers are video telephony, video conferencing,
high quality multi-media electronic mail, etc.. In the business enviroment also
high speed LAN interconnection will play an important role.

So all kinds of traffic from packet voice till high speed data having different
bandwith requirements can be expected. The needed bandwith is influenced by
the applied coding and compression techniques.

lSDH =Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
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Another aspect is the fact that with for instance ordinary telephony a bit error
rate (BER) of 10-3 will suffice while for compressed videotelephony a BER of up
to 10-8 is needed.[Pryck91]

To characterize the services they can be described by there mean bitrate, peak
bitrate and burstiness (peak bitrateJmean bitrate), burst duration or burst
length, and required service attributes like BER and delay (time constraints).
Table I shows the characteristics of important services [Pryck91][Cast91].

Table 1 Service Characteristics

Average Peak Time
Services Bitrate Bitrate Burstines Contraint BER

(Mbitlsec) (Mbitlsec) s s

telephony 0.064 0.64 1 high low (10.3)

video 2 10 5 high high (10.8)

telephony

PAL 16.1 38.3 2.4 high -
television

HD 100 136 1.36 high -
television

interactiv 0.001-.01 0.01-0.1 10 - -
e data

high 1 10 10 low -
speed
data

? - - - - -

The table shows that a downlink capacity of 622.08 Mbit/sec is nearly enough
to provide six HDTV channels. It is expected that with improving coding
techniques this capacity can be increased. Looking at this table one should
realize that providing different services in the same way, e.g. with the same
QOS, will lead to inefficient network usage. For instance bandwidth allocation
based on the peak bitrate leads to a low bandwidth efficiency for bursty
services.

In Section 5.2.2 some other service characteristics can be found that are used
for testing the access protocol presented in Chapter 4.

10
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2.4 Network configuration

Now that the passive optical network and the ATM principle are discussed a
basic APON network configuration can be defined as a starting-point for the
access protocol design. Figure 8 shows the layered structure for the Local Loop
network.

5

.. ..
3 3

3

The NTI and LT provide a B-ISDN access independent of the Local Loop
network implementation. In this way the functionality of the network elements
outside the Local Loop is independent of the Local Loop network topology or
transmission system. In other words both the T- and V-interface are in
agreement with the CCITT recommendations. Both the NTI and LT entities
perform Physical Layer functions only. This implies that the NTI and LT have
no knowledge of the traffic contracts made between subscriber and exchange.
If necessary some additional ATM layer functions could be introduced in the
Local Loop. However the functionality of the NTIs and LT should be kept as
simple as possible. This puts an extra restriction on the access protocol design.
Initially the APON should provide a 155.52 Mbitlsec upstream and 622.08
Mbitlsec downstream access, i.e. a user bit rate of 149.76 Mbitlsec upstream
and 599.04 Mbitlsec downstream.

iE2
7

6

5

..

Figure 8 Layered network structure
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Network specifications

• maximum split 1:32
• maximum distance between LT and NTl: 20 km
• bi-directional ATM based transmission
• upstream bit rate: 155.52 Mbitlsec

(user: 149.76 Mbitlsec)
• downstream bit rate: 622.08 Mbitlsec

(user: 599.04 Mbitlsec)
• NTI provides a 155.52/622.08 Mbitlsec T-interface

according to CCITT recommendations
• between the NTI and the LT any transmission system

can be used, so the ATM based transmission system
can be modified for access mechanism purposes

• NTI and LT perform Physical Layer functions only
(including the medium access mechanism), Le. LTI and
NTIs have no information on the traffic contracts

• NTI and LT functionality should be kept as simple as
possible

2.5 Summary of Chapter 2

In this chapter the application of an ATM based tree structured passive optical
network in the Local Loop is discussed. A brief outline of the ATM transport
technique is given. The combination of the passive optical network with ATM
(APON) makes a low cost early introduction of broadband services possible. Up
to 32 subscribers will share a 155.52 Mbitlsec upstream and a 622.08 Mbitlsec
downstream optical fibre. The NTI and LT provide an early B·ISDN access in
agreement with the CCITr recommendations. Furthermore, both NTI and LT
perform Physical Layer functions only, which implies that they have no
information on the traffic contracts made between subscriber and exchange.
The Medium Access Control protocol is handled by the LT and NT!. In the
next chapter a survey on medium access techniques will be given that are
applicable to the reference configuration given in this chapter.

12
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Medium Access Techniques

Whenever a network is shared by a number of independent users there is a
need for a medium access protocol. An example of this is the fibre sharing
(accessing) passive optical network. Here a control mechanism is needed to
efficiently allocate the available communication bandwidth between the
subscribers.

As a step to the definition of a specific access protocol for the APON network
a survey on existing medium access techniques is given in this chapter. An
inventory of the various medium access techniques is made and their
functioning is described briefly. Furthermore their applicability to the APON
network configuration of Chapter 2 is considered. It seems that polling is the
most suitable access techniques as a candidate for the new APON access
protocol. So in the last part of this chapter the polling technique is studied in
more detail.

3.1 Classification of medium access techniques

Medium access techniques can be grouped into five categories, classifying them
according to the static, dynamic or adaptive nature of the bandwidth allocation
mechanism and according to the centralized or distributed nature of
control.[Sach88][Toba80]

• Fixed Assignment Access
• Random Assignment Access
• Central Control Demand Assignment Access
• Distributed Control Demand Assignment Access
• Adaptive Assignment Access

In Figure 9 a survey of different classes of access techniques is shown.
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Access Techniques
I
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Figure 9 Classes of medium access techniques

3.1.1 Fixed demand assignment access

With this access technique bandwidth is allocated to the users in a pre
assigned fIxed manner, independently of their activity. The allocation can be
done in the time, frequency or code domain. Examples of these access schemes
are time division multiplexing (TDMA), frequency division multiplexing
(FDMA) and code division multiple access (CDMA).
These fixed systems suffer from a lack of flexibility and are very inefficient in
handling bursty traffic.

3.1.2 Random Assignment Access

The entire bandwidth of the channel is used by any of the multiple users at
times determined by the users themselves. This without any explicit
coordination among them, thus allowing collisions among multiple
transmissions. If collisions are detected the transmissions are rescheduled
according to a back-off algorithm that randomizes the retransmission delay of
the colliding packets. Detection of collisions can be done by allowing stations
to transmit and listen to its own transmission or by using acknowledgement
schemes whereby a collided message is not acknowledged by the destination
station.

14
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Examples of this technique are:

• ALOHA; simplest random access system where stations
transmit whenever they want.
• Slotted ALOHA; stations wait for the beginning of a slot to
begin transmission. In this way collisions are not prevented,
but confined to the slot bounds
• CSMA (Carrier sense multiple access); stations listen to the
media and don't start transmitting until the channel is found
not busy.
• CSMA/CD (CSMA with collision detection); colliding
transmissions are aborted as soon as they are detected, thus
reducing the overhead due to collisions.

These random access techniques are ideal when network load is light and
collision probability is low, but delay increases rapidly and channel throughput
reduces significantly when the system load increases [Sach88].

3.1.3. Central Control Demand Assignment Access

Demand Assignment Access techniques are collision free schemes which
schedule the access, or allocate the bandwidth depending on the user's need.
This implies the exchange of medium access control (MAC) information. A
distinction is made between those techniques in which the decision making is
centralized or distributed among the users. There are various types of central
controlled access techniques:

• Circuit Oriented Systems; bandwidth is divided into FDM or
TDM subchannels which are assigned on demand.
These systems generally require significant setup times for
allocating subchannels, making them more suitable for non
bursty (stream-type) traffic.

• Polling Systems; a central controller sends polling messages
(permits) to terminals, one-bye-one asking the polled terminal
to transmit. The polling order is determined by some kind of
list of users kept at the central node. When polled, a user will
transmit a message or, if it has no messages, it will send a
negative reply to the controller so the next one in sequence
can be polled. Due to the exchange of messages between user
and controller this technique seems only efficient if there is a
small round-trip propagation delay, and if the overhead
needed for polling messages is small. Furthermore it seems
very unsuitable for a large population with bursty traffic.
Every station has to wait until it is polled regardless of the
traffic characteristics!

• Adaptive Polling; with adaptive polling the polling frequency
of a certain terminal is dynamically adjusted to its
instantaneous bandwidth requirement. Probing [Sach88] is a
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modified polling technique where the overhead incurred in
determining which of the terminals has messages to send is
decreased by using a tree searching algorithm. With this
process terminals having messages can be identified more
~fficiently.

• Split Channel Reservation Multiple Access; terminals having
a message to transmit make a request for service. To prevent
collision of these requests and actual messages the bandwidth
can be time divided or frequency divided between the two
types of data for each terminal.[Nass90]

• Global Scheduling Multiple Access (GSMA); a conflict free
reservation scheme suitable for a high speed data bus, based
on the time division concept for reservations. A central
scheduler oversees all scheduling tasks. The users transmit in
accordance with the slot allocation initiated by the scheduler.
In each frame the user can be assigned a number of slots.

3.1.4 Distributed Control Demand Assignment Access

Like central control demand assignment, distributed control is a collision free
scheme. Only the decisions made allocating available bandwidth are made at
the users stations in stead of at one central control station. Distributing the
control results in more reliably system, and may improve the performance,
especially with systems having long propagation delays. Different techniques
can best be presented by grouping them according to network architecture. A
distinction can be made between ring, bidirectional bus and unidirectional bus
systems, which are the most common architectures. Figure 10 shows the basic
architectures.

3.1.4.1 Ring systems

Ring systems are naturally suited to distributed control demand assignment
schemes and can provide cyclic or non-cyclic access. Ring based techniques are:

• Token Passing Ring; cyclic, where a control token is
explicitly passed from node to node. When a station receives
the token it transmits its queued data until a specified
holding time elapsed or until a predetermined amount of data
is send.

• Slotted Ring; non-cyclic, where the ring is divided into a
constant number of fixed length frames continuously
circulating around the ring. These slots are originally empty
and can be seized by a station having data to transmit. The
slot can be released by the sender receiving its own
transmission, or by the destination station.
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• Register-Insertion Ring; non-cyclic, where the physical ring
is extended by a shift register at each station. The stations
wait for an idle channel and shift the contents of its register
into the ring, while incoming messages are shifted into the
register.

3.1.4.2 Bidirectional Bus Systems

Unlike ring systems the bidirectional bus systems (BBS) are true broadcast
systems. Because the APON network is a unidirectional system, making the
bidirectional access techniques less interesting some existing protocols are only
mentioned. Examples [Toba80] are Token-passing bus, MSAP, SOSAM, BID,
BRAM ,SILENTNET, L-EXPRESSNET.
About the performance of these systems one could say that they are quite
sensitive to the population size and can be very inefficient if only a few users
are busy.
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3.1.4.3 Unidirectional Bus Systems

The unidirectional bus systems (UBS) can be configurated in a variety of ways
like for instance a folded bus, a bi-folded bus or two independent buses. There
is a great variety of access techniques based on this bus structure. Some
techniques are:

• Reservation techniques; where reservations (for bandwidth)
and packet transmissions are interleaved. An example is the
UBS-RR (Unidirectional Bus - Round Robin) protocol using a
folded bus. Each station can indicate their downstream
stations that it wants to reserve the channel. To provide a fair
access for both up- and downstream users, each station may
only transmit once within each round.[TobaBOl

• Attempt-and-defer techniques; where stations transmit when
they sense the channel idle and aborts this transmission when
it detects upstream (station further placed on the bus) traffic.
So transmission right is given to the upstream stations.
Examples of this attempt-and-defer technique can be found
with: EXPRESSNET, D-NET [Lant90J, FASTNET, V-NET,
Tokenless Protocols [Rodr84l.

For ATM based unidirectional bus systems several access protocols exist. Some
of these protocols are applied to customer premises networks. Study group
XVIII of the CCITT indicates that the Generic Flow Control (GFC) field of the
ATM cell will be used to transmit the MAC messages.

• Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB); each terminal may
access both buses in a First In First Out (FIFO) way. Both
buses generate slots, or cells, at the bus-end. The information
passing on the bus is only observed, not removed, by the
terminals. If a station want to transmit information
downstream, and it sees no empty cells passing by, it places
a request on the upstream bus, forcing upstream stations to
leave passing empty cells untouched. To keep track of the
received requests from the upstream nodes, a counting
mechanism is realized. So every node knows exactly how
many upstream requests there are. If a station at a certain
moment wants to transmit a cell, it copies the contents of the
request counter into the downcounter which is decremented
for every empty cell passing the node. When the count is zero,
an empty cell is seized for its own transmission. Priorities are
implemented using multiple counters per node.[Jans91bl

• Distributed Queue Multiple Access (DQMA); operates on
both dual and folded bus configurations. To achieve a better
throughput fairness, unlike DQDB, the average number of
requests per slot can be greater than one. To keep the request
queues bounded a maximum number, Le. access window, of
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placed requests can be assigned. With this facility the
bandwidth allocation can be controlled among heavily loaded
nodes. [MulI90]

• H-BUS; a customer premises ATM network, uses a hybrid
architecture, namely a broadcast bus for the downstream
traffic and a looped bus for the upstream traffic. Each node
performs MAC functions on the downstream bus only, in
contrast to the DQDB scheme using both buses. If a terminal
has r new cells to transmit, but cells passing it are occupied,
it will place r requests in a special field of the ATM cell
header, i.e. the A-counter. These requests reach the central
node, at the head end, that sends back these requests on the
broadcast bus (E-counter). H-BUS supports two priority types
of traffic.[Cha089l

• Adaptive cycle cell insertion (ACCl); is based on a random
access if no bus activity is detected and a controlled access if
the bus is busy. In the last case the access mechanism is
regulated by access cycles. Each cycle assures one access
opportunity to each terminal. The length of the cycles adapts
itself to the offered traffic. At heavy load the access behaviour
resembles that of a cyclic polling mechanism.[Bai090l

• Cyclic Reservation Multiple Access (CRMA); an access
scheme based on a slotted unidirectional bus structure. The
stations access the bus according to cycles of slots (cells). The
stations reserve cells in each cycle and the head-end generates
cycles long enough to satisfy these reservations.[Nass90]

3.1.5 Adaptive Assignment Access

This access technique combines several access mechanisms adaptive to the
varying need. By doing so the network can profit from the favourable
characteristics of various techniques under different network loads or traffic
characteristics. Examples of this class are:

• URN; a scheme switching from a ALOHA access method to
a round-robin TDMA method at increasing network load
• Buzz-net; using a twin-bus topology. When channel activity
is low, stations attempt transmitting using a CSMA scheme
achieving low delays. If stations detects a transmission of an
upstream station it aborts its own transmission and starts
sending "buzz" signals on both busses as a kind of distributed
demand assignment access technique.

More examples can be found with CSMA/ CD with Dynamic Priorities and Low
Collision Probability ,MAP, CSMA-DCR, SRUC. For references see [Toba80]
and [Sach88].
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3.2 Access techniques and APON

In this section the possible application ofvarious access techniques to the ATM
based passive optical network (APON) is discussed. The APON system is
described in Section 2.3.

Fixed Assignment Access

Their inefficiency in handling bursty traffic makes them unsuitable as an
access mechanism for broadband subscribers with bursty traffic like file
transfer.

Random Assignment Access

Looking at the APON system topology we can see similarities between this
system and a satellite system where a number of satellites communicate with
one ground station. In both systems a number ofstations share a single passive
medium. The LT of the APON corresponds with the groundstation which has
a broadcast channel (at another frequency) to all stations. In the opposite
direction (from NTl to LT) the traffic of the different stations can collide on the
shared medium. Furthermore, in the APON case, the stations are not able to
receive the transmissions of the other stations, making a Carrier Sense
Multiple Access technique impossible! An acknowledgement scheme can be
used if collision detection is implemented at the LT. In this case the LT must
be able to perform error checking, not only on the cell header but also on the
information field.

-
Figure 11 APON as an ALOHA satellite system

down

up

Applying a basic ALOHA based access mechanism, with the drawback of low
maximum throughput, has one big advantage namely it makes the application
of a ranging protocol unnecessary because collisions are now tolerated. This
ranging protocol accounts for the different distances (delays) of the stations to
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exclude collisions. As mentioned before this technique is ideal when network
load is light and collision probability is low. Due to this limited throughput the
Random Access Technique is not a very serious candidate, but combining it
with an adaptive access protocol could be interesting.

Central Control Demand Assignment

The topology of the APON network, with the central position of the LT, makes
the application of polling techniques the most obvious. An argument for this is
the fact that when polling information is exchanged, in case of centralized
control, the LT can have full knowledge ofthe networks status before the NTIs
can, as a result of the downstream transmission delay. So why apply
distributed control and operate on antiquated information?
Indeed in several passive optical networks the polling strategy is chosen:
[Karl91J, [Enge90J, [Amem89J, [Vaal91cJ. Of course with this technique a
ranging protocol has to be implemented. If all stations would be equidistant,
this is the case with some star-type networks, ranging would be unnecessary,
but with the tree structure this is not the case. In general these centralized
polling systems show a more fair and predictable behaviour than distributed
systems. However, the polling systems are less bandwidth efficient than the
distributed systems. This problem can be overcome by adapting the polling
frequency or sequence to the offered traffic of the stations. The allocated
bandwidth can depend on several parameters like for instance the queue
length, the average delay etc. So if polling is applied to the APON a study has
to be made on the most suitable adaptive technique.

Distributed Control Demand Assignment

For unidirectional bus systems there are a lot of interesting distributed access
techniques offering fairness and high throughput. Adapting these techniques
to the APON however is difficult because the APON topology is not a dual bus
or folded bus, but a architecture offering a broadcast bus (stations only receive
cells) downstream and a star configuration upstream, Le. stations send cells to
LT without receiving each others transmissions. For distributed control it is
necessary that stations can monitor the activity of the other stations. Also ring
based access techniques are, due to the unusual tree architecture, not
applicable without changing the APON architecture considerably.

A dual bus configuration that resembles the tree structured APON most is the
active tree architecture of Figure 12. This architecture requires an active node
at very split in the network. The active node or distribution node buffers the
incoming cells from the NTIs to exclude collisions in the upstream direction.
It is possible to use alternative APON architectures that resemble a H-BUS
architecture or even a ring architecture. These modified architectures are
theoretically interesting but not interesting from a practical point of view.
Notice the excessive use of fibre and the problems faced when the network has
to be extended. Changing the architecture means loosing the operational
advantages, mentioned in Chapter 2, of the passive tree concept.
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Figure 12 Active tree architecture

a) DUAL-BUS b) H-BUS c) RING

Figure 13 Alternative local loop architecture

The alternative network architectures are of interest if we want to make a
statement about how good the APON network with the access technique
discussed in this report performs. A comparison of the MAC protocol
performance could show that the APON concept, in spite of all its advantages,
is not the most suitable network solution for the Local Loop. It would be
interesting to compare the MAC performance of the APON network in terms
of throughput and, more important, delay times (queue sizes) with the
performance of a DQDB based network. This because DQDB is standarized by
IEEE 802.6 as the access protocol for Metropolitan Area Networks which are
expected to form a short term alternative to B-ISDN networks for the business
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subscribers [Jans91bJ. In Section 5.3.2 a possible DQDB local loop topology is
presented. For this DQDB network simulation results are gathered (in Section
6.4) which are used for comparison purposes.

In the next table the minuses and pluses of the access techniques discussed in
this section with respect to their APON applicability are summarized.

Table 11 Medium access techniques and APON

Access Techniques Multi-Media Tree Topology Performance
8ndAPON Traffic Support Compatibility

Fixed
<FDMA.TDMA,CDMA) -- 0 0

Random
(Aloh..CSMAlCd) - ++ -

Central Control
0<adaptive polling) + +

Distributed Control
0(H·Bua, DQDB) - +

At this point we conclude that for APON application purposes an adaptive
polling scheme is the most suitable one. The remainder of this chapter
therefore focuses on these polling techniques.

3.3 Classification of Polling Techniques

Because polling is a very suitable access technique when using an APON for
the local loop, it will be studied in more detail in this section.
Polling techniques can be grouped into two categories if the service order and
service duration is considered. In Figure 14 a survey of different classes of
polling techniques is shown.

Adapting the service order

As mentioned before there are (zxed and dynamic polling techniques. With fIxed
polling the order in which the stations are served (get access to the channel)
is predetermined. The access sequence can be cyclic (namely station 1. station
2•....• station N, station 1. station 2 etc.) or non-cyclic according to some kind
of polling table. In both cases there is a repetitive service order.

With dynamic polling techniques. however. the service order is depending on
the system state, and can be derived from for instance the contents of the
queues at the stations. A disadvantage of this system is the necessity for the
uchange of status information between central node and station. using some
of the bandwidth. By controlling the service order heavy traffic stations can be
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Polling Techniques
I
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Figure 14 Classes of polling techniques

served more frequently. Also semi-dynamic policies are possible, whereby the
access order is determined only at the beginning of a cycle.
A problem with polling systems is the latency delay caused by polling inactive
stations, this will be discussed later on. Due to the length of the channel and
the accompanying transmission delay from station to central node it takes
some time before the next station can be polled. This problem can be overcome
by selective polling, i.e. only stations that are backlogged (having cells to send)
are polled. To implement this a separate channel must be accessible by stations
to modify their status, because they are no longer polled regularly.

Adapting the service duration

Another way of controlling can be achieved by adapting the service duration,
and thus controlling the amount of data to be send each time a station is
polled. Some of the service policies controlling the service duration are:
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• exhaustive service; whereby a station sends messages until
its queue is empty and there are no pending messages left
• gated service; whereby a station sends as much messages as
there were in the queue at the instant of polling.
~ limited service; whereby a station only sends a limited
number of messages each time it is polled.
• decrementing service; whereby a service continues until the
number of queued messages decreases to one less than that
found at the polling instant.

When comparing these three services disciplines with respect to their
efficiency, in general, the exhaustive service performs better than the gated
service which performs better than the limited service does. This statement is
valid under general conditions [Levy90J, and as far as efficiency is defmed as
the weighted sum of the message waiting times in the queue. The weighting
factor for each station is the contribution to the total traffic. If different types
of traffic are offered this weighting factor should take into account that cells
from low rate traffic sources may suffer more delay than those from high rate
sources.
If the amount of unfinished work, Le. number of messages in the queue, is
considered the ranking of the service policies stays the same.
But if fairness is considered it is believed that the ranking should be in the
reverse order. Although this statement is difficult to prove and depends on the
exact situation, it can be shown intuitively. Because with the exhaustive and
gated service the heavy traffic stations, receive better attention by the server
and their messages suffer less delay than those of light stations. The
exhaustive policy tends to serve many customers in a Last Come First Serviced
CLCFS) way.
The decrementing service complements the drawbacks in the exhaustive and
limited service by limiting the message waiting time and preventing heavily
loaded stations from monopolizing the server. [Taka86J. This waiting time will
probably be shorter than with the limited-l service but still longer than with
the exhaustive service.

Varieties of the limited service are, limited-! service where only one message
can be send whenever the station is polled, or probabilistic limited policies,
where the limit is not flXed but determined randomly. An alternative to these
policies are the fractional service policies. The principle behind this policy is to
serve only a fraction, say p, of the work present at the queue of a polled
station.

In fact all kinds of service policies can be thought of. But the applicability is
limited by the characteristics of the APON network. This will be shown in the
next section.
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3.3.1 Polling techniques and APON

Not all polling techniques, discussed in the previous section, can be applied to
the APON network without problems. We assume that in the APON network
all stations (NTls) are virtually placed at the same distance by the ranging
protocol, and are synchronized in such a way that if they are polled, one NTl
after another, their transmitted cells nicely fit into an ATM stream without
collisionsl

.

With APON, polling techniques can be implemented by explicitly assigning
each upstream cell to a NTl (cell-based polling), or by assigning the upstream
channel (channel-based polling) to a NTl for some time. In the first case the
LT has to send polling messages, using the downstream broadcast bus, at a
rate enough to assign each upstream cell to a NT!. In the second case the LT
polls a NTl and waits until it has received the last transmitted cell by the NTl
before it can send a polling message to the next NTl on the downstream
channel. In contrast to cell-based polling an switch-over time will be introduced
before the next station is polled.

• Cell-based polling

With cell-based polling each cell on the upstream channel is
assigned to one NTl by the LT. So the LT knows exactly how
many cells a NTl will send. The LT can poll the NTls by
issuing a permit, i.e. addressing them using the downstream
broadcast channel. If a l-limited polling service is
implemented then, if for instance the downstream cell rate is
four times the upstream cell rate, the LT must see to it that
every fourth downstream cell one NTl is polled and sends a
cell. As long as the LT knows in advance how many cells a
polled NTl will send a continuous cell stream in the upstream
direction can be provided. For the polling system it would
mean that there is no switchover time, from one station to the
other. Bandwidth must be available to transport these
downstream polling messages. The way this can be done will
be discussed later on.

• Channel·based polling

With channel-based polling the upstream channel is assigned
to a NT!. This is necessary if the number of cells to be
transmitted at each poll is not know to the LT. When applying
an exhaustive service cell-based polling can no longer be used.
Now the LT waits until it has received all cells by the NTl,
before it sends a permits to poll the next NT!. This technique
could be improved if with the first transmitted cell the NTl
would send a message containing the number of cells to be
transmitted.
l[Vaal91cJ shows that with adequate ranging and synchronization an
accuracy of:t:1 bit can be achieved.
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An important disadvantage of this channel-based polling is
caused by the distance between NTI and LT (in the order of
5 to 20 km). Due to the fInite propagation speed of light in the
optical fIbre a transmission delay is introduced. AE. a result
there will be a switchover time before the next station is
polled and as a consequence the cell stream in the
downstream direction will be interrupted. In the following this
transmission delay will be calculated with the dimensions of
the APON reference configuration of Chapter two, Le.
maximum distance between LT and NTI =5.5 km, and with
an extended configuration, Le. maximum distance between LT
and NTI = 20 km.

Emmple 3.1: Calculation of the (one way) transmission delay

speed of light in fibre: approx. 5 nseclm
Case I: distance between NTI and LT: 5000 + 500 (max) =5500 m
Case II: distance between NTI and LT: 20km

Case I:

delay =5500 • 5 10-9 =27.5 Jlsec
upstream bit rate =155.52 Mbit/sec
delay (bits) =4276.8 bits
delay (cells) =4276.81424 =10.08 cells

Case II:

100 Jlsec

15552 bits
36.68 cells

If the Channel-based method is used with a I-limited service policy a poor
channel utilization will occur because every time another station is polled, up
to approximately 37 cells will be left unused. In Figure 15 both Cell-based and
Channel-based polling are illustrated.

, <number of cells from S>

a) Cell-based

b) Channel-based

I I I I II I I

/ <next to poll>

@

1-' I I I I I I

r;:;:-..,/ <next to poll>

~

J , , , , J

I I I I I I I I 1-'

<send cells> "

Figure 15 Cell-based and channel-based polling
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Another important consequence of the transmission delay is the fact that an
adaptive polling mechanism operates on polling information send by the NTIs
on the upstream channel that is several (::t 37) "cells" old, and it will take an
equal number of cells before a station can actually be polled according to a new
scheme..This as a result of the downstream transmission delay.

Problems when applying fixed polling

With fixed polling, the question arises how does the central node (LT) know
which stations are active, and what are their bandwidth requirements. This in
order to determine the polling order. Chapter 2 showed that the traffic streams
offered to each station have already been accepted by a bandwidth allocation
algorithm during call setup. By means of signalling between the LT and LE a
part of the bandwidth is assigned to each of the subscribers (NTIs). So at the
Local Exchange the exact active stations and their assigned bandwidth are
known. The LT on the other hand, which only performs physical layer
functions, has no knowledge of this. So in order to apply a fixed polling
strategy this information can be given to the LT by the LE. However it is
desirable to perform the access mechanism locally (Le. between LT and NTIs)
without control from the Exchange. So in this case it is impossible to know in
advance, how often the NTIs have to be polled in agreement with the assigned
bandwidth. The LT simply has to monitor the activity of the different NTIs
which send their status to the NT!. In other words a adaptive polling strategy
is more likely to be implemented. However the performance of the fixed polling
technique can be used to compare with the performance of the adaptive
schemes. In Section 5.3.1 a cyclic (fh:ed) polling system is discussed that is
used to compare with the new APON protocol presented in Chapter 4. In
Section 6.3 (simulation) results of both systems are presented.

Problems when applying dynamic polling

If a dynamic polling scheme is applied the question arises how polling
information can be exchanged between LT and NTI. In general bandwidth, or
a special channel, should be reserved for this purpose. But unfortunately with
ATM no physical channels can be reserved. Some alternative techniques to
exchange polling information that can be applied are:

• using special polling cells
• slotted transmission; introducing polling slots
• MAC header insertion

Polling cells; part of the bandwidth reserved for PLOAM cells can be used to
send special polling cells (POLL-cells). According to Chapter 2 this bandwidth
corresponds to a maximum of 1 cell out of 27 cells, or about 3.7 % of the total
available bandwidth of 155.52 Mbit/sec. Like with normal cells, the NTIs are
only allowed to send a POLL-cell when they are actually polled. With this
technique the time between two polling cells can be long. This will be shown
by the next example. Furthermore only part of the POLL-cell will be used for
polling information, leaving the rest unused.
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Example 3.2: maximum cycle time using POLL-cells

Suppose the LT wants to check whether or not the NTIs are
backlogged, i.e. have queued cells. All NTIs can only use lout of 27
cells to answer, so the total cycle in which all 32 NTIs can reply takes
at least 27*32 cells! This corresponds with a cycle-time or polling period
of maximum 2.3 ms. If a NT1 with a 100 Mbit/sec service is backlogged
during this period a buffer capacity of at least 500 cells is required to
prevent cell-loss! In practice only a few NTIs will be active. But, since
the LT is not aware of the number of active stations, regularly visits
(polls) to the NTIs must be made.

Calculation of the cycle time

cell .. 424 bits
rate .. 155.52 106 bps
cycle time .. 27*32*424 / 155.52 106

.. 2.35 10.3 s

Due to this long cycle-time and due to the waist of information in the POLL
cells, reserving cells for polling purposes is not a very good solution. There
must be another way to transmit polling information. Two solutions to this
problem are the introduction ofslotted transmission where normal cell slots are
interleaved with polling slots, and a solution like the one suggested by
[Vaal91c], whereby every ATM cell is preceded by a fixed size (e.g. 16 bit)
header. In this report this technique will be called MAC header insertion.

Slotted transmission; with slotted transmission normal cell slots are
interleaved with polling slots. This enables the NT1 to send a polling message
in this polling slot without sending a normal cell. The next example shows that
with a 16 bit polling slot the cycle time is limited to 90).1s.

Example 3.3: cycle time using slotted transmission

Suppose every NT1 sends one polling message every 32 cells than the
NT1 has to wait at most 31 cells and 31 polling slots before it can send
a polling cell. Perhaps the NTIs can access these polling slots in a
random order, thus introducing collisions of polling messages. If the
polling slots are taken 2 bytes long then 3.6 % e6

/(424+16l*100%) of the
available bandwidth is used by the polling mechanism. Now the
maximum cycle time is limited to 90 ).1s. If a 100 Mbps service would be
activated a maximum of 21 cells has to be buffered.

Calculation of the cycle time

cell + poll slot .. 424 + 16 .. 440 bits
rate .. 155.52 106 bps
cycle time .. 32*(424+16) / 155.52 H16 _110.53 10·61

Slotted transmission has the advantage that NTIs can send their polling
information without being polled to send a ATM cell. It has the drawback that
an increase in transmission system complexity can be expected to satisfy the
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need for more accurate bit timingl
.

MAC header insertion; every ATM cell is preceded by a fixed size MAC header.
This MAC header insertion seems to be simpler to implement, since no slotted
transmi~sion is needed. It has the drawback that only polled stations can send
polling information, hence increasing the reaction time of the adaptive access
mechanism. The MAC header length influences the bandwidth efficiency of the
transmission system. This overhead can be decreased by allowing the NTIs to
transmit two cells each time they are polled, and add just one MAC header to
it. It should be noted that within the MAC header, bits must be reserved not
only for MAC information but also to account for bit unaccuracy2, introducing
a bitgap, or for error correction purposes.
Since the NTIs are allowed to send polling information only when they are
polled, it is necessary to poll the NTIs regularly even if they don't have cells
to transmit. The maximum cycle time will depend on the way the polling
mechanism distributes the available bandwidth.

Conclusions about APON polling techniques

From the foregoing several things can be concluded about applying polling
techniques to an APON network.

• cell-based polling is preferred above channel-based polling

• with cell-based polling only limited policies can be used

• dynamic-polling rather than fixed-polling

• to exchange polling information MAC header insertion is
preferred, rather than using slotted transmission or POLL-cells

So at this point it is believed that the APON access protocol must belong to the
class of cell-based, dynamic, limited polling techniques, using MAC header
insertion.

3.3.2 Modelling the polling APON

As a starting point for the design of the actual adaptive polling access protocol
a model of the APON is presented in this section. In this model the conclusions
of the last section are taken into account. In this model a transmission delay
of lOOp.sec is assumed (20 km network).

In general a polling system can be modelled as a one server, multiple queue,
cyclic service system. The entity of service is a 440 bit slot (ATM cell + MAC
header). The cell arrival pattern can be described as a Poisson process. Figure
16 shows the basic polling model.
lWithin the BAF (Broadband Access Facility) RACE research project access protocols for an APON
network are studied. Here, the choice between cell based and slotted transmission still has to be
made.
~aal91c] shows that a 1 byte 'bitgap" in the header is sufficient.
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Figure 16 Basic polling model

This basic model has to be modified to account for the restraints imposed by
the APON network in the following manner.

• Num1:>er of stations: up to 32
• Service time: 440 bits at 155.52 Mbit/sec := 2.83 Jlsec (per cell)
• Switch-over time: 0 sec (cell based polling assumed)
• Queue length: finite
• Service order: the service order is no longer cyclic but determined

within the arbitrator by some algorithm based on information
about the queue status that is 100 Jlsec (35 slot times) old. Each
queue sends its status to the arbitrator whenever it is polled. It
is assumed that the determination of the service order by the
arbitrator causes negligible delay. Before a station is actually
served a (transmission) delay of another 100psec occurs. At the
beginning of every service period the server reads the number of
the next queue to serve.

• Arrival process: the arrival process of cells caused by the
broadband services can not be described by a simple Poisson
process. The bursty services demand a more realistic model.
These models will be discussed in Section 5.2.
Furthermore the arrival rates at the queues are not independent
since the total offered traffic, or active stations are limited by a
Connection Acceptance Control procedure (see Section 2.2.1). To
simulate a real traffic situation, all kinds of scenarios (mixes of
traffic types) have to be considered. This will be done in Chapter
5 and 6.
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Figure 17 APON polling model

In the remainder of this report this model can be use for the design of a new
access protocol, and to analyze (applying queuing theory) or simulate this
protocol.

3.4 Summary and Conclusions of Chapter 3

In this chapter a survey on medium access protocols is given by grouping them
into five categories; fixed and random assignment access, central and
distributed control demand assignment access and adaptive assignment access.
Each class is described briefly and some examples are given. With distributed
control demand assignment a further classification can be made based on the
topology of the network; ring systems, bidirectional and unidirectional bus
systems.

It can be concluded that the most interesting access techniques for the
application to the ATM based Passive Optical Network are random assignment
access, (adaptive) polling and adaptive assignment access. With random
assignment access schemes the NTIs send cells randomly, hence introducing
cell collisions. As a result this scheme suffers from a limited throughput at
high network load, but has the advantage of making a ranging protocol
unnecessary. This technique could be interesting when combining it in an
adaptive access protocol.

The APON topology turned out to be unsuitable for the application of
distributed control demand assignment techniques like DQDB and H-BUS. To
apply these techniques alternative network architectures have to be chosen,
with the drawback of loosing the advantages of the APON concept, mentioned
in Chapter 2.
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The topology of the APON network, with the central position of the LT, makes
the application of polling techniques the most obvious. Therefore the polling
technique is studied more elaborate.

With polling, each NTI is served in a fixed or dynamic order by the LT which
sends permits. Whenever it is served, several policies to control the service
duration can be implemented, e.g. exhaustive, gated,limited and decrementing
service.

If the applicability of these techniques to the APON network is considered
restrictions are imposed on the polling techniques. First of all the access
mechanism should be provided by the LT and NTIs independent of the local
exchange. But in order to apply fixed polling the exchange must inform the LT
which of the NTIs are active and what are their bandwidth requirements. So
fIXed polling is not a suitable technique.

Secondly a distinction must be made between cell-based polling, where each
cell in the upstream bus is assigned to one NTI, and channel-based polling,
where a NTI seizes the channel and sends a number of cells. In the last case
the LT has no knowledge of the number of cells that will be transmitted, and
as a consequence has to wait until the channel is idle before the next NTI can
be polled. As a result of the transmission delay between LT and NTIs (of about
37 cells with a 20 km network) a switch over time is introduced in case of
channel based polling, while with cell based polling, the LT uses some
algorithm and information about the NTIs that is several cells old.

It is concluded that the access protocol for the APON network must belong to
the class of dynamic, cell-based, limited polling techniques, using MAC header
insertion. As a starting point for the actual design of the adaptive polling
access protocol a model of the polling APON is presented.
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AP'l; an APON Adaptive
Polling Access Protocol

In this chapter a new adaptive polling APON access protocol (Ap3-protocol) is
presented. As a starting point for the development of this protocol the polling
model and conclusions about APON polling techniques, discussed in the
previous chapter, are used. In the next section the specification of this polling
model will be summarized, before the concept of the adaptive polling access
protocol is discussed. Next, three new techniques to support this concept are
presented. Namely an Incremental Approximation Bandwidth Request
technique, a Bandwidth Assignment Algorithm and a Dynamic Allocation
Algorithm.

4.1 Polling Model

In Chapter 3 a model of an APON based adaptive polling system is presented,
that models the access to the upstream channel. The assumptions, discussed
in Chapter 3, on which this model is based can be summarized as follows.

• 32 NTIs
• downstream bit rate = 622.08 Mbit/sec (user: 599.04 Mbit/sec)
• upstream bit rate = 155.52 Mbit/sec (user: 149.76 Mbit/sec)
• maximum distance between NTI and LT =20 km.
• roundtrip delay = 200 J.lsec (± 73 cells at 155.52 Mbit/sec)
• all NTIs are virtually placed equi-distant (ranging-protocol)
• all NTIs are uniquely numbered (1-32)
• cell-based, dynamic, limited polling is applied; each time an NTI

is polled it is allowed to send one ATM cell + MAC header
• MAC header insertion; request messages are send using reserved

fields in the MAC header (max. 16 bit long)
• to poll an NTl, the LT sends a permit. Le. places the identity of

the corresponding NTI in the MAC header of the downstream
cells

• each NTI is guaranteed a minimum bandwidth of 64kbps
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Figure 18 APON polling model

These specifications result in a polling model as shown in Figure 18, with the
following parameters.

• maximum cell arrival rate =353.20 103 cells/sec (149.76 Mbps)
• maximum cell inter arrival time = 2.83 llsec
• minimum NT1 service rate = 150.94 permits/sec (64k/424)
• service rate =353.35 103 permits/sec
• slot time = 2.829 llsec (4401/155.52 llsec)
• polling delay =100 llsec (35.34 slots)
• request delay = 100 llsec (35.34 slots)

It should be noted that the values of the cell arrival rate and NT1 service rates
are variable. But on the average these values will be bounded by the given
maximum and minimum values. The cell arrival rate at an NT1 could
momentarily exceed the channel capacity. if the NT1 would be connected to
multiple links. But for now we assume that the probability for this to happen
is negligible. However it is still interesting to see how the polling system reacts
to such an occurrence. This aspect will be dealt with when discussing the
simulation results of Chapter 6.

The model of Figure 18 shows roughly how the access mechanism should
operate. But there are still three problems which must be solved.

1a 16 bit MAC header is assumed with a 424 bit ATM cell
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• what NTI status information (e.g. queue size) will be used, and
how can this information be derived from the queue status?

• what algorithm is used to allocate the bandwidth to the NTIs,
based on the queue information?

• what algorithm is used to generate permits (identity of the NTI
which is to be polled), in accordance to the bandwidth
distribution?

In the next section an adaptive polling protocol is presented which answers the
above questions.

4.2 ,AP3-protocol concept

In this section the ~-protocol (APON Adaptive Polling Access Protocol)
concept is given. Since this protocol should function autonomously, i.e. without
prior knowledge of the offered traffic, it is designed in a way that it minimizes
the reaction time of the polling system to a changing traffic offer.
To minimize the reaction time the protocol has the property that the NTIs
request bandwidth according to their momentary arrival rate, and the LT
distributes all remaining bandwidth (i.e. bandwidth which is not requested by
the NTIs) equally among the NTIs.

The ~-protocol polls all NTIs according to their momentary bandwidth
demand, i.e. the polling algorithm provides at least as much bandwidth as
needed to handle the momentary cell arrival rate at the NTI. The NTIs
therefore determine their momentary cell arrival rate, and send a bandwidth
request message accordingly to inform the LT. For each incoming request
message the LT updates a Bandwidth Request Table (BRT). Rather than
polling all NTIs according to their requested bandwidth only, the remaining
bandwidth is also distributed equally among all NTIs. In this way the polling
frequency at each NTI is increased. The NTIs use this excess bandwidth to
transmit polling messages and cells (if any), hence decreasing the response
time of the system to a changing traffic offer. If the NTI has no cells in its
queue it simply transmits an empty cell. Finally the number of the NTI which
is next to be polled is determined according to the bandwidth distribution. With
the ~-protocola choice is made to allocate the bandwidth in units of 64 kbps,
so that one unit of bandwidth corresponds to the minimum NTI service rate.

4.2.1 Distributing the remaining bandwidth

The most important property of the protocol, besides the fact that it works
autonomous and uses the momentary arrival rate, is the fact that the
remaining bandwidth is distributed equally among all NTIs. The advantages
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of this technique will be discussed in this section.

First it should be noticed that even though the AP3-protocol does not
communicate with the Local Exchange, it has some knowledge about total
offered traffic. Since a connection acceptance control (CAC) procedure in the
Local Exchange will never allocate more than the channel capacity of 155.52
Mbps, the total offered traffic (depending on the applied admission rule) will
on the average be less then the channel capacity. If the total traffic offered
momentarily exceeds the channel capacity then cell loss is allowed, but the
probability of this to happen is expected to be small. But again, this depends
on the applied CAC procedure.

By distributing the remaining bandwidth the algorithm makes use of this
knowledge in the following way. Whenever the total offered traffic is small, and
still a lot of additional traffic can be offered, also the inactive NTIs are polled
regularly, thus minimizing the reaction time of the polling algorithm to a
changing arrival rate. As the channel utilization increases, and the polling rate
to an inactive NTI decreases, the offered traffic can only change slightly, thus
minimizing the necessity for quick response.

The next two examples show the advantage of bandwidth distribution.

Example 4.1: remaining bandwidth is left unused

Suppose that the total arriving traffic equals zero, i.e. the network is
idle. Then each NTI will be served at its guaranteed minimum rate of
150.94 permits/sec, and the inter visit time, i.e. average time between
the receipt of two permits, equals 6.63 msec. If at a certain moment
NTI A becomes active with a cell arrival rate equal to the link rate
(366.79 cells/sec), then it could take up to 6.63 msec until the NTI is
polled again and it is enabled to send a bandwidth request. In this 6.63
msec period a maximum of 2341 (366.79*6.63) cells could arrive at the
NT1. Without taking into account the transmission delay, the LT could
react immediately to this request by changing the polling order, and
serve NTI A at the maximum rate. However the NTI must be able to
buffer these first 2341 cells.

Example 4.2: distributing the remaining bandwidth

In this case, with an idle network, each NTI is served at rate of 11.04
103 permits/sec (1132 of the maximum service rate), and the inter visit
time equals 90.53 )lsec. If at a certain moment NTI A becomes active
with a cell arrival rate equals the link rate, then it could take up to
90.53 JlSec until the NT1 is polled again. But now only 34 cells
(366.79*0.09053) have to be buffered.
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These two cases show clearly the gain in terms of buffer capacity or reaction
time that can be achieved by distributing the remaining bandwidth.
Of course if the roundtrip delay is taken into account (200 J.lsec for a 20 km
network) then additional buffer capacity is needed (:z 73 cells).

So distributing the remaining bandwidth improves the dynamic behaviour of
the system. The NTIs are polled more often than requested, allowing them to
transmit more and faster requests. In addition, the NTIs could make use of
this extra assigned bandwidth in case a sudden burst of cells arrives at the
NT!.

4.3 Basic protocol functions

From the protocol concept described in the previous section three basic
functions of the protocol can be derived.

• Determine the momentary arrival rate at each NTI, and
generate a request message.

• Update a Bandwidth Request Table (BRT) for each incoming
request message, and determine the new permit rate
distribution.

• Generate the identity of the NTI which is next to be polled, and
send a permit to this NTl

With the ,AP3-protocol a new bandwidth request technique and two algorithms
are introduced to realize these functions.

• Incremental Approximation Bandwidth Request

• Bandwidth Assignment Algorithm

• Dynamic Allocation Algorithm

In Figure 19 the,AP3 bandwidth management system is shown schematically.
The three techniques will be explained in the next sections.

4.3.1 Incremental Approximation Bandwidth Request

Using the Incremental Approximation Bandwidth Request technique, the NTI
calculates the arrival rate from the number of cell arrivals (N) between, the
receipt of two permits, the so called momentary arrival rate. The bandwidth
requested by means of request messages (BWREQ) corresponds to this
momentary arrival rate. The difference between the bandwidth request and the
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already requested bandwidth (BWREI;Lold) is calculated, quantized, coded and
send to the LT. Figure 20 shows the,API request mechanism at the NT!.

The mo1TU!ntary arrival rate

The momentary arrival rate (which equals the momentary bandwidth need) of
an NT1 must be send to the LT by means of a request message in the MAC
header. With the ,API-protocol the bandwidth is assigned in units of 64 kbps.
The total available bandwidth (149.76 Mbps) consists of 2340 units of
bandwidth. So the bandwidth demand can be expressed by an integer number
in the interval [0..2340].

The momentary arrival rate is calculated as follows. Upon receipt of a permit,
the NT1 transmits a request and a cell upstream. At the same time it resets
a cell counter CELL_CNT and a slot counter SLOT_CNT. The cell counter
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counts the number of arrivals the NTl, the slot counter counts the number of
time slots. Upon receipt of the next permit, the arrival rate r can be expressed
as

(4.1)

If this fraction r is multiplied by the number of bandwidth units (2340) then
the requested bandwidth is expressed in the number of bandwidth units,

(4.2)

Where r.l means the nearest integer value larger than the value between
brackets. Since 0 S r S 1, Le. the cell arrival rate is limited to the service rate,
BWREQ is in the interval [0..2340].

Accuracy and fluctuations of tM bandwidth request

The accuracy of the bandwidth request can be defmed as the difference
between the momentary arrival rate and requested bandwidth. This accuracy
depends on the number of slots that pass between the receipt of two permits
(SLOT_CNT or inter visit time). With SWT_CNT = 2340 the accuracy of the
request equals 112340 of the total bandwidth, i.e. 0.042%. But with
SLOT_CNT=32 the accuracy equals 1/32 of the total bandwidth, Le. 3.125%. In
other words a light traffic station, with a large SLOT_CNT, will be able to
determine its bandwidth need more exact than a heavy traffic station can.

For example, consider an NTI with a 75% traffic load. This NTI will receive
a permit almost every slot, and the SLOT_CNT (or IVT) will vary between 1
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and 2 slots (e.g...-1-1-2-1-1-2-1-1-.. ). Depending on the CELL_CNT the
requested bandwidth will fluctuate between the next three values, 0%,50% and
100% (the simulation results of Chapter 6 shows the effect of the request
fluctuations).

Arrival Window

To improve the accuracy of the bandwidth requests, and to suppress bandwidth
request fluctuations, a minimum arrival observation interval (arrival window)
is introduced. During this arrival interval the number of arriving cells will be
accumulated (both SLOT_CNT and CELL_CNT will not be reset) and only after
the interval expires and the NT1 receives a permit, the requested bandwidth
is calculated and a request is send. Furthermore the SLOT_CNT and
CELL_CNT are reset. Simulation results of Chapter 6 show that with an
arrival window size of 32 slots the accuracy and stability are improved
considerably. Of course this arrival window introduces an extra delay of the
request mechanism.

Incremental Approximation Bandwidth Request

To transmit the bandwidth need [0..2340] a 12 bit word (212=4096) has to be
reserved in the bandwidth request field of the MAC header. It seems however
that this straightforward method for requesting bandwidth is not very
bandwidth efficient, i.e. requiring a 12 bit request field.

With the Incremental Approximation Bandwidth Request technique, the
bandwidth is requested step by step. Each NT1 stores its already requested
bandwidth in a BWREQ..old table. Whenever a permit is received, and the momen
tary arrival rate is determined, the difference (BWDIFF) between this
momentary bandwidth need (BWREQ) and already requested bandwidth
(BWREQ..old) is calculated.

BWDIFF = BWREQ - BWREQ..old (4.3)

The quantized and coded values are send to the LT which keeps track of the
requested bandwidth by decoding, and de-quantizing the request message. The
bandwidth difference is added to the previous requested bandwidth.

BWREQ = BWDIFF + BWREQ..old (4.4)

Since the bandwidth difference is also in the interval [0..2340] again a request
field of 12 bit would be needed. However, by quantizing this difference into the
first (out of e.g. 8 or 16 levels) quantization level belowl the actual value, using
one bit to indicate the sign of the difference,
lquantizing into the first quantization level larger than the actual value could lead to bandwidth
monopolizing by the heevy traffic NTIs.
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only 4 or 5 bits are needed to transmit the bandwidth difference.

In this way the requested bandwidth is approximated step by step with a 12
bit accuracy (or 64 kbit/sec granularity). If the cell arrival rate is constant (Le.
with CBR traffic), then the exact bandwidth is approximated within a few
steps. With variable bit rate (VER) traffic, the bandwidth requests follow the
varying arrival rate in a step-wise manner.

Figure 21 shows the way the bandwidth is requested and approximated, if a
131 Mbit/sec (2047 units) CBR source is activated at an NTl, using 12
quantization levels, e.g. 0, 1,2,4,8, 16,32,64, 128,256, 512, 1024 and 20481

•

As a result of this incremental approximation bandwidth request an extra
delay is introduced before the bandwidth need is satisfied, increasing the
number of cells to be buffered at the NT!. Since the process of releasing the
bandwidth is delayed too, the NTI will be assigned bandwidth longer than
needed, and the extra cells in the queue will be removed again.

BW_requested/assigned

2047

(

roundlrip delay

=T

2048 ......••.•••••...........••••••••.••..•.......•....••.•....,
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Figure 21 Quantizing the bandwidth difference

It will be shown by the next example, that the extra buffering needed is
smaller than the buffer capacity needed to account for the roundtrip delay with
the 20 km reference network (:t 73 cells).

lbinary (2Jog) rather than linear quantization enables simple hardware implementation.
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Example 4.3: Buffer capacity needed for incremental
approximation bandwidth request

A worst case situation is considered whereby

• at T ~ 0 the network is idle (all NTIs inactive) => NT1 service
rate = 11 103 permits/sec (SLOT_CNT = 32 slots or IVT =
90.53J.lsec)
at T=O, CBR source is activated at NT1 A with rate 131 Mbps
(2047 units). To approximate 2047 a maximum number of steps
is needed.

• at T=O, the NT1 has just received a permit => maximum waiting
time of 32 slots

• BWARR is defined as the arrival rate at the NT1 and is expressed
in units and in % of the link rate.
BWSUM is defmed as the total requested bandwidth and is
expressed in units and in % of the link rate.
!:J. Queue is defmed as the number of extra cells to be buffered
each step.
!:J. Queue is defined as SLOT_CNT * (BWARR(%)-BWsW<%)Y100)

Table III shows how the bandwidth is requested using Q=25 (5 bit) and
Q=15 (4 bit) quantization levels. Notice that not all possible request
messages are used in this example (25=32 zi=16). The remaining
messages could be used as well, e.g. to introduce additional quantization
levels or for other polling messages1.

Calculating in the same way as in example 4.3 (worst case traffic load = 0.875)
but now for various network dimensions and taking into account the extra
buffering as a result of the roundtrip delay, table IV with the maximum
number of cells to buffer can be found. Notice that the inter visit time, and
hence the number of excess cells, changes linearly with the number of queues
number. And that the roundtrip delay changes linearly with the network
length.

From example 4.3 it can be concluded that in this worst case situation 55-70
cells must be buffered extra, which is ofthe same order as the roundtrip delay
of about 71 cells. If the bandwidth would be requested in one step, Le. without
quantization, then in a worst case situation only the frrst 28 cells should be
buffered. So the excess buffer capacity needed for the incremental
approximation technique would be in the range of about 55-28=27 cells (5 bit
quantizing) to 70-28=42 cells (4 bit quantizing).

lIn order to improve the robustness of the request mechanism a code point could be introduced
saying "the requested bandwidth is zero". In this way the LT will realign from time to time when
the source is silent. Otherwise faulty bandwidth is maintained endleuly.
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Buffer capacity for IABR with 5 and 4 bit quantizing.
(worst case situation; CBR load =131 Mbps which equals 2047
units or 87.5% of the link rate; without roundtrip delay)

BWARR- Q -25 Q -15
2047 lilt E {O,~ 1,z 2,z 4,~ 8,~ 16,z lilt E (O,~ 1,z 4,~ 16,~

(87.5%) 32,~ 64,z 128,~ 256,~ 64,~256,z512,~ 1024,z 2048)
512,~1024,~ 2048)

STEP BWsum BWsum &Queue BWsum BWsum &Queue
(units) (%) (units) (%)

1 0.0 0.0 28.0 0.0 0.0 28.0

2 1024 43.8 14.0 1024 43.8 14.0

3 1536 65.5 7.0 1280 54.7 10.5

4 1792 76.6 3.5 1536 65.5 7.0

5 1920 82.1 1.7 1792 76.6 3.5

6 1984 84.8 0.9 1856 79.3 2.6

7 2016 86.2 0.4 1920 82.1 1.7

8 2032 86.8 0.2 1984 84.8 0.9

9 2040 87.2 0.1 2000 85.5 0.6

10 2044 87.4 0.0 2016 86.2 0.4

11 2046 87.4 0.0 2032 86.8 0.2

12 2047 87.5 0.0 2036 87.0 0.1

13 2040 87.2 0.0

14 2044 87.4 0.0

15 2045 87.4 0.0

16 2046 87.4 0.0

17 2047 87.5 0.0

Total ----- + ----- +
&Queue 55.9 69.8
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However in example 4.3 and in table IV the time between two requests is
assumed to be constant. But after a roundtrip delay the NTI will be assigned
more bandwidth according to its first request message. As a result of this the
requests will be send faster, and the cell arrival rate will be approached faster,
limiting 'the number of cells to be buffered. In Figure 22 this phenomenon is
illustrated.

IVTO

~----,

I
!,

IVT 1 IVT 2 3 4 S .•• 12

<BW...REQ i> - bandwidth request step i

IVT i-inter visit time as a response to <BW_REQ i>

Figure 22 IABR and decreasing inter visit time

Table IV Maximum number of buffered cells vs. distance (d) and NTl number
(N). (Q=25, load =0.875, IVT=eonstant, see Example 4.3)

d\N 16 32 64

5km 45.6 73.6 129.5

10km 63.3 91.3 147.1

20km 98.7 126.6 182.5

In the example of Table III the difference between 4 and 5 bit quantizing in
terms of excess queue cells is about 15 cells. Ifwe take into account that in this
example the IVT equals 32 slot times, and the roundtrip delay is about 70 slot
times, then after 2 or 3 requests the new polling scheme is executed, and the
inter visit time will decrease. The remaining steps will be taken faster and
faster, hence limiting the contribution of these steps to the total number of
cells to be queued. If only the first two steps are considered the difference is
about 7 cells. From this it can be concluded that with increasing roundtrip
delay, when more steps will contribute, the number of quantization steps
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should be increased to limit the excess buffer capacity. Simulations will show
the influence of the changing inter visit time, and the maximum number of
buffered cells.

Releasing the bandwidth

Until now we have seen how the bandwidth is requested by the incremental
approximation bandwidth request technique, adapting to the momentary
arrival rate at an NTl. But what is the best way to release all available
bandwidth in case the arrival rate drops to 0 (i.e. an NT1 becomes inactive) ?

Release strategy 1

In the situation of Figure 21 it is assumed that the bandwidth is released in
the same way as it is requested, i.e. by simply calculating the bandwidth
difference. If, after some steps, the total requested bandwidth matches the
bandwidth demand, then maximum one arrival between two permits is
expected. If the NT1 is served at a higher rate than demanded (by distributing
the remaining bandwidth), then it could happen that no cells arrive between
two permits. In this example the requested bandwidth will be decreased
rapidly, even though the arrival rate at the NT1 is not zero, but matched. If,
a moment later, one cell arrives than the requested bandwidth is increased
again. This strategy could result in a strongly fluctuating service. Better
strategies could be to release the bandwidth not only if the arrival rate equals
zero, but only if the queue is empty too, or to wait until there have been a
number of succeeding polling intervals with no arrivals.

Release strategy 2

An alternative strategy that overcomes the drawback of strongly fluctuating
bandwidth request values is to release the bandwidth in the following way. A
counter (ZERO_CNT) keeps track of the number of succeeding intervals with
zero cell arrivals (A = 0), by increasing the counter value by 1 for each "zero
arrivals" period, and by resetting the counter value to 0 if a cell arrival occurs.
The bandwidth that will be released increases with an increasing number of
succeeding "zero arrivals" intervals, e.g. -1, -2 , -4 , -8,.... , -512, -1024.
This strategy is the opposite of the one previously suggested, where the
bandwidth difference (with BWARR=O) is simply quantized (Figure 19), releasing
the bandwidth in this way; -1024, -512, -128, ..... -2, -1. Figure 23a shows the
effect of both strategies ifat T=O the requested bandwidth suddenly drops from
2047 to 0 units, i.e. the arrival rate equals zero.
If we take into account the varying SLOT_CNT (or inter visit time), the effect
of both bandwidth release strategies would be as shown in Figure 23b. With
strategy 2 the requested bandwidth is decreased in small steps, hence
increasing the inter visit time also in small steps. As a consequence all steps
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-16 -1

-512

2047 t------.---..---.._

-1024

-1024

2047 r---1.:- -32

-512

a) constant IVT
T- b) variable IVT

T-
Figure 23 Comparison of both bandwidth release strategies

rapidly succeed. With strategy 1, after the first three steps, the inter visit time
is increased considerably thus delaying the bandwidth release.

The "zero count" method looks favourable for this example whereby one NTI
is offered almost the maximum load (2047 units). But if the traffic load is
equally distributed among all NTIs, and now suddenly all bandwidth has to be
released (all arrival rates = 0) sources become inactive, then a worst case
situation for the second method occurs. This will be shown in the next example.

Example 4.4: Releasing the bandwidth with the "zero count" strategy;
symmetrical load

A worst case situation is considered whereby:
• at T ~ 0 all NTIs active, total load = 1.0, load each NTI = 1/32

(73 units) ~ NTI service rate = 11 103 permits/sec (SLOT_CNT
= 32 slots or IVT = 90.5311sec)

• at T = 0 all NTIs inactive ~ arrival rate = 0 (cells/sec)

Table V shows how much bandwidth is released after each cycle (polling
all 32 NTIs) for both bandwidth release strategies described in this
section.
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(symmetrical load; total load =1.0)
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BWB88='13 Strategyl Total Strategy 2 Total
BWarr=O bandwidth bandwidt
BWsum=2338 released h released
cycle Dr 32xBWdiff 32xBWdiff

1 32x(-64) -2048 32x(·1) -32

2 32x(-8-64) -2304 32x(-2-1) -96

3 32x(-1-8-64) -2336 32x(-4-2-1) -224

4 32x(-8-4-2-1) -480

I 32x(-16-8-4-2-1) -992

8 32x(-32-16-8-4-2-1) -2016

'1 32x(-64-32-16-8-4-2-1) -4064

The performance of both strategies depends on the applied quantization
scheme, the arrival window size and the network load. By means of
simulations it will be shown which release strategy performs best. In Section
6.1.1 a comparison of both strategies can be found.

4.3.2 Bandwidth Assignment Algori thm

The IABR request message are send by the NTIs to the LT which decodes and
de-quantizes these message into a new bandwidth request. This request is
placed in a Bandwidth Request Table (BAT). The Bandwidth Assignment
Algorithm (BAA) allocates the available bandwidth based on the BRT and the
total remaining bandwidth. The actual assigned bandwidth to each NTl, on
which the Dynamic Allocation Algorithm (DAA) makes its decisions, is stored
in a Bandwidth Assignment Table (BAT).

With this algorithm all bandwidth values are expressed in bandwidth units.
Whereby one unit of bandwidth corresponds to a polling frequency of 150.94
permits/sec or 64 kbit/sec. The total available bandwidth equals 2340 units or
149.76 Mbit/sec. The remaining bandwidth is distributed equally among all
NTIs. Figure 24 shows the Ap3 functions that are performed at the LT.
For each incoming IABR bandwidth request message (every 2.83 )lSec), the
algorithm should perform the following operations:
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Bandwidth Assignment
Algorithm

Dynamic Allocation
Algorithm

Figure 24 Ap3 functions at the LT

• decode (IABR) request message:

i = NT1 number e [1..32] ;request from NT1 (i)

de-quantize request message:

• update BWREQ value of NT1 (i) in BRT:

BW(ihtEQ := BW(i)REQ..old + BWDIFF

• calculate total requested bandwidth:

• calculate remaining bandwidth:

BWREM = 2340· BWTOT

• distribute remaining bandwidth equally and update BAT:
(with a minimum of 1 unit for each NT1)

'Vj BW(i)ASS := BW(i)REQ + fBWREM /321

With 1.1 the nearest integer value larger than the value between brackets.
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If it is assumed that the bandwidth request message contains also the identity
number of the associated NTl, then a five bit identity field should be reserved
in the MAC header on top of the 4-5 bits needed for the quantized bandwidth
requests. This leaves only 6-7 bits available for other physical layer overhead,
like cell 'gap, or error control. Since the server has knowledge of the order in
which the request messages arrive it should be able to determine which
message belongs to which NTl, making the identity field unnecessary.

The most important question that has to be answered1 is: can this algorithm
implemented in hardware operate fast enough? Remember that some of the
time critical operations have to be performed within a slot time (2.83 llsec).

4.3.3 Dynamic Allocation Algorithm

Whenever the Bandwidth Assignment Table (BAT) is changed by the
bandwidth assignment algorithm the polling order must be adapted
accordingly. This algorithm generates a permit every time slot (2.83 llsec) to
provide the maximum service rate. The permit is send using the MAC header
of the downstream cells. This dynamic algorithm is based on an algorithm
presented by [Nieuw921 that determines the polling order according to a fixed
bandwidth assignment table. Again, all bandwidth values are expressed in
number of bandwidth units, whereby one unit corresponds to a polling
frequency of 150.94 permits/sec or 64 kbit/sec. The total available bandwidth
equals 2340 units or 149.76 Mbit/sec.

The principle of operation is as follows. Each NTI has an assigned bandwidth
(stored in the BAT) which is calculated by the Bandwidth Assignment
Algorithm, an urgency which is stored in a Urgency Table (UT), and a
correction factor, stored in a Correction Table (CT). Each time a permit has to
be issued, to poll an NTl, the algorithm determines the identity of the NTI
with the highest urgency. The urgency of this NTI is decreased by its
correction factor, which is related to its bandwidth need. The priorities of all
other NTIs are increased by there assigned bandwidth. In this way the urgency
of a heavy traffic NTI will increase faster than that of a light traffic NTl, and
as a result it will be receive more permits. When the heavy traffic NTI is
polled, its urgency decrease will be less than that of a served light traffic NTl,
and as a result it will be polled again relatively sooner.

If the correction factor equals the sum of the total assigned bandwidth minus
the assigned bandwidth of an NTl, then the urgency value fluctuation is
bounded.

lBy analyzing the schematic hardware implementation, shown in Appendix I, of the AP'-protocol
it seems possible to perform all time critical operations within one service time.
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Every time slot C2.83 llsec) the algorithm should perform the following
operations:

• {initialize; assign an initial urgency to all queues}

urg(i) = initial value

• for each NTI a correction factor is calculated

'Vi corrCi):= BWror - BWCi)ASS

• determine the NTI number (j) with highest urgency Cif more
than one NTI equal urgency choose lowest number)

j E [1..32J I {'Vi"l'i urg(j) ~ urg(i) }

• send permit Ccontaining NTI number (j»

• decrease urgency of NTI (j) with its correction factor

urg(j):= urg(j) - corr(j)

• increase urgency of all other NTIs Ci:#j) with BWCi)ASS

'V i:#j urg(i):= urg(i) + BWCi)ASS

The principle of operation will be clarified by considering the next two
examples, one with a fixed Bandwidth Assignment Table and the other with
a changing bandwidth table.

Example 4.4 (Static) Allocation Algorithm

In this example the Bandwidth Assignment Table is left unchanged.
Suppose there are three NTIs (A,B,C). The assigned bandwidth
CBWCi)ASS) according to the BAT:

BWCA)ASS =3 units
BWCB)ASS = 6 units
BWCC)ASS = 3 units

Then the expected polling sequence should be of the form:

..... BABCBABCBABCBABCBABC .....

The sum of the assigned bandwidth CBWror) equals 12 units.
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The correction factors are:

corr(A) =12 - 3 =9
corr(B) = 12 - 6 = 6
corr(C) = 12 - 3 = 9

If the initial urgencies are set to zero, and the contents of the BAT does
not change then the algorithm proceeds as shown in table VI.

urg(A) =0
urg(B) =0
urg(C) =0

Table VI (Static) allocation algorithm

NTl bw corr uO ul u2 u3 u4 ~ u6

A 3 9 0(-9) -9(+3) -6(+3) -3(+3) 0(-9) -9(+3)

B 6 6 0(+6) 6(-6) 0(+6) 6(-6) 0(+6) 6(-6)

C 3 9 0(+3) 3(+3) 6(-9) -3(+3) 0(+3) 3(+3)

A B C B A B

This table shows that the polling sequence determined by this algorithm
is:

ABCBABCBABC .....

Notice that this sequence only differs from the expected sequence in the
fll'St three steps. If the initial priorities are chosen equal to the
bandwidth distribution (3,6,3) then a suboptimum sequence would be
found:

BACBBACBBACB .....

This is a result of the definition of the initial priority. In [Nieuw92] a
defInition of the initial urgency is given that generates an optimum
sequence for a static bandwidth table. But in case the BAT is changed
dynamically this initial urgency is not optimal any more, therefore the
initial urgency might as well be chosen zero.

Notice that the sum of the urgencies remains constant for each step as
a result of the definition of the correction factor. So none of the values
gets out of bound.
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To show that the algorithm indeed assigns the requested fraction of the total
bandwidth, a set of N + I (N = number of NTIs) linear equations has to be
solved. In these equations the following variables are used; i = the NTI
number, bi =bandwidth need NTI i, S =total bandwidth need, <; =correction
factor ofNTI i, u j =urgency NTI i, AUj =average variation of urgency U j ' pi =
probability that NTI number i is generated (i has the highest urgency).
Under the assumption that the algorithm is stable (for this we have no formal
proof, but experiments support this assumption) the urgency values are
bounded and the average variation of the urgency equals zero. For each NTI
the following equation can be found:

AUj =0 =PI X bi + P2 X bi + ... - pi X Ci •••+ PN X bi (4.5)

Substituting the defInition of the correction factor,

and the sum of the probabilities,

I = PI + P2 + ... + PN

in equation (4.5) yields;

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

From this the following expression can be derived for the fraction of the total
bandwidth assigned to each NTI;

(4.9)

Example 4.5 Dynamic Allocation Algorithm

In this example the BAT is updated regularly. Again we assume that
there are three NTIs (A,B,C). The BAT and the CT changes every five
steps as follows.

(BWASS(i),urg(i)
A (3,9)
B (6,6)-+
C (3,9)

(3,6)
(3,6) -+
(3,6)

(6,6)
(3,9)
(3,9)

The optimum sequence could be like this:

ABCBA BCABC ABACA .....
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Table VII shows how the algorithm proceeds with a changing
bandwidth. It can be seen that the algorithm generates the optimum
sequence.

Table VI! Dynamic Allocation Algorithm

i 1 2 3 4 6 8 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16

A 0 -9 -6 -3 0 I -6 -3 0 -6 -3 I 3 -3 3 -3 3
I I

B 0 8 0 8 0 I 3 -3 0 3 -3 I 0 3 -6 -3 0
I I

c 0 3 8 -3 0 I 3 8 0 3 8 I -3 0 3 8 -3
I I

A B C B A I B C A B C I A B A C A
I I

4.4 Summary and Conclusions of Chapter 4

In this chapter a new APON Adaptive Polling Access protocol (,AP3) is
presented. This protocol is developed using the polling model and conclusions
of Chapter 3. According to this chapter it belongs to the class of cell-based,
dynamic, limited polling protocols. The new protocol answers the following
questions:

• what NTl status information (e.g. queue size) will be used, and
how can this information be derived from the queue status?

• what algorithm is used to allocate the bandwidth to the NTls,
based on the queue information?

• what algorithm is used to generate permits (identity of the NTl
which is to be polled), in accordance to the bandwidth
distribution?

Since the APON protocol should function autonomously, Le. without prior
knowledge of the offered traffic, it is designed in a way that it minimizes the
reaction time of the polling system to a changing traffic offer.
To minimize the reaction time the protocol has the property that the NTls
request bandwidth according to their momentary arrival rate, and the LT
distributes all remaining bandwidth (Le. bandwidth which is not requested by
the NTls) equally among the NTls.

Three new techniques are introduced:
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• Incremental Approximation Bandwidth Request; this technique
reduces the bandwidth request message length to 4 or 5 bits,
while maintaining a 12 bit accuracy (or 64kbit/sec granularity).
Each NTI determines the momentary cell arrival rate, calculates
the difference between the arrival rate and the already
requested bandwidth, quantizes this difference and decodes it. In
this way the requested bandwidth is approximated step by step,
and the request message length is reduced from 12 to 4 or 5 bits
(depending on the number of quantization levels). This step by
step bandwidth request demands additional buffer capacity. It
is shown that in a worst case situation 27-42 cells have to be
buffered extra (with a 20 km network).

• Bandwidth Allocation Algorithm; this algorithm allocates the
available bandwidth based on the bandwidth request messages,
and the total remaining bandwidth which is distributed equally
among all NTIs. The assigned bandwidth is calculated in units
of bandwidth, whereby each unit represents 64 kbit/sec.

• Dynamic Allocation Algorithm; this algorithm determines which
NTI is polled next, according to the bandwidth distribution of
the assignment table, and uses only additions, subtractions and
read/write operations. No formal proof has been given of the
correct operation and stability of the algorithm under all
circumstances.

In this chapter the ,AP3·protocoP concept is outlined. The operation of this
protocol is illustrated by examples. An arrival window is introduced to increase
the accuracy of the bandwidth requests, and to limit the bandwidth request
fluctuations. Simulations will give more insight in the general behaviour of the
protocol, and will show how the system performs under various traffic
scenarios. Next chapter concerns with these protocol simulations.

lIt is assumed that these algorithms can be implemented in hardware, fast enough to perform the
time critical operations within one slot time (2.83 llsec). This assumption seems correct when
analyzing the schematic hardware realization of Appendix I.
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AP3 Protocol Simulation

To get more insight into the operation ofthe AP'l-protocol and to determine its
performance under various traffic loads the adaptive polling model of Chapter
4 will be simulated. Because the dynamic way of polling and the incremental
approximation bandwidth request technique make analytical determination of
the performance very complicated.

In this chapter first the boundary conditions of the simulation, the simulation
language and the simulation model are discussed. Secondly the various test
cases, and traffic scenarios are discussed. For this a broadband traffic reference
test model is presented.

Finally the performance of a cyclic polling system is studied for comparison
purposes. Also a DQDB network with dimensions similar to the APON network
is introduced, and simulation results for this network using the DQDB_SIM
program by [Jans91] are presented.

In the next chapter the results of the simulations are presented and discussed.

5.1 Simulation Program

To simulate the AP'l-protocol the simulation language SIMSCRIPr II.5 is
chosen. This because SIMSCRIPr offers special building blocks, and standard
statistical tools that makes it very easy to convert a model of a queueing
system into a simulation program. SIMSCRIPr II.5 runs slower and is less
flexible than general programming languages like PASCAL, C or FORTRAN.
But as long as the models are not to large, and more important the number
of events to be generated is limited (e.g. 106 jobs) SIMSCRIPr II.5 turns out
to be a powerful tool.
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5.1.1. Simulating Random Sources

When simulating stochastic processes (random sources) one should realize that
the results will be an estimate of the exact results obtained by analytic
methods-. Some aspects concerning this subject are discussed in this section.
When simulating stochastic processes the results are always approximations
of the analytical results. An important cause of this, besides the ending
accuracy of the computations, is the fact that the so called random number
generators used by the simulation program to generate all kinds of statistical
distributions are not really random but are in fact pseudo-random. And as a
consequence all other random variables are pseudo-random too. To determine
the accuracy of the random generators the generators can be submitted to
several tests. In [Jans91] these tests are described and applied to the
SIMSCRIPr II.5 random number generators. A more elaborate discussion of
this subject can be found in [Law82]. Here we will give a short outline of the
backgrounds and results of these tests.

Generating random numbers

• the Linear Congruential Generator

SIMSCRIPr II.5 uses the Linear Congruential Generator (LCG) to generate
random numbers. This LCG generates a sequence of random integer numbers
by solving the next recursive equation:

(5.1)

where the multiplier a, the increment c, the modulus m and the seed Zo, are
non-negative integers. The randomly generated numbers Vi equal:

(5.2)

With 0 ~ Zi ~ m-1, Vi is an element of the set (O, 11m, 21m, .... , mf(m-1)}, and
as a consequence, the generated distribution is discrete and not continuous.
However, for large m, this distribution approaches a continuous uniform
distribution. Once Zj equals Zo, the same stream of random number will be
generated. In this way with different seeds (Zo) different random number
streams are generated. The number streams are cyclic with a fInite period
length which depends on the choice of a, c and m.

• testing the independency of the random number streams

To test whether or not the generated random numbers are independent, the
number (R) of sequential generated random numbers with increasing values
is counted. The number of these so called run-ups of a particular length
belonging to one ofthe following classes are counted, i.e. 1,2,3,4,5 and ~ 6. Run
up class 3 means that 3 random numbers with increasing value are generated
in succession.
If at the end of a long stream the random variable R is calculated, then its
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distribution must approximate a chi-square distribution containing six degrees
of freedom. IfR > X2

6 0 95' then with a 5% uncertainty it could be concluded that
the random number 'stream is not an independent stream. On the other hand,
if R :S X2

6,0.95' then this does not guarantee that the random number stream is
independent.[Law82]

In [Jans91b] this test is performed, showing that none of the random
generators (using all ten different seeds, and generating 106 numbers) of the
SIMSCRIPr 11.5 program is rejected by this test, so it is assumed that the
generated random number stream is an independent one (even though this is
not guaranteed).

• Testing the uniformity of the uniform (Uj ) distribution

In order to test the uniformity of a distribution the x2-test can be applied. A
prior condition for this is that the random number stream must be
independent. The test is performed by generating n random numbers and
ordering them into k classes or sub-intervals of the interval [0..1]. For each
class the result (fj ) is compared to the expected value (n/k) and is summed to
a total (X2

) in the following way:

(5.3)

For large n, X2 will approximately have a chi-square distribution with k-1
degrees of freedom. If X~X\.l,O.95 then it can be concluded that U j is not
uniformly distributed.

In [Jans91b] this test is applied to the SIMSCRIPr 11.5 random generator
(using all ten different seeds, and generating 106 numbers) showing that the
distribution of U j passes the uniformity test with a 95% certainty.

Simulation results and reliability

To improve the reliability of the simulation results, when generating random
sequences, more than one run should be made. It is still possible that the
results differ considerably. Ifone is convinced that the results differ due to an
error or inaccuracy of the experiment one could decide to exclude this result.
A criterium that helps to make this decision is the Chauvenet criterium. In this
report, this criterium is applied only to those simulation results where we were
interested in the exact values rather than in the general behaviour. Also, for
these values a confidence interval is calculated.
Both the Chauvenet criterium and the calculation of the confidence intervals
are performed by a slightly modified version of the CONF_INT program by
[Jans91a].

• Chauvenet Criterium

If we have n results (~) of an experiment, and we assume that they are
Gaussian distributed, with mean (m) and deviation (d=~-m). Then we exclude
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all results that have a deviation d., which can occur with a probability smaller
than 1/20,

If we defme the eccentricity (e) of result ~ as,

(xj-m)
ej = ---

cr
(5.4)

with cr as the standard deviation of the results (x), then it can be calculated
that with n=5, a result is excluded when its eccentricity exceeds 1.65 . Of
course, the Chauvenet criterium can only be applied once to a set of results.

• Confidence Interval

Even after excluding some of the results, the remaining results are still an
estimate of the exact value. To make some statement about the exactness of
the results we introduce the confidence interval. This interval contains all
values that might as well be the exact value with a probability (I-ex). Or in
other words we are (I-ex)*lOO% confident that the exact value is in this
interval. According to [Law82] the confidence interval is {m-,d S xi S m+,dJ. With
,d equal to

(5.5)

With n the number of simulation results, to the so called Student distribution,
with n-l degrees of freedom, and cr the standard deviation of the simulation
results.

5.1.2. The simulation model

To simulate the AP3-protocol the adaptive polling model of Chapter 4 is
translated into several building blocks in a straightforward way. By designing
the simulation program in this way, changes in the protocol concept or network
dimensions can easily be implemented. The simulation program consists of
permanent and temporary entities, sets and a number of processes. While
special routines are used for initialization and data representation.
A process describes the entire experience of an "entity" as it flows through a
particular part ofthe system. An entity can be a permanent entity which is used
during the whole simulation (e.g. Bandwidth Request Table), or a temporary
entity which is created or destroyed during simulation (e.g. a request message
or a cell). A set is a collection of entities which are logically ordered, and used
to e.g. model queues. Each entity or process can have several attributes, Le.
global variables of the simulation program.

In Appendix A the source code of the AP3 simulation program can be found.
Next the most important blocks of the Ap3 program are described.
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5.1.2.1 Block description

In Figure 25 the building blocks of the simulation program and their
interaction are shown.

Initialize

..............remmle .

<down.message>

<up.message>

<up.message>

J

TIW'I'IC.GI!NER'TORS•••"1/
<cell>

I

< > temporary entity
X destroy process/entity

tM process

U set

J activate process

Figure 25 Building blocks of the Ap1 simulation program

• Processes

TRAFFIC_GENERATORS

With use of these blocks ATM cells are generated. Several types of traffic
generators can be defined, and from each type several generators can be
activated.. So by correct definition and activation of these blocks all kinds of
traffic sources and scenarios can be simulated. Each generated cell is labeled
with a CELL_DESTINATION (identity of the queue at which the cell arrives)
and a CELL_ARRIVAL_TIME (which is needed to determine the delay), and
is placed in the corresponding FIFO queue (called BUFFERED_CELU::LSET).

SERVER

This process is a cyclic process. At a rate equal to the maximum upstream cell
rate for each incoming downstream message (DOWN_MESSAGE) send by the
polling algorithm, containing the identity of the queue which is next to be
polled (NEXT_TO_POLL), it activates a QUEUE_POLLED process. Initially
when no DOWN_MESSAGES are created it serves the queues in a cyclic way.
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This process is activated each time a queue is polled. In this block the
Incremental Approximation Bandwidth Request is performed for the queue
addressed by the NEXT_TO_POLL variable. Resulting in a bandwidth request
message (UP_MESSAGE) that is put in the upstream FIFO (called
UP_STREAM_SET).
Then after a transmission delay (DELAY), when the request message arrives,
it activates a POLLING_ALGORITHM block that processes this request
message. Within this QUEUE_POLLED process the quantization levels are
used, both bandwidth release strategies are implemented, and the arrival
window is set.

POLLING_ALGORITHM

Each time a bandwidth request message (UP_MESSAGE) arrives, this process
is activated. It removes the fIrst UP_MESSAGE from the upstream FIFO. Then
it performs the Bandwidth Assignment Algorithm, by translating the
bandwidth request message, updating the BW_REQUEST_TABLE, distributing
the remaining bandwidth and updating the BW_ASSIGNED_TABLE. Next it
performs the Dynamic Allocation Algorithm, and generates a polling message
(DOWN_MESSAGE) containing the identity of the queue which is next to be
polled. After a transmission delay (DELAY) this message is put in the
downstream FIFO, from which it is released by the SERVER process.

• Permanent entities

QUEUE

These entities model the queues (or NTl's) and are created during
initialization. Each queue entity has several attributes and owns a
BUFFERED_CELLS_SET where the arriving cells are actually buffered. The
attributes are:
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BW_ARR
BW_SUM
BW_DIFF
QUANTIZED_BW_DIFF
IVT
ARRIVALS
TIME_LAST_POLL
T~E_START_CYCLE

CYCLE_TIME
CELLS_IN_QUEUE

= momentary arrival rate (bandwidth need)
=total requested bandwidth in units
= bandwidth difference
=quantized bandwidth difference
=inter visit time (SLOT_CNT)
= number of arriving cells (CELL_CNT)
=time queue was polled last
=time arrival window was activated
= elapsed time since begin of window
= number of cells in queue
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• Temporary Entities

CELLS

These temporary entities are created by the traffic generators. Each cell has
two attributes:

CELL_DESTINATION: identity of the queue where this cell arrives
CELL_ARRIVAL_TIME: used to calculate the cell access delay

This is the message generated by the queues and send on the upstream
channel to the polling algorithm, containing the bandwidth request message.
This message consists of two fields:

UP_VALl = the quantized bandwidth request message
UP_VAL2 =the queue identity of the sender

This is the message send by the polling algorithm to the server indicating
which queue is next to be polled. This message consists of one field:

DOWN_VALl = the identity of the queue which is next to be polled

• Sets

This is a FIFO queue in which the cells arriving at a queue ar stored

This is a FIFO queue containing polling messages that are send by the queues
(UP_MESSAGES) and models the upstream channel

This is a FIFO queue containing polling messages generated by the
POLLING_ALGORITHM (DOWN_MESSAGES) and models the downstream
channel

5.1.3 System parameters

With the Ap3 simulation program the following system parameters can be
changed in the configuration file. An example of such a configuration file can
be found in Appendix B. The use of the parameters is explained in the previous
chapter.
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number of queues (or NTIs in the APON network)

N E [1..128]

DELAY

roundtripl2 (Jlsec). This value can be calculated from the maximum distance
between NTI and LT as shown in Chapter 3.

SERVICE_TIME

service time of the server (corresponds to the upstream slot duration)

= 2.829 JlS for a 155.52 Mbps upstream bit rate
=0.707 JlS for a 622.08 Mbps upstream bit rate

selects the release strategy (discussed in Section 4.3.1) to be applied.

1 = strategy 1
2 = strategy 2
3 = strategy 3 (see Section 6.1.2)
4 = strategy 4 (see Section 6.1.2)

this parameter is used in combination with release strategy 3 or 4. It
influences the rate at which the bandwidth is requested or released in relation
to the queue size. This in order guarantee that the queues are emptied quickly,
i.e. with a small maximum cell delay. (see Section 6.1.2)

this value is used to decrease bandwidth request fluctuations, and is discussed
in Section 4.3.1.

WE [1..w]

the number of (non-negative) quantization levels used by both release
strategies

the number of units the total available bandwidth is expressed in.
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= 2340 (155.52 Mbps)
= 9360 (622.08 Mbps)

the maximum requested bandwidth is limited to this value, expressed in
number of bandwidth units

Limit E [0..2340]

QUANTIZATION_LEVELS

dermes the quantization levels, expressed in bandwidth units

with this variable the number of traffic generators is set.

TRAFFIC_TABLE

with this table all active traffic generators (described in Section 5.2) are
dermed by setting five parameters. For the various traffic types different
parameters are used.

destination:
type:

load:

activation time:
deactivationlload:

queue number
generator type
1 = CBR (constant cell IAT)
2 = VBR (exponential cell IAT)
3 = BURST (exponential ON_OFF)
4 = 28M (Two-state Markov)
Type 1 mean load [0.. 1]
Type 2 mean burst length (slots)
Type 3 mean burst length (slots)
Type 4 mean load [0..1]
time generator is activated (}ls)
Type 1 time generator is deactivated (}ls)
Type 2 time generator is deactivated (}ls)
Type 3 mean silence length (slots)
Type 4 mean burst length (slots)

If deactivation time = 0 then a generator will remain active, and if
destination=O then a generator will not be activated at all.

total simulation time in }lsec (5000 J.1S warm-up time included)
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number of times the simulation is repeated, using different seeds for the
random generators. If random sources are used it is necessary to repeat each
simulation run several times in order to increase the reliability of the results.

activation time of the REPORT_GENERATOR, that generates the reports with
statistics about the number of cells in the queues, the inter visit time and the
bandwidth requests versus time.

deactivates the REPORT_GENERATOR

interval (in JIs) at which the monitored values are written to a file

with this parameter the maximum number of successive cells in a burst can be
limited. Each cell will be succeeded by MAX_BURST empty slots.

5.2 Simulation scenarios

In this section an outline is given on the various test scenarios that are used
to determine the operation of the AP'l-protocol, and to determine its
performance. Our interest goes out to the general behaviour of the protocol, to
study the bandwidth request and release mechanism, the stability and
fluctuations of the bandwidth requests, and the influence of an arrival window.
To study this behaviour constant bit rate (CBR) and (VBR) traffic sources are
used. Secondly we are interested in the performance of the protocol for various
traffic types in a "B·ISDN' 'environment. For this last case a traffic model to
simulate broadband traffic is presented, which is suggested as a test scenario
for GFC protocols in [CCITTa]. Next a comparison is made between the
performance of the (dynamic) AP'l protocol and a (static) cyclic polling system,
when handling bursty traffic. Finally a DQDB network with comparable
network dimensions and traffic loads is presented and simulated. For this the
DQDB_SIM program by [Jans92] is used. In the next chapter the simulation
results are presented and discussed.

5.2.1 General behaviour

To get more insight into the operation of the protocol first simulations using
constant bit rate traffic (CBR) sources and variable bit rate (VBR) sources are
performed. We will focus on the following aspects of the protocol.
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• the bandwidth request/release mechanism
• the influence of an arrival window on the bandwidth request fluctuations
• the maximum queue size
• the various bandwidth release strategies
• the behaviour in case of bursty traffic with respect to the access delay

5.2.1.1 CBR traffic sources

By offering CBR traffic it is possible to study the switch on characteristics and
to analyze the accuracy and stability of the bandwidth allocation. The switch
on characteristics show the behaviour of the network when CBR traffic is
offered to an idle network.

Points of interest

• maximum queue size in a worst case situation (various distances)
• bandwidth request/release mechanism
• accuracy of the bandwidth allocation
• influence of an arrival window on the accuracy and stability
• comparison of release strategy 1 and 2

CBR source 17UXlel

Each CBR source generates cells with a constant inter arrival time (IAT). With
the service time (slot) as the unit of time, the mean load expressed in cells per

1!AT = _ (slots)
P

unit equals p. The inter arrival time between two cells equals
Figure 26 shows the cell stream generated by a CBR source.

IVI

(5.6)

Figure 26 Cell stream of a constant bit rate (CBR) source

Notice that with this CBR source the cell inter arrival time is not slotted.

Points of measurement

To analyze the general behaviour of the Ap3 protocol the momentary queue size
versus time is monitored. The fluctuation of the number of cells in the queue
gives a good indication of the accuracy and stability of the bandwidth
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assignment mechanism.

For all queues the following variables are measured

• momentary queue size versus time
• maximum number of buffered cells
• bandwidth requests versus time
• actual value, mean value ,and standard deviation of the Inter Visit Time

Simulation Runs

With the CBR sources simulation runs are made with the following default
parameters

number of queues:
distance NTI-LT:
roundtrip delay:
bw release strategy:
arrival window:
limit bw request:
simulation start:

N =32
d =20 km
= 200 ).Is
1
W= 1
2340
T=O

By setting the proper parameters of the REPORT_GENERATOR, the Inter
Visit Time, Requests and the number of cells in the queues are determined or
calculated at fixed time intervals, and written to the files with extensions .IVT,
.REQ ,.DAT respectively.
The statistics of the cell delay are gathered from the time the source was
activated. The results are written to file with extension .DEL.
A CBR source is modelled by a TRAFFIC_GENERATOR_CBR. It generates
cells with a fIxed inter arrival time. And is given an activation and deactivation
time, a load and a destination. The results are presented and discussed in
Section 6.1.

5.2.1.2 VBR traffic sources

When testing the AP3-protocol not only CBR sources should be considered but
also VBR sources. This is necessary to account for the great variety of
broadband traffic that can be expected. Specially the behaviour under bursty
traffic, as a worst case VBR source, will be studied. First the behaviour when
offering a single burst of cells will be studied.
Secondly, we will study the behaviour with bursty VBR sources. As a general
model the two-state Markov chain is used. Results of this simulations will be
compared with analytical results of a 2SMID/l queueing system in Section
5.3.1. Also a two-state model with exponential distributed burst length is
presented here that will be used as a traffic source for the simulation runs of
Section 5.2.2 and 5.2.3.

Points of interest

• the ability of the system to handle single bursts with variable length
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• the behaviour of the queue with (VBR) bursty traffic
• the behaviour of the of the queue with a mix of CBR and VBR traffic
• the mean and standard deviation of the cell access delay
• the access delay distribution
• the access delay variation (jitter)

VBR source models (bursty sources)

A bursty source, considered here, has an active and an idle state. In the active
state a stream of cells is generated. In the literature several bursty source
models can be found. Often two-state models are used [Deci90][Galla90]. It is
difficult to say, which of these models characterizes the bursty traffic best.
They differ in the way they can be used when studying the queueing behaviour
analytically. Since we are still interested in the general behaviour, it is not of
great importance which model is the most accurate. We will use the two-state
Markov chain model as the general bursty source model. An ON-OFF model
with the exponential distributed active and silence periods will be used for
result comparison.

• Two-State Markov Chain (2SM)

With the two-state Markov chain model [Li9!], the source can be in the
ON or in the OFF state. The transition probabilities for the OFF and
ON state are defined by p and q respectively. In the ON state this
source generates cells at the maximum rate (POD=!)' while in the OFF
state no cells are generated. The holding time on each state is
geometrically distributed. This type of source is really a worst case
traffic type, since it is allowed to offer cells at the maximum rate.
It is questionable if this kind of traffic, i.e. with a peak rate equal to the
channel capacity, can be expected in the environment of the APON
network. A model with a smaller active arrival rate in the ON state
could be a more realistic model. But as some kind of worst case scenario
we will use the Markov chain model presented here.

In [Li9!] these Markov chains are also used to construct various multi
state Markov models to characterize the great diversity of time scales
of variation in the traffic. Figure 27 shows a model of the Two-State
Markov chain.
The average traffic (p) of this source equals [Li92]

P =...E
p+q

The mean burst size (L) equals

!L=_
q

(5.7)

(5.8)
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p

1-p 1-q

q

Figure 27 Two-state Markov chain (28M)

• ON-OFF model with exponential distributed burst and silence
duration.

With the slot time as the unit of time, the traffic offered by a source P
is expressed in cells per slot time. This model generates a continuous
stream of cells in the ON-state (POD =1) and no cells in the OFF-state
(PDfi' = 0). Both burst length (l) and silence period (s) are exponential
distributed with mean burst length = L and mean silence duration (8).
The burst length and silence period length are rounded to an integer
value. Figure 28 shows an example of the traffic offered by this model.

Figure 28 Cell stream ofan "exponential" ON-OFF source

The average traffic (p) of this source equals

P = -..!:..- (5.9)
L+S

The probability density function of the burst length (l) equals

-I

a(l) = ..!..e7: 1 ~ 0 (5.10)
L
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The probability density function of the silence length (s) equals

a(s)=~':; s~O
S

(5.11)

An alternative model, often found in the literature, is the Markov Modulated
Poisson Process (MMPP). With this model the sources switches between two
poisson processes (exponential distributed inter arrival times) with different
mean arrival rates [Bai91].

Points of measurement

To analyze the general behaviour of the Ap3 protocol the momentary queue size
versus time is monitored. The fluctuation of the number of cells in the queue
gives a good indication of the accuracy and stability of the bandwidth
assignment mechanism. Also the statistics of the cell access delay are gathered.
The access delay is defined as the time between cell arrival at the NT! and the
moment the cell leaves the NT!. The total delay a cell experiences is this
access delay and the transmission delay (roundtrip/2). Also a histogram of the
access delay is generated to determine the delay distribution. The number of
cells are counted that experience a access delay for a range of values, i.e.
[0..200O)ls], with intervals of 100 JlS.

For all queues the following variables are measured

• momentary queue size versus time
• maximum number of buffered cells
• momentary, mean, and standard deviation of the Inter Visit Time
• momentary, mean, and standard deviation of the cell access delay
• histogram of cell access delays

Simulation Runs

With the VBR sources simulation runs are made with the following default
parameters

number of queues:
distance NT1-LT:
roundtrip delay:
release strategy:
arrival window:
limiCbw_request
simulation start:
simulation time:
number of runs:

N =32
d =20 km
200 JlS
RS = 1
W=32
=2340
T=O
2.8292 106 Jlsec (106 slot times)
3

All simulation runs are repeated three times, with different seeds. 'The
Chauvenet criterium is applied to the results, and the confidence interval is
calculated, using the CONF_INT program.
The simulation results are presented and discussed in Section 6.2.1.
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5.2.2 ''B.ISDN traffic" behaviour

Until now we have used CBR and VBR sources to study the general behaviour.
Since the Ap3 protocol and the APON network are supposed to be a network
solution for the Local Loop, it is interesting to determine its performance in a
(future) B-ISDN environment, i.e. with residential subscribers using various
kinds of services. We are interested in the performance of the AP3-protocol for
the various traffic types.

A problem that arises is how to model this future B-ISDN traffic. At this
moment a lot of work has been undertaken, e.g. [Berm90], [Li91] and [Dosh91],
to characterize the future broadband services and define suitable traffic
reference models.
For simulation purposes often traffic mixes with different models for the
various traffic types are used [Dosh91][Cast91][Berm90][Deci90]. While for the
analyses of ATM queueing systems often (single) traffic models are used that
characterize the total offered traffic. Here we will use the test loads as
suggested in [CCITTa] that are used to evaluate the performance of several
candidate GFC protocols. These GFC (Generic Flow Control) protocols are
proposed access protocols for the customer premises network [CCITTa].
But first models for analytical purposes will be discussed briefly.

Models for analyses ofATM queueing systems

If the traffic consists of a mixture of several bursty sources than the arrival
process and queue behaviour can be described at three different levels [Cast91],
each one with a particular time scale and dealing with only some aspects ofthe
network dimensioning problem.

cell level: has a typical time scale of milliseconds and deals with the buffer
dimensioning problem. At this level the individual cells can be observed.
Buffers are necessary to account for statistical arrivals of multiple cells.

burst level: has a typical time scale of seconds and mainly deals with the Call
Admission problems. With respect to the queue behaviour the interest goes out
to the cell loss probability, rather than the buffer size. And this behaviour is
mainly related to the number of the bursts transmitted at the same time. At
burst, the load of the sources are observed, and no buffers are seen in case of
overload.

call level: has a typical time scale of seconds to hours and mainly deals with
the link dimensioning problem, e.g. the probability of call blocking.

With the AP3-protocol we are mainly interested in the behaviour at cell level.
Since we have assumed in Chapter 4.1 that the overload probability due to an
excessive number of bursts transmitted at the same time is small. And in case
such an event occurs we could expect that this will lead to cell loss, as a result
of the limited buffer size.

At cell level the arrival process of a number of bursty VBR traffic sources, is
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often modelled 88 a Bernouilli (with a limited number of sources) [Aan91] or
Poisson process [Cast91].

• Bernouilli process

The arrival process is a time discrete process, whereby during each time
slot (service time) an arrival occurs with a probability p and no arrival
occurs with probability (l-p). Figure 29 shows the cell stream of a
Bernouilli source with mean load 0.5.

p P 1 -p P 1 -p 1 -p P P 1 -p P 1 -p P P 1 -p p::::::l::>!·..·...·rsJ]]......·T·....··!:< <]»!......·Twwr··....r {>]::>,····..·JWfwr......]

Figure 29 Cell stream of a Bemouilli source

Simulation test scenario

In [CCITTa] thirteen test loads are introduced that are used for testing MAC
(GFC) protocols for the customer premises network. We will adapt the test
scenarios to study the W performance. The various service types are
represented either by CBR or VBR sources. The VBR sources are modelled
according to the exponential model of Section 5.2.1.2, with rate POD=1. In Table
VIII all test loads are shown.

Within study group XVIII/B of the CCITT, this test scenario (among others) is
also used to compare the performance of four GFC protocol proposals, I.e. the
ATMR (ATM Ring) protocol by NTT in Japan, the MSFC (Multi Service Flow
Control) protocol by British Telecom, the GFC protocol by QPSX in Australia,
and the GFC protocol by Swiss PTT/ASCOM. These protocols can be roughly
grouped into two basic classes; "DQDB based" and "Cycle based". The ASCOM
and QPSX proposal are similar to the DQDB protocol, while the NTT and BT
proposal are similar to the ring based ORWELL protocol. A detailed description
of these protocols can be found in [Zili91].

These protocols are tested for various network topologies, but here we will only
consider the 10 km bus test topology (like shown in Figure 10), with all 32
stations equally distributed among the bus. In [CCITTb],[CCITTc],[CCITTd]
and [CCITTe] the simulation parameters and simulation results of these tests
can be found. From these results the statistics of the cell access delay, and the
maximum queue size are extracted to compare with the W simulation results
of a 10 km PON, I.e. with a roundtrip delay of 100 }ls.
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Table VIII B-ISDN test loads according to fCCIITa]

Test Load Mean Bit Rate Mean Burst Representing
(type) (Mbps) Length

(cells)

I 34 . CBR

II 2 - CBR/colour
facsimile

III 0.064 - CBR/telephony

IV 0.7 200 (connectionless)
data

V 25 2 VBR video

VI 25 20 connection
oriented data

VII 1 3 background
data/slow video

VIII 20 30 VBR video/data

IX 6 3 slow video

X 0.7 10 connection
oriented data

XI 1.4 10 slow video

XII 45 - CBR

XIII 1.5 - CBR

Points of Measurement

To study the performance for the various traffic types, the cell access delay
distribution of all queues is determined. Furthermore the mean, standard
deviation, and maximum cell access delay are measured. Also the real mean
network load is derived.
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Simulation Run

A test scenario as suggested in [CCITTa) and which is shown in Table IX is
applied. with the following conditions.

Table IX B·[SDN test scenario

Test Load Queue

I 1
II 2
III 3,4,5,6,7,8
IV 9,10,11,12,13,14
V 15
VI 16
VII 17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,

25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32

number of queues: N = 32
distance NT1-LT: d = 10 km
roundtrip delay: L 0 JlS
number of runs: 3
results are given with a 95% confidence interval
at T=O network is in the idle state
VBR sources start at the beginning of a silence period
CBR sources have a cell waiting to be transmitted at T = °
simulation time 1.5 106 slot times
collecting statistics after 0.5 106 slot times

The simulation results and results of the four GFC protocols are presented and
discussed in Section 6.2.
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5.3 Comparing the results

Since the network topology of the four GFC protocols (of Section 5.2.2), i.e. a
bus structure, does not match the Local Loop topology, more realistic APON
network. alternatives are presented in this section. First, the performance of
the (adaptive) Ap3 protocol, which has no prior knowlegde of the offered traffic,
is compared with the performance of a (fIxed) cyclic polling system, which has
full prior knowledge. Next the Ap3 performance is compared with a DQDB
network with special Local Loop dimensions.

5.3.1. Cyclic polling system

In this section the performance of the adaptive Ap3-protocol, which has no prior
knowledge of the offered traffic, will be compared to the performance of a cyclic
polling system which has full knowledge of the offered traffic in advance, and
distributes the bandwidth in a fixed manner. We are interested to see how both
systems are able to handle bursty traffic.

We assume that the cyclic polling system has full knowledge of the mean
bandwidth need of the stations in advance. Each station is assigned this mean
bandwidth and a part of the remaining bandwidth, which is equally distributed
among all active stations. 80 as the number of active stations increases the
flXed service rate of each station decreases.

Analytical results

With the cyclic polling system, the queueing behaviour of each queue can be
modelled by a GtDl1 system. Since the service rate is deterministic (fixed). If
the traffic of the bursty sources is modelled with a two-state Markov chain,
then, according to [810s91], the queueing behaviour can be approximated by a
2SM/G/1 queueing system. And the following expressions for the mean waiting
time E[W], and variance of the mean waiting time Var[W] can be found. The
standard deviation of the waiting time 8td.Dev[W] equals the square root of
the variance.

(s-l)(p +2..--2)
E[W] =_~~~p~+q~_

2(l-p)

(5.12) + (5.13)

(s-1)(s-2)(1-p-q+ps)
Var[W] =E[W](l+E[w]) + 3_

p+q -ps

With p, q, p the parameters of the Two-state Markov chain sources, and s the
mean inter visit time expressed in units time slots, and J.l =lis the service rate
of the queues. According to [810s91] both equations are valid under the stability
condition ps < p + q.
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Verifying the analytical results

Without deriving these formulas we will check the analytical results by
simulation. For this the Ap3 simulation program is modified. The next figures
show both the analytical and simulation results of the fixed polling system for
a 28M source with mean load p = 0.1, mean burst length L=20 cells, and with
a variable number of active stations, Le. 2, 4, and 5, which corresponds to the
next service rates of all queues, p=0.5, p=0.25 and p=0.20. With each run 106

slot times are simulated, and statistics are gathered for 2, 4 and 5 stations
respectively. The Chauvenet criterium is applied and the confidence interval
(95%) is calculated.

Delay (micro 1eC) Mean access delay
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Figure 30 Mean waiting time 2SM/D /1 system
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Figure 31 Standard deviation waiting time 2SM/ D /1 system

These graphs show that the analytical results are within the confidence
interval ofthe simulation results. 80 we can assume that the analytical results
are close the real results, and can use them to compare with Ap'3 results.
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Simulation runs

The APJ-protocol is simulated with the same test loads used to check the
analytical results. With each run 106 service times are simulated, and statistics
are gathered for one queue. Each run is repeated three times, the Chauvenet
criterium is applied and the confidence interval (95%) is calculated.

In Section 6.3 both analytical and simulation results are presented and
discussed.

5.3.2 DQDB network

Since Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) networks could provide a short
term alternative for the future B-ISDN business subscribers [Jans91], it is
interesting to compare the performance of a DQDB based local loop network
with the APON (APJ) performance.

The DQDB protocol, as standardized by IEEE 802.6, is described briefly in
Section 3.1.4.3. In [Jans91] it is described and discussed in more detail.

To do this, first it is necessary to define a dual bus configuration that can be
physically implemented in the local loop. And then the DQDB_SIM program
can be used to gather simulation results. Since the comparison of both systems
can only be done with a special kind of bursty traffic, we can not draw general
conclusions about the performance of both systems. But the simulation results
should give us some indication.

A DQDB Local loop configuration

In [Vaal91a] a local loop configuration is proposed whereby a existing
twentyfour fibre cable is installed as a physical ring along six distribution
points (DP) in one trench, and is routed back to the LT in a second trench. The
twentyfour cable contains six four fibre tubes. At a distribution point a fibre
tube can be cut to connect several bussiness subscribers or can be split further
to connect several residential subscribers using a passive tree network. Each
fibre tube is cut only once. Figure 31 shows how a DQDB bus could be realized
based on this network configuration. Notice that a single fibre is cut in more
than one distribution point. Both bus-ends are implemented at the LTside, and
the maximum distance between a NT1 and a DP is 500 meters.
If more than one NT1 is connected to a distribution point, then the distance
between the NTIs could be a multiple of this 500 meters. Figure 9 gives an
example of the possible dimensions of the upstream bus with 6 active NTIs.
The centralized placement of the NTIs, the relatively large distance from the
LT, and the fact that all traffic is routed to the LT characterizes this DQDB
bus which is used to compare to the 20 km APON network.

Simulation test scenario

The configuration ofFigure 32 can be simulated using the DQDB_SIM program
by [Jans91]. The simulation parameters used can be found in Appendix C of
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Figure 32 A DQDB network in the local loop

this report, and the use of the simulation program is explained in the
DQDB_SIM user's guide [Jans91b]. The parameters are set in this way that all
traffic has the same priority and is send to the LT which is defined as an extra
node.

_ .lot. aene::ralOr

Figure 33 DQDB upstream bus with "Local Loop" dimensions

With the DQDB_SIM program the traffic sources are modelled with a uniform
distributed (or constant) burst length and an exponential distributed inter
burst time. The program is limited to this kind of traffic since the DQDB_SIM
program was designed specially for Local Area Network (LAN) interconnection,
where high-speed data is the most important traffic type [Jans91].
Furthermore the maximum bit rate of the traffic source is limited to 10
Mbitlsec. In the DQDB and Ap3 simulations three sources are activated for
each node, with a mean bit rate of 5 MbitJsec, and peakrate of 10MbitJsec. The
traffic sources used for testing both networks are modified exponential ON-OFF
sources (see Section 5.2.1.2), i.e. with a fixed burst length of 10 cells.

Points of measurement

With the DQDB program the total cell delay (time between cell generation and
arrival at the LT) is monitored. Both mean and standard deviation are
calculated. With Ap3 the total cell delay can be calculated by adding half of the
roundtrip delay to the measured access delay,
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total delay = access delay + (roundtrip delay / 2)

Simulation run

(5.14)

The simulation parameters used with the DQDB_SIM program are shown in
Appendix C. Three simulation runs are made, and with each run 106 service
times are simulated, and statistics are gathered after 0.5 106 service times.

In Section 6.4 both AP' and DQDB simulation results are presented and
discussed.

5.4 Summary of Chapter 5

In order to get more insight into the operation of the AP'-protocol and to test
its performance under various traffic loads, the adaptive polling model will be
simulated using the AP' simulation program and traffic scenarios that are
presented in this chapter. The boundary conditions of the simulations, the
simulation language (SIMSCRIPT II.5), the simulation model, and simulation
parameters are discussed. The Chauvenet criterium is presented which is used
to increase the reliability of the simulation results.

Next the simulation scenarios are outlined, by presenting the points of interest,
the applied traffic sources, the points of measurement and by describing the
settings of the simulation runs. Several simulation scenarios are introduced to
study the general protocol behaviour with both CBR and VBR traffic sources,
and to study the performance in a future B-ISDN (APON) environment, i.e.
with various traffic types that can be expected with the future B-ISDN
services. A "B-ISDN" traffic testscenario, found in the literature, is presented
which is also used (within CCITT study group XVIII/B) to test the performance
of several other protocols (i.e. GFC protocol proposals for customer premises
networks). In this way the AP' simulation results are compared to the
simulation results of four other protocols.

Since the network topology used with the four "GFC" protocols, i.e. a bus
structure, does not match the Local Loop topology, more realistic Local Loop
network alternatives are considered. First, the performance of the (adaptive)
Ap3 protocol which has no prior knowledge of the traffic characteristics, is
compared with the performance of a (fixed) cyclic polling system, which has full
prior knowledge. Analytical solutions for the waiting time of this cyclic polling
system (a 2SMID/l queuing system) are presented and verified by means of
simulations.

Next a DQDB network with special Local Loop dimensions is introduced, and
simulation results are gathered using the DQDB_SIM program by [Jans91al.
This last simulation is performed with only one special type of bursty traffic.

In the next chapter, the simulation results ofthe testscenarios described in this
chapter are presented and discussed.
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Simulation Results

This chapter presents and discusses the simulation results. In the previous
chapter the simulation scenarios and points of interest were described. This
chapter is organized in this way that first the simulation results that deal
with the general behaviour are presented in Section 6.1. In this section two
new bandwidth request/release strategies are introduced.
Next, in Section 6.2, the simulation results to test the performance of the
W·protocol with a future "B-ISDN traffic" scenario are presented, and
compared to the simulation results (found in the literature), of four other
protocols. In Section 6.3 and 6.4 the simulation results of W are compared
to two alternative Local Loop networks, Le. a cyclic polling system with
fIxed bandwidth assignment, and a DQDB network with Local Loop
dimensions. Finally, in Section 6.5 conclusions are given and
recommendations are made.

In the next sections the simulation results are presented by showing a
graph or table with relevant results, giving a brief description of what is
shown, and by discussing the results and drawing conclusions or making
recommendations regarding possible improvements of the basic protocol.

6.1 General behaviour

6.1.1 Simulation results with CBR sources

• maximum queue size

Description

The next graph shows the maximum number of buffered cells at each of the
32 queues, if one CBR source with load p = 0.96 is activated with an idle
network, Le. the assigned bandwidth of all queues initially equals 1/32 of
the total available bandwidth. This simulation is performed for various
network dimensions (distance between LT and NT!).
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Cells Maximum buffered cells vs. queue number
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Discussion

The results show the maximum number of cells to be buffered. Simulations
showed that offering a maximum load (p=0.96) is an even worse case than
offering a load which is just below the largest quantization level. This last
situation was used in Section 4.3.1 to determine the maximum number of
buffered cells in case the inter visit time remains constant.

The variation of the results versus queue number can be explained as
follows. First of all the polling order with the idle network, after warm-up,
is not equal to the order of numbering. Furthermore the moment of activati
on in relation to the position of the queue in the idle polling cycle influences
the number of cells to be buffered. If the source is activated just after the
queue was polled, extra cells have to be buffered before the queue is polled
again, and a bandwidth request can be made.
But as a result of the bandwidth request technique, being last in the polling
cycle has a positive effect too, e.g. when this queue is polled again, its first
request will cover a mayor part of the needed bandwidth. This opposite to a
queue that is almost immediately polled after activation of the source, and
can send a request message directly. But its first request covers only a small
part of its needed bandwidth.
As a result of the quantization levels, the flI'st bandwidth request can be
just above or below a quantization level, leading to a varying bandwidth
request sequence.

Conclusion

In case of a 20 km network a maximum buffer size of 120 cells seems to be
sufficient when offering CBR traffic.
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Description

This graph shows the maximum, minimum and mean number of buffered
cells, extracted from the results of the previous graph. These results are
compared to the number of cells to be buffered in a worst case situation,
assuming a constant inter visit time. These values, derived in Section 4.3.1
and presented in Table IV, are considered to be upper bounds of the exact
(with decreasing inter visit time) values. As a minimum value, the number
of cells to be buffered to account for the roundtrip delay only is taken.

Discussion

We see that, indeed the number of cells to be buffered are bounded by the
results of Table VI. The difference between the maximum value and the
upper bound decreases with increasing distance. Of course this is expected,
since with a large distance the inter visit time remains constant for a longer
period of time. It takes at least a roundtrip delay until the queue is polled
according to its fIrst request. The maximum difference between maximum
and minimum number of cells to be buffered, as discussed with the previous
chart, turns out to be smaller than 20 cells, which is considerably smaller
than 32 cells. The number of excess cells to be buffered as a result of the
Incremental Approximation Bandwidth Request technique, can be determi
ned by comparing the roundtrip values to the minimum values. With increa
sing distance, this number of excess cells increases. With a 20 km network
this difference equals 28 cells, which corresponds to the value predicted in
Section 4.3.1.

Conclusion

It can be concluded that the excess number of cells (estimated in Section
4.3.1) to be buffered as a result of the IABR technique is less than 30 cells.
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• bandwidth request/release mechanism with one active source

Cell. Buffered cells vs. time
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Description

This graph shows the number of buffered cells in the queue versus time, if
one CBR source is activated at queue number 1 with an idle network. This
source is activated at T = a seconds (after 5000 llS warm-up time), and
deactivated 5 ms later. The graph shows the momentary queue size measu
red at 100 lls time intervals, for variable CBR loads.

Discussion

When analyzing the curves of the queue size, four regions can be distin
guished. These four regions are schematically shown in Figure 37.

Region I

Mter activation of the source the queue size increases rapidly, at a constant
rate. This as a result of the initial effect of the roundtrip delay. The
assigned bandwidth remains constant (1/32 = 3.125%) until, after a
roundtrip delay the bandwidth is assigned according to the first requests.

Region II

Mter some time, the requested bandwidth plus a fraction of the remaining
bandwidth is assigned by the allocation algorithm. The queue size stabilizes
(no remaining bandwidth) or decreases steadily. The fluctuation of the
queue size indicates a fluctuation of the inter visit time, hence introducing
variation of the cell delay (i.e. jitter).
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Figure 37 Four regions of the bandwidth allocation

Region III

After deactivation of the source it takes again at least one roundtrip delay
before the assigned bandwidth is released. This is the inverse process of
region I, and the queue size rapidly decreases. Notice that this region is
smaller than region I. This will be explained later on.

Region IV

Now the network is in the idle state again, and all queues are assigned
3.125 % of the total bandwidth. The buffer is emptied (if any remaining
cells) at a constant rate.

Since the bandwidth release mechanism, is the reverse process of the
bandwidth assignment, it could be expected that the queue is emptied in
region III. This would be true as long as the "release" messages are not
generated at a higher rate then the request messages were. But for heavy
load sources, activated with the network in the idle state, the release
messages are generated at a higher rate than the request messages were.
The bandwidth is released too fast resulting in remaining cells in region IV.
A problem with the cells of region IV is that they have a large cell delay.
The time between deactivation and the moment the queue is emptied,
equals the access delay of the last generated cell. With a heavy load (p=O.9)
the graph shows that this access delay is almost 4 ms!

Conclusion

With heavy load CBR sources, the applied release strategy does not empty
the buffer in all situations, which results into large access delays of the
remaining cells. Besides this effect we conclude that the polling rate
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fluctuates strongly, thus introducing variation of the cell delay (jitter).
Of course if a CBR source (or VBR source with long burst) is active for a
long time\ then as a result of the extra assigned bandwidth, the queue will
be emptied.
But for sources that switch on and off quickly (bursty sources) this problem
remains' to be solved.
A solution to this problem would be to see to it that the rate of the release
messages is not smaller than the rate of the request messages at the time
the source was activated.

• bandwidth request / release mechanism with multiple active sources
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lIn [Deci90] some typical values of the burst duration for various service classes can be found.
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Description

These three charts show the queue size versus time, if more than 1 CBR
source is activated, A total load of 0.90 is symmetrical distributed among
respectively 2, 3 ,4 and 9 queues.

Discussion

We can see from the queue size curves, that with multiple active sources the
protocol has difficulties dealing with a total traffic load of 0.90, With 2 and 3
CBR sources the graph shows clearly that the queue size does not stabilize,
but increases (indicating an overload situation for APJ). Furthermore the
behaviour of equal loaded queues differs considerably, Again the queue size
fluctuates strongly.

Conclusion

The bandwidth allocation algorithm (with window size W = 1) is not very
stable or accurate. Specially if more than one source is activated.
However within the APON evironment, with the residential subscribers, it
could be expectedl that only few stations are active at the same time.

lIn [Benn90l the "expected" busy hour call attempts (for various teleservices) of residential
users in a future B-ISDN scenario are presented.
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• effect of the arrival window
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Figure 41

Description

This graph shows the momentary bandwidth request versus time for several
window sizes (W = 1,8,16,32). With one active CBR source (p = 0.90). The
values are shown at 100 J.lS intervals.

Discussion

The graph shows clearly how the fluctuation of the bandwidth request is
supressed by an increasing window size. A window size of 32 seems ap
propriate. The window size should not be taken larger than 32. Because
then the reaction time of the idle network (with IVT=32) would increase.

Conclusion

To limit the bandwidth request fluctuations, and stabilize the system a
window size of 32 is chosen.
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• comparing release strategy 1 and 2
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Description

This graph shows the difference between both bandwidth release strategies
(RS=l and RS=2) for two window sizes (W=8,W=32) when a CBR source
(load p=0.9) is deactivated at T = 10 ms. The buffered cells versus time is
depicted in this graph.

Discussion

This graph shows that with a small window size, i.e. W=8, bandwidth
release strategy 2 functions better than release strategy 1. But with larger
window size, i.e. W=32 both strategies are comparable. The maximum cell
delay is in the order of 400 }.lS.

This graph shows that with a large window size, the queue is emptied
faster. Because the bandwidth release mechanism is slowed down with an
increasing window size.

Conclusion

The performance of bandwidth release strategy 1 and 2 are comparable for
window size W = 32. In Section 4.1.3 it was demonstrated that with a
symmetrical traffic load, strategy 2 could perform worse then strategy 1.
Therefore it can be recommended to use release strategy 1. From these
results it can not be concluded that by introducing a window size W =32 the
problems with the non-emptied queues are solved. This will be shown by the
next graph.
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Description
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Thus far we have shown the behaviour of the system if CBR sources are
activated with an idle network. In this graph the queue size versus time is
shown if a CBR source with load P2=0.1 is activated (at T = 2 ms) and
deactivated (at T = 3 ms), if a CBR source with load PI=0.8 was already
active.

Discussion

The graph shows that in this case a window size of 32 is not sufficient in
order to empty the queue after deactivation. Like discussed before this is a
result of the fact that the bandwidth is released faster than it was reque
sted. Initially the station was assigned only 20/32%=0.625% of the the total
bandwidth, while with the idle network (Figure 36) this was
100/32%=3.125%!.
Of course if the CBR source is active for a long time, the queue will emptied
before it is swithed off as a result of the extra assigned bandwidth.

Conclusion

With the AP'-protocol in its basic form it can not be guaranteed that the
queues are emptied before the bandwidth is released totaly. Even with a
window size W = 32. If the CBR source is deactivated before the queue size
is decreased considerably (as a result of the extra assigned bandwidth), than
it could happen that the queue is not emptied completely. In any case this
problem has to be solved when offering bursty traffic, in order to limit the
cell access delay and/or buffer size. (In section 6.1.2 a new release strategy
is introduced that solves this problem.)
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• accuracy of the bandwidth allocation
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Description

This graph shows the mean Inter Visit Time and the theoretical IVT as a
function of the load of one CBR source, and for window size W=l and W=32.
Also the standard deviation of the IVT (SIVT) is shown. All values are
calculated in Region II, Le. when the assigned bandwidth is stabilized.

Discussion

From this graph it can be concluded (the symbols + and 0 coincide) that the
mean IVT is very close to the theoretical value (which corresponds to the
bandwidth that should have been assigned). With W=32 the relative
difference between simulation result and theoretical value of the mean IVT
(toIVT) is smaller than 1% for all loads p>O.05. The curves of~ show that
the variation of the IVT is reduced considerably with a larger window size.
The relative fluctuation of the assigned bandwidth increases with an
increasing load.

Conclusion

With one active CBR source the bandwidth assignment by the ,API-protocol
(with W = 32) is very accurate (towr<l%). But specially with heavy loads,
this IVT is fluctuating, thus introducing jitter to the CBR cell stream.
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IVT (micro sec) Mean and std.dev of the IVT vs. CBR load
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Description

This graph shows the mean NT and the theoretical NT with a variable
number of CBR sources, and a symmetrical distributed total load p=O.9. The
window size W=32. Also the mean standard deviation (of the active queues)
is shown.

Discussion

Again the mean NT of all active NTIs is very close (the symbols + and 0

coincide) to the theoretical value, as long as there are not to much active
sources. Up to 9 active sources (with W=32) the relative difference between
simulation result and theoretical value of the mean NT (AIVT) is smaller
than 1.6%. With a maximum number of 32 active sources AIVT is :::: 7.5%. The
minimum and maximum values of the mean NT show that all NTIs are
treated more or less the same.

The fluctuation of the assigned bandwidth, expressed by the standard
deviaton of the NT, only increases little when compared to the situation
with one active source.

Conclusion

It can be concluded that even with multipe active CBR sources the band
width assignment by the ,AP3-protocol (with W=32) is very accurate.
Again the fluctuation of the NT will introduce cell jitter, to the CBR cell
stream.
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6.1.2 Simulation results with VBR (bursty) sources

• handling single bursts
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Description

This graph shows the queue size versus time (of queue 2) if a single burst
occurs with length L = 100 cells and rate Pon=!' The total traffic load of the
system is varied by offering CBR traffic to queue 1 as background traffic
with load PI= 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9.

Discussion

The number of cells in the queue increases rapidly to the maximum of 100.
After a roundtrip delay the station is assigned more bandwidth and the
queue size decreases. This until the requested bandwidth is zero again, i.e.
± L cells later. At this moment the queue should be empty, but with increa
sing total load this is not the case. And as a consequence the maximum cell
access delay increases from 455 ps to over 3500 p.s (as can be derived from
the graph).

This behaviour is caused by the dependancy between the assigned band
width and total requested bandwidth. Whenever a burst occurs the momen
tary arrival rate equals the maximum rate, and the queue will ask for 100%
of the capacity. If other queues are active, then the total requested bandwid
th will exceed 100%, and an overload situation occurs. The allocation algo
rithm proceeds but it will assign bandwidth proportially to the requested
bandwidth. For a moment (which corresponds to the burst length) all active
queues will be assigned less bandwidth then requested, which could lead to
insufficient bandwidth assignment, which on its turn could lead to remai
ning cells in the queues. With a total (CBR) traffic load equal to PCBR' and
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the load of the VBR source PON=1 the assigned bandwidth to the VBR
station can be approximated by

BWASS = PON / (PON + PCBR) (6.1)

If the tOtal CBR load equals 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 respectively, than the VBR
station is assigned only 0.91, 0.67 and 0.52.

If fairness is considered this effect is favourable since all stations hand-in a
share of their bandwidth in order to handle the burst. However, the remain
ing cells in the queue is a problem that has to be solved. Not only to limit
the cell access delay, but also to prevent cell loss at the bursty stations.

Conclusion

The Ap3 protocol in its basic form, does not function properly when bursty
traffic is offered, Le. the momentary total requested bandwidth exceeds the
total available bandwidth. Because there is no guaranteed relation between
the requested and assigned bandwidth in case of an overload. A mechanism
must be introduced l

, or the release strategy must be adapted to see to it
that all queues are emptied. In the next section an additional bandwidth
release strategy is introduced.

• introducing release strategy 3
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Description

This graph show the maximum cell access delay of queue 1 which is offered
a single burst with variable length (L=10, L=100, L=1000 cells) and rate
lIn [810891] a MAC protocol similar to Ap3 is introduced which guarantees that the queues are
always emptied, at the expense of the reaction time of the system.
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POD=l, and with various background CBR traffic loads at queue 2 (PcBR=O.l,
0.5 and 0.9). The results for release strategy RS=l (with W=32) and release
strategy RS=3 (presented in this section) are compared.

Discussion

To improve the performance (i.e. to see to it that all queues are emptied) a
modified bandwidth release strategy is implemented.

Release Strategy 3

This release strategy differs from strategy 1, only if the queue is not empty.
If the number of cell arrivals equals zero and the queue size is non zero,
then bandwidth is not released directly (BWreq = 0) but released inversely
proportional to the queue size. The requested bandwidth equals the number
of cells in the queue (Q) times a release parameter (RP).

BWREQ =Q x RP (6.2)

In this way the effect of the mechanism will be stronger with large queue
sizes, i.e. heavy CBR load or bursty VBR loads. The requested bandwidth
should be limited to the maximum (of 2340 units). The value of the release
parameter determines the speed at which the queues are emptied. A large
RP will lead to bandwidth monopolizing by the large queues (of e.g. bursty
sources) and a small RP has only little effect. RP = 16 seems to be a proper
value l since the maximum bandwidth is requested with a (typical) queue
size equal to 146 cells (2340/16).

The above graph shows that with RP=16 the cell access delay is reduced
considerably, specially at heavy loads. Other simulation results show that in
order to handle long bursts (L = 1000) a queue size of 100-150 cells is
insufficient. While on the other hand larger queue sizes, needed to handle
long bursts, will lead to extreme access delay times.

Conclusions

To improve the performance of the basic Ap3 protocol with bursty traffic, the
release strategy must be changed to see to it that a station requests band
width as long as the queue is not empty, even though the momentary
arrival rate equals zero. For this release strategy 3 is introduced.
This release strategy also guarantees that the queue of a switched off CBR
source is emptied quickly.

Since the Ap3 protocol handles both CBR and VBR sources in the same way
it has some difficulty in handling bursty traffic. Not all bursty traffic types
can be handled without cell loss, or excess cell delay. Therefore the
maximum burst length should be limited, or the peak rate of the bursty
source (PON) should be reduced.

1 A multiplication by 16 can be implemented in hardware as a simple shift operation.
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In the previous chapter it was already remarked that a burst at a maximum
rate (PoN=I) is unlikely to occur in the APON network environment. As long
as there is no overload situation the basic protocol should be able to handle
bursty traffic without excess delay times or queue sizes.

• optimization of the bandwidth request strategy
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This graph show the queue size versus time if a CBR source with load P2 is
activated (at T = 2 ms) and deactivated (at T = 3 ms), if a CBR source with
load PI was already active. Both the results for the basic request strategy
(already shown in Figure 43) and an optimized bandwidth request strategy
(presented here) here are shown.

Discussion

The introduction of release strategy 3 gives a solution to the problem of the
remaining cells in the queues. Since this problem is caused by the request
mechanism, it perhaps is possible to prevent this situation by optimizing the
request mechanism. For instance the number of cells in the queues can be
reduced rapidly, by assigning a larger part of the remaining bandwidth to
an NTI that is active, Le. with a large queue. In this way the performance
(expressed in queue size or access delay) of the active NTIs can be
improved. However, the prise paid for this is a larger reaction time of the
inactive NTIs to a sudden traffic offer, since the active NTIs claim. a larger
part of the remaining bandwidth. An example of such an improved request
strategy could be as follows.
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Request Strategy 4

Rather than requesting the needed bandwidth only (that corresponds to the
momentary arrival rate), each NTI requests extra bandwidth proportional to
the queue size Q and a request parameter (RP)

BWREQ := BWREQ + Q x RP (6.3)

By defining the requested bandwidth in this wayl, and by setting the
request parameter equal to the release parameter (e.g. RP=I6) of strategy 3,
this release strategy 3 is implemented implicitly.

The simulation results show that the queue size of the active CBR NTIs is
reduced considerably with this optimized strategy. With VBR (bursty)
sources the difference between strategy 3 and 4, is limited, specially for VBR
sources with small burst length (L). With a short burst, only a few request
messages will differ, since only the way the bandwidth is requested is
different for both strategies. In Table X the simulation results with 4 bursty
sources (with L=20 cells) and both strategies can be found. The performance
with both strategies is comparable.

So with mixed traffic (both CBR and VBR traffic) it could be expected that
the CBR NTIs profit from this strategy, since they claim more bandwidth
than before (with strategy 3), leaving less bandwidth for the bursty sources.
Table XII shows the simulation results of a CBR queue and a VBR queue
when offering a mix of 1 CBR source and 4 VBR sources. Indeed, the results
show that the CBR performance has improved, at the expense of the VBR
performance.

Conclusions

The problem of the remaining cells in the queues can be prevented (to some
extend) by optimizing the request strategy. Each NTI requests not only its
momentary arrival rate but also an extra amount of bandwidth in
proportion to the queue size. In this way the active NTIs claim a part of the
remaining bandwidth. With a heavy network load this could lead to an
overload condition, i.e. the total requested bandwidth exceeds the available
bandwidth, and bandwidth monopolizing by the heavy load CBR or VBR
sources. Strategy 4 improves the CBR performance at the expense of the
VBR performance.

lIn this way a hybrid queueing system is introduced, i.e. a queueing system that distributes the
service capacity based on both the queue arrival rate and queue size. The performance of such
a queuing system is for further study.
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• handling bursty traffic
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These two graphs show the access delay distribution of all active queues, if
4 VBR sources each with mean load Pi=O.l and mean burst length L=20 and
L=100 respectively are active (Pon=l). The VBR sources are of the Two-state
Markov chain type. Release strategy RS=3 is applied with release parameter
RP=16.
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Discussion

These histograms shows that the access delay varies strongly, but its
distribution is more or less the same for all 4 queues. With a larger burst
size (L=100) the cell access delay distribution spreads.
The next table shows the average (of the 4 queues) mean access delay, and
the average standard deviation, together with the confidence intervals
(95%). Also the average (of the four queues) maximum cell access delay and
maximum buffer size are shown. Furthermore, the table shows the results
when applying bandwidth strategy 4 (with RP=16). Like discussed in the
previous section, the performance of strategy 3 and 4 for bursty sources
(with small burst length) compares.

Table X Simulation results variable burst length

Cell mean std.dev max QIDU:
Access % CI % CI % CI
Delay (p.sec) (p.sec) (J1Sec) (cells)

4VBR 329.7 143.9 1454 176
p=O.l L=20 ± 1.80 ± 1.90 ± 21.6

4VBR 514.7 340.7 3176 665
p=O.l L=l00 ± 4.59 ± 4.82 ± 23.6

(RS=4) 312.0 189.4 1624 225
4VBR ± 4.51 ± 4.51 ± 27.5

p=O.l L=20

Conclusion

It can be concluded that with release strategy 3 the ,AP3.protocol is able to
handle bursty traffic, at least if the buffer size is taken large enough. If the
average burst length is limited to 20 cells, then a buffer size of about 180
cells seems to be sufficient.

When handling bursty traffic (with small burst length), the performance of
strategy 3 and 4 compares.
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o handling mixes of CBR and VBR traffic
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These histograms show the cell access delay distribution of a CBR queue (1)
and a VBR queue (2) when the system is offered various mixes of CBR and
VBR traffic. Each CBR source has a load PeBR = 0.1, and each VBR source
(of the 2SM type) has a load PVBR = 0.1 and a mean burst length L = 20
cells. Simulations are performed with five traffic mixes as shown in Table
XI. With traffic mix 1,2,3 and 4, six sources are active with a mean total
load pror=0.6. With mix 5, nine sources are active (Pror=0.9). The results of
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mix 5 are not shown in the histogram, but can be found in Table XII.

Table Xl Traffzc mix

Traffic Mix CBR source p =0.1 VBR source p =0.1 L =20
(queue number) (queue number)

1 1,2,3,4,5,6 -
2 1,3,4,5,6 2
3 1,4,5,6 2,3
4 1 2,3,4,5,6
5 1 2,3,4,5,6,7,8

Discussion

The simulation results show how the delay distribution of a CBR queue
(queue 1) is influenced by the bursty traffic at the other queues. As the
number of bursty sources increases the delay distribution widens, and the
maximum access delay increases.

The delay distribution of the VBR queue (queue 2) also widens, as the
number of bursty sources increases.

The exact simulation results with confidence intervals (95%) are shown in
the Table XII. The table shows that the mean access delay, variation of the
access delay, and maximum access delay, increases with an increasing
number of VBR traffic, but stays within bounds (e.g mean CBR delay < 100
)lS, maximum CBR delay < 1.2 ms, mean VBR delay < 500 )lS, and
maximum VBR delay < 2.2 ms).

Furthermore the simulation results with strategy 4 (with RP=16) are shown.
Like discussed in the previous section, release strategy 4 improves the CBR
performance at the expense of the VBR performance.

Conclusions

With release strategy 3 the AP'-protocol is able to handle mixes of VBR and
CBR traffic to some degree. With small burst sizes (L=20) the maximum
queue size stays within bounds (e.g. < 200 cells). But as the number of
active VBR sources increases, the performance in terms of mean access
delay, and access delay variation decreases. The CBR cell stream mutilation
(jitter) strongly depends on the traffic mix.

Again it should be noted that the AP'-protocol would be able to handle the
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VBR sources better if the load of the VBR sources in the ON state
(PoN=1) would be limited (PoN«1). An optimum situation would be if the
total offered traffic is limited to the maximum capacity at all times.

Compared to release strategy 3, strategy 4 improves the CBR performance
at the expense of the VBR performance.

Table XII Simulation results CBR and VBR traffIC mix

Cell CBR queue statistics VBR queue atatistica
Acc_
Delay
(1Jsec)

traffic mix mean s.d. max Q.... mean s.d. max Q....
%CI %CI %CI <.....) %CI %CI %CI (.....)

6 CBR 11.7 7.6 31.3 8 - . - .

6 CBR 15.8 16.6 235.1 10 347.3 125.4 827.2 161
1 VBR %1.28 %2.73 %12.5 %3.97 %2.79 %14.2

4 CBR 23.2 33.6 438.8 16 362.4 147.8 1356 167
2VBR %5.3 %10.7 %36.1 %8.3 %8.6 %105

1CBR 91.9 131.1 1138 48 408.0 209.7 2162 192
6VBR %5.9 %9.4 %17.6 %6.0 %5.1 %29.0

RS=4 58.6 75.4 649.2 22 442.5 331.1 3154 299
1CBR %2.2 %2.6 %20.6 %6.8 %9.0 %64.8
5VBR
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6.2 ''B-ISDN traffic" behaviour
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These four graphs shows the simulation results of the cell access delay, and
the maximum queue size of the Ap3 protocol (with release strategy 3) and
four other protocols, gathered for all seven traffic types of the test scenario
described in Section 5.2.2. Table XIII shows the seven traffic types.
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Table XlII B-ISDN test loads

Test Load Mean Bit Rate Mean Burst Representing
(type) Length

(cells)

I 34 - CBR
II 2 - CBR
III 0.064 . CBR telephony
IV 0.7 200 VBR data
V 25 2 VBR video
VI 25 20 VBR data
VII 1 3 VBR slow video

AlI,AP'J results are extracted from the simulation results of Appendix G.
From the histogram files, the real (simulated) mean network load is derived,
i.e. 100.73 Mbit/sec (64.7%).

The simulation results (extracted from the results of Appendix H) of four
other protocols are shown. Where QPSX stands for the GFC protocol
proposal by QPSX in Australia [CCITTd], ATMR stands for the ATM Ring
GFC protocol by NTT in Japan [CCITTb], MSFC stands for the Multi
Service Flow Control protocol by British Telecom [CCITTe], and ASCOM
stands for the GFC protocol proposal by Swiss P'M'/ASCOM [CCITTc].

It is assumed that all simulation results are gathered under the samel test
conditions (described in Section 5.2.2). It should be noted that the network
length with these simulations is only lOkm, all results are expressed in cell
times rather than micro seconds, and the Y-axes scale is logarithmic. (cell
time= 424/149.76 108 = 2.83 J1s)

The mean access delay, and standard deviation shown are the average
values of the simulation results of all NT1s with the same traffic type.
The maximum delay, and the maximum queue size shown is the maximum
value found among the simulation results of all NT1s with the same traffic
type.

Discussion

Comparing the ,AP'J performance to the performance of the other protocols,
can best be done by considering VBR and CBR traffic seperately.
First lets consider the CBR performance.

lIn reality the test conditions were not completely identical, e.g. with the ATMR simulation
only lOS samples are drawn. The effect of these differences is not taken into account.
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CBR performance

Figure 53 and 54 show that the mean access delay and the standard
deviation with W is much larger. The large standard deviation indicates a
large cell delay variation (jitter) of the CBR cell stream.
With W a number of cells has to be buffered each time a CBR source is
activated as a result of the roundtrip delay (see Section 6.1.1). With the
other protocols (i.e. on a bus topology) the cells can be send almost
immediately, limiting the number of buffered cells (or mean delay). AI; a
result of the large number of bursty sources (i.e 24), and the fact that these
sources claim (when active) a large part of the available bandwidth (with
release strategy 3), the queue size of the CBR queues fluctuates strongly,
specially at the heavy load (type I) CBR queues.
Since, with release strategy 3, the CBR bandwidth request is not related to
the queue size but to the arrival rate, the queue size decreases only slowly.

So when considering CBR traffic, the W protocol does not perform to good
compared to the GFC proposals. However the mean access delay stays
within bounds (type I := 74IJ.ls, type II := 117J.ls, type III := 228J.ls), and the
maximum delay is still smaller than 5 msec.

The CBR performance could be improved by applying strategy 4. However,
as discussed in Section 6.1.2, the CBR queues will claim more bandwidth at
the expense of the VBR queues.

VBR performance

The graphs show that when the VBR performance is considered (Type IV, V,
VI and VII) the W protocols performance compares to the performance of
the other protocols. For traffic type IV the performance is even better.

Conclusion

Of course from this one test no general conclusions can be drawn about the
B-ISDN performance. However comparing the performance with other
protocols gives some indication of the W protocol performance with a
variety of (future B-ISDN) traffic.
If CBR traffic is considered the performance is poor, as a result of the cell
buffering needed to account for the roundtrip delay and the large variation
of the cell access delay. By introducing strategy 4 the CBR performance
could be improved. The VBR performance, on the other hand, compares to
the VBR performance of the other protocols.

The simulation results of Section 6.1.2 showed that the performance of W
decreases as the number of bursty sources increased. The situation of this
test, i.e. with all 32 NTIs active is, can be considered to be a worst case
situation with respect to the number of active NTIs. Within the APON
Local Loop environment it is very unlikely that all subscribers (NTIs) are
active at the same time.
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In Section 5.3 it was already remarked that comparing the GFC protocols
with the Ap3 protocol is not fair, since the GFC network topology (i.e. a bus
topology with the stations equally distributed among the bus) does not
match the Local Loop topology. Therefor, in Section 6.4, a comparison is
made with more realistic Local Loop systems, i.e. a cyclic polling system and
a DQDB bus with Local Loop dimensions.
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6.3 Comparison with a cyclic polling system
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Description

These graphs shows the mean access delay and the standard deviation for
both a cyclic polling system and the adaptive polling Ap3 system.
The number of active VBR sources (28M type with mean load p=O.l, L=20)
is varied, e.g. 5, 4, and 2. These numbers correspond to a cyclic service rate
(J.l) of 0.2, 0.25 and 0.50 respectively.
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The results of the cyclic polling system are the theoretical values calculated
with Equations 5.12 and 5.13. The Ap3 results are the simulation results
gathered for queue I, with a 95% confidence interval.

Discussion

When comparing the adaptive Ap3-protocol, which distributes the remaining
bandwidth among all queues, to the fixed cyclic polling system, which
distributes all the total bandwidth among all active queues, it is interesting
to study the burst handling capability of both systems. In the following
discussion the term "cyclic queue", is used to address queues in the cyclic
polling system, and the term "Ap3 queue" is used to address the queues in
the Ap3 system.

Since Ap3 assigns all remaining bandwidth to a queue in case a burst
occurs, it could be expected that it is very effective in handling bursts. This
in contrast to the cyclic queues which are assigned a fixed part of the
bandwidth.

With an increasing number of sources, each of the cyclic queues is assigned
less bandwidth, and as a consequence the queue size, mean delay and
standard deviation will be larger.
The cyclic system has the advantage that it does not take a roundtrip delay
until the bandwidth is assigned. The performance of 'he access mechanism
is independent of the roundtrip delay. While, with AP\ it takes at least one
roundtrip delay until the remaining bandwidth is assigned to the active
queue. The extra cells that have to be buffered will lead to an increase of
the mean access delay.

The simulation results show that with 5 active sources the mean access
delay of both systems is of the same order (Le. cyclie=39Op.s, Ap3= 366ps).
But with only two active sources, the cyclic system performs far better (60ps
versus 278ps).

On the other hand, the simulation results of the standard deviation show
that now the Ap3 system performs better. With multiple (>2) active VBR
sources not only the mean access delay, but more important, the standard
deviation is smaller. By limiting the standard deviation, also the maximum
queue size is limited. The next table shows the maximum observed queue
size (Qmu)' The cyclic system simulation is described in Section 5.3.1.
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Table XIV Maximum queue size

QIDIlI Cyclic Ap8

VBR
sources

2 107 139
4 243 176
5 322 209

Conclusion

The simulation results give us some indication, how both systems compare
in terms of mean access delay and standard deviation. It seems that with
multiple active sources (>2) the Ap3 performs even better, i.e. the mean
waiting time is of the same order, but the variation of the access delay is
reduced. It should be noted that with increasing network dimensions (i.e the
number of NTIs and distance between NTI and LT) the performance of the
Ap3 protocol will degrade, while the performance of the cyclic polling system
only depends on the number of active sources.
So even though the Ap3-protocol has no prior knowledge of the offered
traffic, its ability to handle bursty sources is at least comparable to that of a
cyclic system with prior knowledge.

Furthermore the Ap3 performance could be improved by distributing a
larger part of the remaining bandwidth to the active NTIs
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6.4 Comparison with a DQDB network
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Description

These three graphs show the simulation results for both the ~ protocol
and the DQDB network described in Section 5.3.2. The mean total cell delay
(access delay + roundtrip/2) and the standard deviation (in Jlsec), and the
maximum observed queue size (in cells) are shown. The DQDB results are
extracted from Appendix G. At each queue 3 exponential ON-OFF sources
are active, each with a 5 Mbit/sec mean bit rate, and a fixed burst length
(L=IO cells). The real load of the~ simulation run (no. I), as derived from
the histogram file, equals 57.6%.

Discussion

The graphs show that the DQDB protocol with the Local Loop dimensions,
performs better than~ (for this type of traffic). However, the difference is
small. With the DQDB network the performance of the various queues,
differs more than with ~, Le. if fairness is considered, ~ performs
better.

Conclusion

Of course no general conclusions can be drawn from this one simulation
using only one traffic type. But it seems that the performance of~ when
handling bursty traffic compares to that of the Local Loop DQDB network.
If fairness is considered,~ performs well, since it treats all NTIs in the
same way, independent of the distance between the NTIs and the LT. With
DQDB networks a lot of study has been done on the issue of fairness
[Jans9Ib]. When discussing alternative Local Loop network topologies (in
Section 3.2) it was stated that these alternative networks suffer from
excessive use of fibre, and don't have the advantages of the Passive Optical
Network (as discussed in Chapter 2).
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6.5 Conclusions of Chapter 6 and Recommendations

In this the section the conclusions drawn from the various simulation
results discussed in this chapter are summarized. In addition some
recommendations are given. It should be kept in mind that the conclusions
about the Ap3 performance are valid under the circumstances described in
Chapter 5 and 6, e.g. with a 20 km network, a 155.52 Mbitlsec upstream bit
rate, 6 bit quantizing, and with the traffic scenarios and traffic sources of
Chapter 5.

Overall conclusions of the general behaviour

Ap3 and CBR traffic

• It can be concluded that the reaction time of the Ap3-protocol is fast
enough to deal with a sudden activation of a large CBR source, Le.
with a 20 km network a buffer size of 120 cells suffices, while the
number of excess cells to be buffered as a result of the Incremental
Approximation Bandwidth Request technique is about 30 cells.

• A total network load up to 96% seems possible

• The Ap3 bandwidth management mechanism is very accurate. With a
window size W=l, the mean assigned bandwidth is close to the
theoretical mean value (Le. up to 9 active sources the relative
difference of the inter visit time Llwr<l%), but fluctuates strongly.
These fluctuations that lead to extra cell jitter, are reduced
considerably using a larger window size, i.e. W=32. But, it remains to
be seen if this amount of cell jitter is acceptable l within the APON
Local Loop environment.

• In order to guarantee that the queues are emptied quickly after
deactivation of a CBR source, the basic protocol concept, or the
release strategy has to be changed. Because the rate of the release
messages can be different from the rate of the request messages at
the time the source was activated.

Ap3 and VBR (bursty) traffic

• To improve the performance of the basic Ap3 protocol with bursty
traffic, and to solve the problem of remaining cells in the queues,
release strategy 3 is introduced, Le. in case the arrival rate equals
zero, the NTIs request bandwidth proportional to the queue size
(while with strategy 1 and 2 no bandwidth would be requested)

1'he problem of cell jitter is related to the problem of policing (e.g. checking if the real offered
traffic corresponds to the traffic contracts) in the ATM network. If the inter arrival time of the
cells fluctuates strongly as a result of the jitter characteristics of the APON network, then it is
difficult to detect a violation of the traffic contract. In order to study the jitter characteristics
more elaborate, the CBR cell stream at the LT side should be monitored, by measuring the cell
inter arrival time for a long period of time.
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• The problem of remaining cells in the queue, and large CBR queue
sizes, can be prevented to some degree by introducing strategy 4, i.e.
each NT1 requests extra bandwidth proportional to its queue size
(not only if the arrival rate equals zero). This strategy improves the
p.erformance of the CBR queues at the expense of the VBR queues.

• With release strategy 3 (and release parameter RP=16)~ is able to
handle bursty traffic well, at least if the buffer size is taken large
enough. If the average burst length is limited, to e.g. 20 cells, then a
buffer size of about 180 cells suffices.

• With mixes of VBR and CBR traffic the protocol performs well, but as
the number of VBR sources increases, the performance in terms of
mean access delay and delay variation decreases, but stays within
bounds (with 6 active NTIs and a 60% mean total network load the
mean CBR delay < 100 ps, maximum CBR delay < 1.2 ms, mean
VBR delay < 500 'J.1S, and maximum VBR delay < 2.2 ms).

• The performance can be improved by limiting the rate of the VBR
sources in the ON state, i.e,poD«1.0 (which is a realistic assumption
in the APON environment).

Overall conclusions of the "B-ISDN traffic" behaviour

• When offering a test load of various (B-ISDN) traffic types, the CBR
performance of Ap3 is poor when compared to some other protocols.
However, this could be improved by introducing strategy 4, but the
cell delay variation (jitter) will still be large. The VBR performance
on the other hand, seems to be comparable.

Ap3 versus Local Loop "alternatives"I

• The ability to deal with bursty traffic of the adaptive AP-protocol
which has no prior knowledge of the offered traffic, is at least
comparable to that of a (fixed) cyclic polling system with prior
knowledge. As the number of active sources increases, Ap3 relatively
performs better.

• Compared to a DQDB network with Local Loop dimensions, the
performance when handling bursty traffic with fixed burst lenght is
comparable. A positive characteristic of the~ protocol is the fact
that all NTIs with similar traffic loads are treated in the same way.
So if fairness is considered~ performs well.

"he DQDB and Cyclic polling system are not real alternatives since the APON topology has
other advantages (discussed in Chapter 2), and only Physical Layer functions should be
implemented in the Local Loop (no knowledge of the traffic contracts!).
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Recommendations

In this section recommendations are made to improve the protocol
performance, and some points for further study are given.

• It can be stated that the CBR performance (with respect to the jitter
characteristics) is rather poor, since the W protocol makes no
distinction between the various traffic types. If better CBR
characteristics are demanded, then the concept of using only one
traffic type could be reconsidered.

• With W' MAC header insertion is used, i.e. request messages are
send only if a permit is received. By applying some form of slotted
transmission (see Section 3.3.1) the NTIs can be given more
opportunities to send a request message, thus increasing the systems
response time.

• Rather than trying to improve the jitter characteristics, the traffic
streams can be remodelled at the LT side, using e.g. a so called
spacer.

• The influence of the number and values of the quantization levels is
for further study.

• An important aspect for further study, are the jitter (variation of the
cell access delay) characteristics of the W protocol. To study this
more elaborate the inter arrival time of a CBR cell stream arriving at
the LT should be monitored for a long period of time.

• The performance can be improved by distributing the remammg
bandwidth among all active stations rather than among all stations.
For this the protocol must be able to detect if an NT1 is idle or
signalling (connection setup).
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Conclusions and Recommendations

In search for an ATM PON access protocol a survey on medium access
techniques showed that the random assignment access technique, and specially
the (adaptive) polling technique are the most interesting classes.

From a further study of polling techniques and by taking into account the
restrictions imposed by the APON system, it is concluded that the APON
protocol should belong to the class of dynamic, cell-based, limited polling
techniques, using MAC header insertion to transfer the request messages.

A new APON Adaptive Polling Access Protocol (AP3) is introduced that meets
the requirements, i.e. it operates autonomously (i.e. without knowledge of the
ATM traffic), and is designed in a way to minimize the reaction time of the
polling system to a changing traffic offer.

The protocol concept is as follows; all users (NT1s) request bandwidth
according to their momentary arrival rate, and the remaining (not requested)
bandwidth is distributed equally among all users. Furthermore each NT1 is
guaranteed a minimum bandwidth (i.e. 64kbitlsec) which is also the unit of
bandwidth.

Three techniques, realizing the AP3 bandwidth management system, are
introduced. An Incremental Approximation Bandwidth Request Technique
(IABR) that reduces the bandwidth request message length (4-5 bits) while
maintaining a 12 bit accuracy (i.e. 64kbitlsec granularity). A Bandwidth
Allocation Algorithm, which allocates the available bandwidth based on the
bandwidth request messages and the total remaining bandwidth. And a
Dynamic Allocation Algorithm, which determines which NT1 is polled next,
according to a dynamically changing bandwidth distribution, using only simple
operations. A formal proofof the correct operation and stability of the Dynamic
Allocation Algorithm, under all circumstances, is for further study.

Simulations showed that in order to improve the stability and accuracy of the
bandwidth request mechanism an arrival window size of 32 (slots) suffices.
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To guarantee that the NTI queues are emptied without large cell delay and in
order to handle bursty traffic, two modified bandwidth requestlrelease
strategies are introduced.

With these modifications, the following conclusions can be made about the Ap'3
performance. Simulations with Constant Bit Rate (CBR) traffic show that
bandwidth is allocated fast and accurately (meeting the design goals), but
fluctuates. These fluctuations give rise to the cell delay variation, adding jitter
to the ATM traffic. With mixes of Variable Bit Rate (VBR) and CBR traffic the
protocol performs well, but as the number of VBR sources increases, the
performance in terms of mean access delay and delay variation decreases, but
stays within bounds (e.g. with 6 active NTIs and a 60% mean total network
load the mean CBR delay < 100 JIS, maximum CBR delay < 1.2 ms, mean VBR
delay < 500 JIS, and maximum VBR delay < 2.2 ms).

Compared to other protocols (based on other network topologies!) the CBR
performance is poor, but the VBR (bursty) traffic characteristics are good.
The CBR performance can be improved at the expense of the VBR performance
using alternative request strategies (e.g strategy 4). To improve the VBR
performance it is recommended to limit the peak rate of the bursty sources and
to limit the number of active NTIs (within the APON Local Loop environment
it can be expected that this will be the case). With Ap3 all NTIs are treated
fairly, i.e. NTIs with identical traffic types are treated in the same way.

Based on the simulation results of Chapter 6 it is concluded that Ap3 offers a
very promising access protocol for the ATM passive optical local network.

Ap3 has been proposed [Dirk92J within the RACE 2024 BAF (Broadband Access
Facilities) research project. Within BAF it is recommended to improve the Ap'3
performance (i.e. reaction time and jitter characteristics), by using prior
knowledge about the ATM traffic, and by considering some form of slotted
transmission to transfer request messages (rather than MAC header insertion
only). The performance of Ap3 with these (BAF) modifications and with an
upstream bitrate of 622.08 Mbitlsec is for further study.

At this moment an application for a patent of Ap1 and the Dynamic Allocation
Algorithm] is under investigation.

Ithe allocation algorithm originates from the EBIN project at PrI' Research
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AppendixA

AP3 Simulation Program

"
''The simulation program listed below simulates the .AP3-protocol.
"To manage the simulation model, input parameters can be changed
"in the input me. The input parameters are discussed in detail
"in the report .AP3 a new Medium Access Control protocol for an
"ATM Passive Optical Network by M.L.E. de Buck. In this report the
"simulation model is also discussed.
''The simulation results can be found in the output files with
"extension .DEL, .DAT, .IVT and .HIS. In order to generate a .REQ
"file the report generator routine must be adjusted.

''The preamble defines all processes, entities and global variables
"used in the simulation program. The processes defined, interchange
"permanent entities called UP.MESSAGE and DOWN.MESSAGE, and
"CELL.

PREAMBLE

"define processes and attributes used to simulate

processes

include REPORT.GENERATOR and SERVER and QUEUE.POLLED
and POLLING.ALGORITHM

every TRAFFIC.GENERATORCBR has a CBRQUEUE.NR, a
CBRLOAD
,a CBRACTIVATION.TIME and a CBRDEACTIVATION.TIME
derme CBRLOAD, CBRDEACTIVATION.TIME and
CBRACTIVATION.TIME as real variables
derme CBRQUEUE.NR as a integer variable

every TRAFFIC.GENERATORVBR has a VBRQUEUE.NR, a
VBRLOAD, a VBRACITIVATION.TIME and a
VBRDEACTIVATION.TIME
derme VBRLOAD, VBRDEACTIVATION.TIME and
VBRACTIVATION.TIME as real variables
derme VBRQUEUE.NR as a integer variable

every TRAFFIC.GENERATORBURST has a BURST.QUEUE.NR, a
AVG.BURST.LENGHT, a BURST.ACTIVATION.TIME, a
AVG.SILENCE.LENGTH
derme BURST.ACTIVATION.TIME, AVG.BURST.LENGTH,
AVG.SILENCE.LENGHT as real variables
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derme BURST.QUEUE.NR as a integer variable

every TRAFFIC.GENERATOR.2SM has a 2SM.QUEUE.NR, a
2SM.LOAD, a 2SM.ACTIVATION.TIME, a 2SM.BURST.LENGTH
derme 2SM.ACTIVATION.TIME, 2SM.LOAD, 2SM.BURST.LENGTH
as real variables
derme 2SM.QUEUE.NR as an integer variable

"define the temporary entities which will be created or destroyed
"during the simulation

temporary entities

every UP.MESSAGE has a UP.VALl, a UP.VAL2 and may belong
to a UPSTREAM.SET
derme M.VALl and M.VAL2 as integer variables

every DOWN.MESSAGE has a DOWN.VALl, a DOWN.VAL2 and
may belong to a DOWNSTREAM.SET

every CELL has a CELL.DESTINATION, a CELL.ARRIVAL.TIME
and may belong to a BUFFERED.CELLS.SET

derme CELL.DESTINATION as a integer variable
derme CELL.ARRIVAL.TIME as a real variable

derme BUFFERED.CELLS.SET as FIFO sets
derme UPSTREAM.SET as a FIFO set
define DOWNSTREAM.SET as a FIFO set

the system owns the UPSTREAM.SET and the DOWNSTREAM.SET

"define the permanent entities which will be used during the whole
"simulation, they can not be destroyed

permanent entities

every QUEUE has a ZERO.COUNT, a BW.ARR, a BW.SUM, a
BW.REQ, a BW.DIFF, a QUANTIZED.BW.DIFF, a
TIME.LAST.POLL, a ARRIVALS, a CELLS.IN.QUEUE, a IVT, a
TIME.START.CYCLE, a CYCLE.TIME, a ACCESS.DELAY and owns
a BUFFERED.CELLS.SET
derme ZERO.COUNT, ARRIVALS, CELLS.IN.QUEUE as integer
variables
derme BW.ARR, BW.SUM, BW.REQ, BW.DIFF,
QUANTIZED.BW.DIFF as integer variables
derme IVT,TIME.LAST.POLL, CYCLE.TIME, ACCESS.DELAY and
TIME.START.CYCLE as real variables

"define the global variables

derme QUANTIZATION.LEVEL as a I-dimensional integer array
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defme VBRIAT as a real variable
derme BW.REQUEST.TABLE_ BW.ASSIGNED.TABLE_
CORRECTION.TABLE and URGENCY.TABLE as I-dimensional
integer arrays
derme BW.REMAINING_ BW.TOTAL.REQUESTED_
BW.TOTAL.ASSIGNED and BW.DIFFERENCE as integer variables
defme NUMBEROF.QUEUES_ NUMBEROF.LEVELS_
NUMBERACTIVE.QUEUES_ WINDOW_ NEXT.TO.POLL as an
integer variable

derme SAVESEEDl_ SAVESEED2_ SAVESEED3, SAVESEED4,
SAVESEED5, SAVESEED6, SAVESEED7, SAVESEEDB,
SAVESEED9, SAVESEEDIO as real variables
derme TRAFFIC.TABLE as a 2-dimensional real array
derme NUM.CBRGENERATORS, NUM.VBRGENERATORS,
ACTIVE.QUEUE.NR, BW.RELEASE.STRATEGY,
LIMIT.BW.REQUEST, NUMBEROF.RUNS_ RUN.NUMBER,
RELEASE.PARAMETER, MAX.BURST_ BW.UNITS as integer
variables
derme TOTAL.LOAD, SERVICE.TIME, SIMULATION.TIME,
REPORT.START.TIME, REPORT.STOP.TlME,
REPORT.INTERVAL.TIME and DELAY as real

variables

derme OUT.FlLE.NAME, IN.FILE.NAME, OUT.FlLE.NAMEl,
OUT.FlLE.NAME2, OUT.FILE.NAME3, OUT.FlLE.NAME4 as text
variables

"define the mean, maximum, minimum and standard deviation of
"the parameters which must be measured

accumulate MAX.CELLS.IN.QUEUE as the maximum and
AVG.CELLS.IN.QUEUE as the mean of CELLS.IN.QUEUE
tally MAXIVT as the maximum, MIN.IVT as the minimum,
AVG.IVT as the mean and STD.DEV.IVT as the std.dev of IVT
tally NUM.VBRIAT as the number of VBRIAT
tally MAXACCESS.DELAY as the maximum_ MIN.ACCESS.DELAY
as the minimum, AVG.ACCESS.DELAY as the mean,
STD.DEV.ACCESS.DELAY as the std.dev, and GRAPH (0 TO 2000
BY 100) as the histogram of ACCESS.DELAY

"define the units to measure.

derme .MICRO.SECONDS to mean units

end "preamble
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"The MAIN program is the body of the simulation program. It reads
"the file names of the input and output files. It calls the input
"routine, initialization routine and starts the simulation.

MAIN

let SAVESEEDI =SEED.V(l)
let SAVESEED2 =SEED.V(2)
let SAVESEED3 =SEED.V(3)
let SAVESEED4 =SEED.V(4)
let SAVESEED5 =SEED.V(5)
let SAVESEED6 =SEED.V(6)
let SAVESEED7 =SEED.V(7)
let SAVESEEDB = SEED.V(B)
let SAVESEED9 =SEED.V(9)
let SAVESEEDlO =SEED.V(lO)

print 1 line thus
IN.FILE.NAME ?
read IN.FILE.NAME
print 1 line thus
OUT.FILE.NAME? (no extension)
read OUT.FILE.NAME
call READ.DATA

"create and open output files

let OUT.FILE.NAMEI =CONCAT.F(OUT.FILE.NAME,".DAT")
let OUT.FILE.NAME2 = CONCAT.F(OUT.FILE.NAME,".HIS")
let OUT.FILE.NAME3 =CONCAT.F(OUT.FILE.NAME,".IVT")
let OUT.FILE.NAME4 = CONCAT.F(OUT.FILE.NAME,".DEL")

open unit 1 for output, file name is OUT.FILE.NAMEI
open unit 2 for output, file name is OUT.FILE.NAME2
open unit 3 for output, file name is OUT.FILE.NAME3
open unit 4 for output, file name is OUT.FILE.NAME4

"call the INITIALIZE routine, activate the SERVER and start the
"simulation

let RUN.NUMBER =1
call INITIALIZE
activate a SERVER now
start simulation
end" main
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"The routine INITIALIZE resets all global variables, resets the time
"and resores the seeds of the random generators. All tables are
"reset, and message and cell queues are emptied. The traffic
"generators are activated.

routine INITIALIZE

defIne I, INITIAL.BW,pl,p2 as integer variables
defme p3,p4,p5 as real variables

"reset the time and restore the seeds of the random generators

let TIME.V = 0
let SEED.V(l) = SAVESEEDI
let SEED.V(2) = SAVESEED2
let SEED.V(3) = SAVESEED3
let SEED.V(4) = SAVESEED4
let SEED.V(5) = SAVESEED5
let SEED.V(6) = SAVESEED6
let SEED.V(7) = SAVESEED7
let SEED.VCS) = SAVESEEDS
let SEED.V(9) =SAVESEED9
let SEED.V(lO) = SAVESEEDIO

"reset or initialize all queue tables and variables

let INITIAL.BW = INT.FCBW.UNITSINUMBER.OF.QUEUES)
for each QUEUE do

let TIME.LAST.POLLCQUEUE) =
C·NUMBER.OF.QUEUES)*SERVICE.TIME
let TIME.START.CYCLECQUEUE) =
TIME.LAST.POLLCQUEUE)
let BW.ASSIGNED.TABLECQUEUE) =INITIAL.BW
let BW.REQUEST.TABLECQUEUE) =INITIAL.BW
let BW.SUMCQUEUE) = INITIAL.BW
let BW.DIFF(QUEUE) = 0
let BW.ARRCQUEUE) = 0
let QUANTIZED.BW.DIFFCQUEUE) = 0
let ARRIVALSCQUEUE) =0
let CELLS.IN.QUEUECQUEUE) = 0
let IVTCQUEUE) = 0
let ACCESS.DELAYCQUEUE) = 0
let ZERO.COUNTCQUEUE) =0

"empty the queues

while BUFFERED.CELLS.SET(QUEUE) is not empty
do

remove the first CELL from the
BUFFERED.CELLS.SETCQUEUE)
destroy this CELL

loop
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loop

"reset allocation algorithm tables

for I = 1 to NUMBEROF.QUEUES
do

let CORRECTION.TABLECI)=O
let URGENCY.TABLECI)=O
let BW.REMAINING = 0
let BW.TOTAL.ASSIGNED = 0
let BW.TOTAL.REQUESTED = 0

loop

"empty the upstream and downstream set

while UPSTREAM.SET is not empty
do

remove the first UP.MESSAGE from the UPSTREAM.SET
destroy this UP.MESSAGE

loop
while DOWNSTREAM.SET is not empty
do

remove the first DOWN.MESSAGE from the
DOWNSTREAM.SET
destroy this DOWN.MESSAGE

loop

"activate traffic generators

for I = 1 to NUMBERACTIVE.QUEUES do

let pI = INT.FCTRAFFIC.TABLE(I,I»
let p2 = INT.FCTRAFFIC.TABLECI,2»
let p3 = TRAFFIC.TABLE(I,3)
let p4 = TRAFFIC.TABLE(I,4)
let p5 =TRAFFIC.TABLE(I,5)

ifp2 = 1
activate a TRAFFIC.GENERATORCBR given pI,p3,p4,p5
now
always
ifp2 = 2
activate a TRAFFIC.GENERATORVBR given pI,p3,p4,p5
now
always
ifp2 = 3

activate a TRAFFIC.GENERATORBURST given
pI,p3,p4,p5 now

always
ifp2 = 4
activate a TRAFFIC.GENERATOR2SM given pI,p3,p4,p5
now
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always
loop

end"initialize

"The routine READ.DATA reads the input parameters and creates
"the permanent entities

routine READ.DATA

defme I as an integer variable

open unit 1 for input, me name is IN.FlLE.NAME
use unit 1 for input

"read system configuration

skip 3 fields
read NUMBEROF.QUEUES
skip 2 fields
read DELAY
skip 2 fields
read SERVICE.TlME
skip 2 fields

"create the datastructue of the queues

reserve BW.REQUEST.TABLE as NUMBEROF.QUEUES
reserve BW.ASSIGNED.TABLE as NUMBEROF.QUEUES
reserve URGENCY.TABLE as NUMBEROF.QUEUES
reserve CORRECTION.TABLE as NUMBEROF.QUEUES

create every QUEUE(NUMBEROF.QUEUES)

"read AP3-protocol parameters

read BW.RELEASE.STRATEGY
skip 2 fields
read RELEASE.PARAMETER
skip 2 fields
read WINDOW
skip 2 fields
read NUMBEROF.LEVELS
skip 2 fields
read BW.UNITS
skip 2 fields
read LIMIT.BW.REQUEST
skip 2 fields
reserve QUANTIZATION.LEVEL as NUMBEROF.LEVELS
read QUANTIZATION.LEVEL
skip 2 fields
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"read traffic scenario

read NUMBERACTIVE.QUEUES
reserve TRAFFIC.TABLE as NUMBERACTIVE.QUEUES by5
skip 3 fields
read TRAFFIC.TABLE
skip 2 fields

"read simulation parameters

read SIMULATION.TIME
skip 2 fields
read NUMBEROF.RUNS
skip 2 fields
read REPORT.START.TIME
skip 2 fields
read REPORT.STOP.TIME
skip 2 fields
read REPORT.INTERVAL.TIME
skip 2 fields
read MAX.BURST
skip 2 fields
close unit 1

end"reacldata

"The routine RESET.8TATISTICS resets the statistics of IVT en DEL
"each report interval

routine RESET.STATISTICS

for each QUEUE do
reset the totals of lVT(QUEUE)

loop

end" RESET.STATISTICS

"The process REPORT.GENERATOR schedules the period and
"intervals at which data is gathered and written to file .DEL, and
".IVT. In order to save the REQ values instead of the IVT value
" REPORTS must be replaced by REPORT4 in this process.

process REPORT.GENERATOR

work REPORT.START.TIME .MICRO.SECONDS
for each QUEUE do

reset the totals of ACCESS.DELAYCQUEUE)
loop
while TIME.V<REPORT.STOP.TIME do

call REPORT5
"call REPORT4
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AP simulation program

call REPORT3
call RESET.STATISTICS
work REPORT.INTERVAL.TIME .MICRO.SECONDS

loop

end" report.generator

"The process TRAFFIC.GENERATOR.CBR models a traffic generator
"of the CBR type, with fixed cell Inter Arrival Time.

process TRAFFIC.GENERATOR.CBR given
CBR.QUEUE.NR, CBRLOAD, CBRACTIVATION.TIME,
CBR.DEACTIVATION.TIME

work CBRACTIVATION.TIME .micro.seconds
call RESET.STATISTICS
while TIME.V<CBRDEACTIVATION.TIME or
CBR.DEACTIVATION.TIME = 0
do

create a CELL
let CELL.DESTINATIONCCELL)=CBRQUEUE.NR
let CELL.ARRIVAL.TIMECCELL) = TIME.V

for QUEUE = CBRQUEUE.NR to CBRQUEUE.NR
do

let ARRIVALSCQUEUE) = ARRIVALSCQUEUE) + 1
add 1 to CELLS.IN.QUEUECQUEUE)
flle this CELL in the
BUFFERED.CELLS.SETCQUEUE)

work CSERVICE.TIME*Cl/CBRLOAD))
.MICRO.SECONDS

loop

end" traffic generator cbr

"The process TRAFFIC.GENERATOR.VBR models a traffic generator
"of a VBR type, with exponential distributed cell Inter Arrival
"Times.

process TRAFFIC.GENERATOR.VBR given
VBR.QUEUE.NR, VBRLOAD, VBRACTIVATION.TIME,
VBR.DEACTIVATION.TIME

defme STREAM.NUMBER as an integer variable

"determine stream of random numbers to be used

let STREAM.NUMBER = MOD.FCYBRQUEUE.NR,lO)+l

work VBRACTIVATION.TIME .micro.seconds
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while TIME.V < VBRDEACTIVATION.TIME or
VBRDEACTIVATION.TIME = 0
do

let VBRIAT =
EXPONENTIAL.FCCSERVICE.TIMENBRLOAD)
SERVICE.TIME,STREAM.NUMBER)
work VBRIAT .micro.seconds
create a CELL
let CELL.DESTINATIONCCELL)=VBR.QUEUE.NR
let CELL.ARRIVAL.TIMECCELL) = TIME.V
for QUEUE = VBR.QUEUE.NR to VBRQUEUE.NR
do

let ARRIVALSCQUEUE) = ARRIVALSCQUEUE) + 1
add 1 to CELLS.IN.QUEUECQUEUE)
me this CELL in the
BUFFERED.CELLS.SETCQUEUE)

loop
work SERVICE.TIME .micro.seconds

loop

end"traffic.generator.vbr

"The process TRAFFIC.GENERATOR.BURST models a traffic
"generator of the BURST type, with exponential distributed burst
"and silence length

process TRAFFIC.GENERATOR.BURST given
BURST.QUEUE.NR, AVG.BURST.LENGTH,
BURST.ACTIVATION.TevIE, AVG.SILENCE.LENGTH

defme INTERBURST.TIME as a real variable
defme I,BURST.LENGTH, STREAM.NUMBER as an integer variable

let STREAM.NUMBER = MOD.FCBURST.QUEUE.NR,10)+1
work BURST.ACTIVATION.TIME .micro.seconds
while 0<1
do

let INTER.BURST.TIME =CSERVICE.TIME *
INT.FCEXPONENTIAL.FCAVG.SILENCE.LENGTH,
STREAM.NUMBER»)
work INTER.BURST.TIME .micro.seconds
let BURST.LENGTH =
INT.FCEXPONENTIAL.FCAVG.BURST.LENGTH,
STREAM.NUMBER»
for I = 1 to BURST.LENGTH
do

create a CELL
let CELL.DESTINATIONCCELL) = BURST.QUEUE.NR
let CELL.ARRIVAL.TIMECCELL) =TIME.V
for QUEUE =BURST.QUEUE.NR to
BURST.QUEUE.NR
do
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let ARRIVALS(QUEUE) =
ARRIVALS(QUEUE)+1
add 1 to CELLS.IN.QUEUE(QUEUE)
me this CELL in the
BUFFERED.CELLS.SET(QUEUE)

loop
work (MAX.BURST+1)*SERVICE.TIME .micro.seconds

loop
loop

end"traffic.generator.vbr

"The process TRAFFIC.GENERTOR.2SM models a traffic generator
"of the Two-State Markov type

process TRAFFIC.GENERATOR.2SM given
2SM.QUEUE.NR, 2SM.LOAD, 2SM.ACTIVATION.TlME and
2SM.BURST.LENGTH

defme NEW.STATE,STATE,STREAM.NUMBER as an integer
variable
defme PROB.P, PROB.Q, DRAW.VAL as real variables

let STREAM.NUMBER = MOD.F(2SM.QUEUE.NR,10)+1
work 2SM.ACTIVATION.TIME .micro.seconds
let STATE = 0
let PROB.Q = 1/2SM.BURST.LENGTH
let PROB.P = 2SM.LOAD / (2SM.BURST.LENGTH 
(2SM.BURST.LENGTH*2SM.LOAD»
while 0<1
do

let DRAW.VAL = RANDOM.F(STREAM.NUMBER)
if STATE=0 and DRAW.VAL < PROB.P
let NEW.STATE=1

always \
if STATE = 1 and DRAW.VAL > PROB.Q

work MAX.BURST*SERVICE.TlME .micro.seconds
create a CELL
let CELL.DESTINATION(CELL) = 2SM.QUEUE.NR
let CELL.ARRIVAL.TIME(CELL)= TIME.V
for QUEUE = 2SM.QUEUE.NR to 2SM.QUEUE.NR
do

let ARRIVALS(QUEUE) = ARRIVALS(QUEUE) + 1
add 1 to CELLS.IN.QUEUE(QUEUE)
me this CELL in the
BUFFERED.CELLS.SET(QUEUE)

loop
else

if STATE = 1 let NEW.STATE = 0 always
always

work SERVICE.TlME .micro.seconds
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let STATE = NEW.STATE
loop
end "traffic.generator.2sm

"The SERVER process continuously generates slots and calls the
"histogram and delay report routines if the simulation time has
"passed

process SERVER

defme I and J as an integer variables

for J = 1 to NUMBER.OF.RUNS
do

activate a REPORT.GENERATOR now
work 1.0 .MICRO.SECONDS

while TIME.V < SIMULATION.TIME
do

for 1= 1 to NUMBER.OF.QUEUES
do

if UPSTREAM.SET is empty
let NEXT.TO.POLL = I

else
remove the first UP.MESSAGE from the
UPSTREAM.SET
let NEXT.TO.POLL = UP.VALl(UP.MESSAGE)
destroy this UP.MESSAGE

always
activate a QUEUE.POLLED now
work SERVICE.TIME .MICRO.SECONDS

loop
loop

"if simulation time has passed write report and save seeds

call REPORTI
call REPORT2
let SAVESEEDI = SEED.V(l)
let SAVESEED2 = SEED.V(2)
let SAVESEED3 = SEED.V(3)
let SAVESEED4 = SEED.V(4)
let SAVESEED5 = SEED.V(5)
let SAVESEED6 = SEED.V(6)
let SAVESEED7 = SEED.V(7)
let SAVESEED8 = SEED.V(8)
let SAVESEED9 = SEED.V(9)
let SAVESEEDlO = SEED.V(lO)
interrupt the REPORT.GENERATOR
destroy the REPORT.GENERATOR
call INITIALIZE

loop
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stop

end " server

"The QUEUE.POLLED process is activated whenever a permit is
"received by a queue. This process determines the momentary
"bandwidth need and performs the Incremental Approximation
"Bandwidth Request function of the protocol Various release
"strategies are implemented.

process QUEUE.POLLED

defme QUANT.DIFF as a integer variable
defme I,J,NR, SLOT_CNT and r as a integer variables

let NR = NEXT.TO.POLL
for QUEUE = NR to NR
do

if BUFFERED.CEUB.SETCQUEUE) is not empty
remove the first CELL from the
BUFFERED.CEUB.SETCQUEUE)
let ACCESS.DELAYCQUEUE) =
TIME.V-CELL.ARRIVAL.TIMECCELL)
destroy this CELL

always

"Incremental Approximation Bandwidth Request

let IVT(QUEUE) =TIME.V - TIME.LAST.POLLCQUEUE)
let CYCLE.TIMECQUEUE) = TIME.Y 
TIME.START.CYCLECQUEUE)
let SLOT_CNT = INT.FCCCYCLE.TIMECQUEUE)/SERVICE.TIME»

"cycle time greater than window size do

if SLOT_CNT >= WINDOW

"calculate bandwidth need r and BW.diff

let r = TRUNC.FCBW.UNITS*ARRIVALSCQUEUE)IN)

"strategy 3

if BW.RELEASE.STRATEGY =3
ifr =0 and CELLS.IN.QUEUECQUEUE) > 0
let r = CELLS.IN.QUEUECQUEUE)*RELEASE.PARAMETER
always
if r > LIMIT.BW.REQUEST
let r == LIMIT.BW.REQUEST
always
always
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"strategy 4

if BW.RELEASE.STRATEGY = 4
let r = RELEASE.PARAMETER
*CELIB.IN.QUEUECQUEUE)+r
ifr> UMIT.BW.REQUEST let r = LIMIT.BW.REQUEST
always
always

let BW.ARRCQUEUE) = r
let BW.DIFFCQUEUE) = r - BW.SUMCQUEUE)

"quantize difference

for I = 1 to NUMBER.OF.LEVELS
do

if ABS.F(BW.DIFF(QUEUE» >= QUANTIZATION.LEVEUI)
let QUANTIZED.BW.DIFFCQUEUE) =
QUANTIZATION.LEVEUI)

always
loop
if BW.DIFFCQUEUE)< 0

let QUANTIZED.BW.DIFF(QUEUE) =
-QUANTIZED.BW.DIFFCQUEUE)

always

"release strategy 2

if BW.RELEASE.STRATEGY = 2
if r =0 let ZERO.COUNT(QUEUE) =
ZERO.COUNTCQUEUE)+1 always
if r > 0 let ZERO.COUNTCQUEUE) = 0 always
if ZERO.COUNT(QUEUE) > 0

if ZERO.COUNTCQUEUE) > NUMBER.OF.LEVELS
let QUANTIZED.BW.DIFFCQUEUE)
=-QUANTlZATION.LEVEUNUMBER.OF.LEVE
LS)
let ZERO.COUNTCQUEUE) =
NUMBER.OF.LEVELS

always
let QUANTIZED.BW.DIFF(QUEUE) =
-QUANTIZATION.LEVEUZERO.COUNT(QUEUE»

always

always "bw release strategy = 2

"reset arrivals and cycle time

let TlME.START.CYCLECQUEUE) = TIME.Y
let ARRIVALS(QUEUE) = 0
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"calculate bw.sum

let BW.SUM(QUEUE) =BW.SUM(QUEUE) +
QUANTIZED.BW.DIFF(QUEUE)
if BW.SUM(QUEUE) < 0 let BW.SUM(QUEUE) = 0 always
else

let QUANTIZED.BW.DIFF(QUEUE) = 0
always
let TIME.LAST.POLL(QUEUE) = TIME.V

"send a request

create a UP.MESSAGE
let UP.VALl(DOWN.MESSAGE)= QUANTIZED.BW.DIFF(QUEUE)
let UP.VAL2(DOWN.MESSAGE)= NR
me this UP.MESSAGE in the UPSTREAM.SET
if CELLS.IN.QUEUE(QUEUE) > 0 subtract 1 from
CELLS.IN.QUEUE(QUEUE)
always
loop

"transmission delay request message

work DELAY .micro.seconds
activate a POLLING.ALGORITHM now

end" queue.polled

"The process POLLINGALGORITHM performs the Bandwidth
"Assignment Algorithm, and the Dynamic Allocation Algorithm,
"each time a request message arrives at the server.

process POLLING.ALGORITHM

defIne NR and I as an integer variable
defme MAX.URGENCY and MAX.NR as integer variables

"translate request message

if DOWNSTREAM.SET is not empty
remove the first DOWN.MESSAGE from the
DOWNSTREAM.SET
let BW.DIFFERENCE = DOWN.VALl(DOWN.MESSAGE)
let NR = UP.VAL2(DOWN.MESSAGE)
destroy this DOWN.MESSAGE
let BW.REQUEST.TABLE(NR) = BW.REQUEST.TABLE(NR)
+ BW.DIFFERENCE

"let minimimum BW = 64 kbps

if BW.REQUEST.TABLE(NR)<= 0 let
BW.REQUEST.TABLE(NR) =1 always
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if BW.REQUEST.TABLE(NR»LIMIT.BW.REQUEST let
BW.REQUEST.TABLE(NR) = LIMIT.BW.REQUEST always

"calculate total requested bandwidth

let BW.TOTAL.REQUESTED = 0
for I = 1 to NUMBEROF.QUEUES
do

let BW.TOTAL.REQUESTED =
BW.REQUEST.TABLE(I) + BW.TOTAL.REQUESTED

loop

"calculate remaining bandwidth

let BW.REMAINING = BW.UNITS 
BW.TOTAL.REQUESTED
if BW.REMAINING < 0 let BW.REMAINING = 0 always

"distribute remaining bandwidth and update BW.ASS.TABLE

let BW.TOTAL.ASSIGNED = 0
for I = 1 to NUMBEROF.QUEUES
do

let BW.ASSIGNED.TABLE(I) =
BW.REQUEST.TABLE(I) +
INT.F(BW.REMAININGINUMBEROF.QUEUES)
BW.TOTAL.ASSIGNED = BW.TOTAL.ASSIGNED +
BW.ASSIGNED.TABLE(I)

loop

"Bandwidth Allocation Algorithm

" calculate correction factor and highest urgency

let MAX.NR = 1
let MAX.URGENCY =-60000
for I = 1 to NUMBEROF.QUEUES
do

let CORRECTION.TABLE(I) = BW.TOTAL.ASSIGNED
- BW.ASSIGNED.TABLE(I)
if MAX.URGENCY < URGENCY.TABLE(I)

let MAXURGENCY = URGENCY.TABLE(I)
let MAX.NR = I

always
loop

for I = 1 to NUMBEROF.QUEUES
do

let URGENCY.TABLE(I) =
URGENCY.TABLE(I)+BW.ASSIGNED.TABLE(I)

loop
let URGENCY.TABLE(MAX.NR) =
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URGENCY.TABLE(MAX.NR) 
BW.ASSIGNED.TABLE(MAX.NR)-CORRECTION.TABLE(MA
X.NR)
work DELAY .micro.seconds
create a DOWN.MESSAGE
let DOWN.VALl(DOWN.MESSAGE) = MAX.NR
fIle this DOWN.MESSAGE in the DOWNSTREAM.SET

always

end" polling algorithm

"The routine REPORTl writes the statistics of the cell access delay
"and the maximum number of cells in the queue, to the output file
".DEL. The totaLload and real.load values are dummy values which
"are necessary to use this file as an inputfile to the CONF_INT
"program. With this CONF_INT program the Chauvenet criterium
"can be applied to the simulation results and the confidence
"interval is calculated

routine REPORTl

derme TOTAL.LOAD, REAL.LOAD as real variables
let TOTAL.LOAD = 0.00
let REAL.LOAD = 0.00
use unit 4 for output

write NUMBEROF.QUEUES as I 3
skip 1 line
write NUMBEROF.RUNS as I 3
skip 2 lines
print 3 lines with TOTAL.LOAD, REAL.LOAD thus
* **
* **
for each QUEUE do
write AVG.ACCESS.DELAY(QUEUE) as E(lO,l)

skip 1 line
write STD.DEV.ACCESS.DELAY(QUEUE) as E(lO,l)
skip 1 line
write MAX.ACCESS.DELAY(QUEUE) as E(lO,l)
skip 1 line
write MAX.CELLS.IN.QUEUE(QUEUE) as E(lO,l)
skip 1 line
write MAX.CELLS.IN.QUEUE(QUEUE) as E(lO,l)
skip 1 line

if QUEUE<NUMBEROF.QUEUES
print 1 line thus

else
skip 1 line

always
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loop

end" reportI

"The routine REPORT2 writes the histogram values of the access
"delay distribution to the file .HIS

routine REPORT2

def'me K.L as integer variables

for L =I to NUMBER.OF.QUEUES do
for K = I to 20 do
use unit 2 for output
print I line with GRAPH(L.K) thus
*******
loop
print I line thus

loop
print I line thus
------------------------------------------------------------
endttreport 2

"The routine REPORT3 writes the statistics of the Inter Visit Time
"to the file .IVT.

routine REPORT3

use unit 3 for output
for QUEUE =I to NUMBER.OF.QUEUES
do

write IVT(QUEUE).AVG.IVT(QUEUE).
STD.DEV.IVT(QUEUE).
MAXIVT(QUEUE). MIN.IVT(QUEUE) as 1)(8.2).
1)(8.2).0(8.2).1)(8.2).D(8.2)
skip I line

loop
skip I line

end" report3

"The routine REPORT4 writes the content of the BW request table
"to the file .REQ (only if the REPORT.GENERATOR.ROUTINE is
"changed accordingly)

routine REPORT4

defme I as an integer variable
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use unit 3 for output
for I = 1 to NUMBER.OF.QUEUES do

write BW.REQUEST.TABLE(l) as I 4
loop
skip 1 line

end"report4

"The routine REPORT5 writes the number of buffered cells to file
".DAT

routine REPORT5

use unit 1 for output
write TIME.V as 0(8,2)
for QUEUE =1 to NUMBER.OF.QUEUES do
write N.BUFFERED.CELLS.SET(QUEUE) as I 4
loop
skip 1 line

end"report5
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AP3 configuration file

AP3-protocoCinpuCfile
<
NUMBER_OF_QUEUES
32
<
DELAY_Cmicro_seconds)
100
<
SERVICE_TIME_CI55.52_Mbps_=_2.8292_622.08_Mbps_=_0.7073)
2.8292
<
BANDWIDTICRELEASE_STRATEGY_Cstrategy_l_2_3_4)
4
<
RELEASE_PARAMETER
16
<
ARRIVAL_WINDOW_SIZE_Cservice_times)
32
<
NUMBER_OF_LEVELS_Cpositive_integer_values)
13
<
LIMIT_BW_REQUEST
2340
<
QUANTIZATION_LEVELS_CPOSITIVE_VALUES_ONLY)
o
1
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
<
NUMBER_ACTIVE_QUEUES
32
<
TRAFFIC_TABLE
destination_type_load_Cor_LLactivation_deactivation_Cor_S)
110.15000 0
240.1 5000 20
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340.1 5000 20
440.1 5000 20
54 0.1 5000 20
640.15000 20
70000
83205000 180
90000
100000
110000
120000
130000
140000
150000
16 1 0.2 5000 10000
170000
180000
190000
200000
210000
220000
230000
240000
250000
260000
270000
280000
290000
300000
310000
320000
<
SIMULATION_TIME
4243800
<
NUMBER_OF_RUNS
3
<
REPORT_START_TlME_(REQ....AND_IVT_AND_CELLS)
1414600
<
REPORT_STOP_TIME
4243800
<
REPORT_INTERVAL_TIME
100000
<
MAX_BURST
o
<
<
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AP3 B-ISDN configuration file

AP3-protocol_input_file
<
NUMBER_OF_QUEUES
32
<
DELAY_(micro_seconds)
50
<
SERVICE_TIME_(155.52_Mbps_=_2.8292_622.08_Mbps_=_0.7073)
2.8292
<
BANDWIDTILRELEASE_STRATEGY_(strategy_1_or_2)
3
<
RELEASE_PARAMETER
16
<
ARRIVAL_WINDOW_SIZE_(service_times)
32
<
NUMBER_OF_LEVELS_(positive_integer_values)
13
<
LIMIT_BW_REQUEST
2340
<
QUANTIZATION_LEVELS_(POSITIVE_VALUES_ONLY)
o
1
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
<
NUMBER_ACTIVE_QUEUES
32
<
TRAFFIC_TABLE
destination_type_load_(or_LLactivation_deactivation_(or_S)
25 1 0.227 5000 0
1 1 0.0134 5000 0
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2 1 0.000427 5000 0
9 10.00042750000
10 1 0.000427 5000 0
17 1 0.000427 5000 0
18 1 0.000427 5000 0
26 1 0.000427 5000 0
6 3 200 5000 42598
11 3 200 5000 42598
16 3 200 5000 42598
22 3 200 5000 42598
27 3 200 5000 42598
32 3 200 5000 42598
432500010
203205000100
3335000446
5335000446
7335000446
8335000446
12 3 3 5000 446
13335000 446
14335000 446
15335000 446
19335000 446
21335000 446
23 3 3 5000 446
24 3 3 5000 446
28 3 3 5000 446
29 3 3 5000 446
30 3 3 5000 446
31335000 446
<
SIMULATION_TIME
4243800
<
NUMBER_OF_RUNS
3
<
REPORT_START_TIME_(REQ...AND_IVT_AND_CELLS)
1414600
<
REPORT_STOP_TIME
4243800
<
REPORT_INTERVAL_TIM:E
100000
<
Max_load
o
<
<
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AppendixD
AP3 B-ISDN simulation results
In this appendix the simulation results of the "B-ISDN" scenario are shown,
for a 10 km and a 20 km APON network.
The output file shown here is a modified version of the CONF_INT output
me, if the Ap3 .RES file is used as an input file. The CONF_INT program
applies the Chauvenet criterium and calculates the confidence interval CI of
the simulation results of multiple runs. Also the maximum (uep) and
minimum (lep) value of the confidence interval is calculated. In [Jans91a]
the Users guide of this CONF_INT program can be found. All results are
expressed in units of time (i.e. micro seconds) or number of cells. The total
cell delay can be calculated from these results as follows:

Total Delay = Access Delay + roundtrip delay / 2

1.236E+02
2.426E+02
3.905E+02
2.633E+02
4.192E+02
7.884E+02
3.902E+02
4.1l9E+02
2.386E+02
2.405E+02
8.569E+02
4.131E+02
4.049E+02
4.098E+02
4.061E+02
8.381E+02
2.364E+02
2.349E+02
4.026E+02
3.113E+02
4.096E+02
7.652E+02
4.013E+02
3.933E+02
7.757E+02
2.297E+02
8.257E+02
4.004E+02
4.044E+02
3.976E+02
4.005E+02
7.988E+02

uep
1.103E+02
2.230E+02
3.720E+02
2.447E+02
3.992E+02
7.524E+02
3.770E+02
3.891E+02
2.208E+02
2.224E+02
7.790E+02
3.958E+02
3.901E+02
3.977E+02
3.865E+02
7.876E+02
2.142E+02
2.203E+02
3.871E+02
2.985E+02
3.887E+02
7.225E+02
3.818E+02
3.757E+02
7.061E+02
2.157E+02
7.677E+02
3.782E+02
3.861E+02
3.738E+02
3.934E+02
7.587E+02

lep
6.677E+OO
9.794E+OO
9.237E+OO
9.252E+00
1.002E+Ol
1.801E+Ol
6.596E+00
1.139E+Ol
8.914E+00
9.043E+OO
3.893E+Ol
8.634E+OO
7.407E+OO
6.060E+00
9.817E+00
2.525E+Ol
1.115E+Ol
7.296E+OO
7.779E+OO
6.415E+OO
1.046E+Ol
2.135E+Ol
9.721E+00
8.762E+00
3.481E+Ol
6.959E+OO
2.897E+Ol
1.108E+Ol
9.128E+OO
1.189E+Ol
3.566E+OO
2.008E+Ol

Simulation Results with a 10 km network (roundtrip delay = 100 jJ.s)
Mean Access Delay

mean SD CI
1.170E+02 7.223E+00
2.328E+02 1.554E+Ol
3.813E+02 1.382E+Ol
2.540E+02 1.387E+Ol
4.092E+02 1.626E+Ol
7.704E+02 5.254E+Ol
3.836E+02 7.049E+OO
4.005E+02 2.102E+Ol
2.297E+02 1.287E+O1
2.314E+02 1.325E+Ol
8.180E+02 2.456E+02
4.044E+02 1.208E+Ol
3.975E+02 8.888E+OO
4.038E+02 5.950E+OO
3.963E+02 1.561E+Ol
8.129E+02 l.033E+02
2.253E+02 2.013E+Ol
2.276E+02 8.624E+OO
3.949E+02 9.805E+00
3.049E+02 6.669E+OO
3.992E+02 1.772E+Ol
7.439E+02 7.388E+Ol
3.916E+02 1.531E+Ol
3.845E+02 1.244E+Ol
7.409E+02 1.963E+02
2.227E+02 7.846E+OO
7.967E+02 1.360E+02
3.893E+02 1.990E+Ol
3.953E+02 1.350E+Ol
3.857E+02 2.291E+Ol
3.969E+02 2.060E+OO
7.788E+02 6.533E+Ol

NTI 1
NTI 2
NTI 3
NTI 4
NTI 5
NTI 6
NTI 7
NTI 8
NTI 9
NTI 10
NTI 11
NTI 12
NTI 13
NTI 14
NTI 15
NTI 16
NTI 17
NTI 18
NTI 19
NTI 20
NTI 21
NTI 22
NTI 23
NTI 24
NTI 25
NTI 26
NTI 27
NTI 28
NTI 29
NTI 30
NTI 31
NTI 32
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Standard Deviation Access Delay
mean SD CI lep uep

NTI 1 1.919E+02 2.257E+Ol 1.180E+Ol 1.801E+02 2.037E+02
NTI 2 3.400E+02 7.238E+Ol 2.114E+Ol 3.189E+02 3.611E+02
NTI 3 3.672E+02 5.893E+Ol 1.907E+Ol 3.481E+02 3.862E+02
NTI 4 2.697E+02 2.601E+Ol 1.267E+Ol 2.570E+02 2.824E+02
NTI 5 4.544E+02 5.215E+Ol 1.794E+Ol 4.365E+02 4.724E+02
NTI 6 4.045E+02 3.274E+Ol 1.421E+Ol 3.903E+02 4.187E+02
NTI 7 3.669E+02 3.931E+Ol 1.558E+Ol 3.514E+02 3.825E+02
NTI 8 3.904E+02 3.782E+Ol 1.528E+Ol 3.752E+02 4.057E+02
NTI 9 3.320E+02 7.367E+Ol 2.132E+Ol 3.106E+02 3.533E+02
NTI 10 3.570E+02 5.510E+Ol 1.844E+Ol 3.386E+02 3.755E+02
NTI 11 4.931E+02 3.160E+02 4.416E+Ol 4.490E+02 5.373E+02
NTI 12 4. 172E+02 4.874E+Ol 1.734E+Ol 3.999E+02 4.346E+02
NTI 13 4.157E+02 3.725E+Ol 1.516E+Ol 4.005E+02 4.309E+02
NTI 14 3.961E+02 1.487E+01 9.579E+00 3.865E+02 4.056E+02
NTI 15 3.943E+02 2.804E+Ol 1.316E+Ol 3.811E+02 4.075E+02
NTI 16 5.064E+02 1.509E+02 3.052E+Ol 4.758E+02 5.369E+02
NTI 17 3.231E+02 7.967E+Ol 2.217E+Ol 3.010E+02 3.453E+02
NTI 18 3.326E+02 4.185E+Ol 1.607E+Ol 3.166E+02 3.487E+02
NTI 19 3.736E+02 2.728E+Ol 1.298E+Ol 3.606E+02 3.866E+02
NTI 20 1.847E+02 1.731E+Ol 1.034E+Ol 1.744E+02 1.950E+02
NTI 21 4.065E+02 4.852E+Ol 1.731E+Ol 3.892E+02 4.238E+02
NTI 22 4.346E+02 9.395E+Ol 2.408E+Ol 4.105E+02 4.587E+02
NTI 23 3.847E+02 2.668E+Ol 1.283E+Ol 3.719E+02 3.975E+02
NTI 24 3.530E+02 4.648E+Ol 1.694E+Ol 3.361E+02 3.699E+02
NTI 25 1.041E+03 2.916E+02 4.242E+Ol 9.981E+02 1.083E+03
NTI 26 3.043E+02 5.848E+Ol 1.900E+Ol 2.853E+02 3.233E+02
NTI 27 4.855E+02 2.471E+02 3.905E+Ol 4.465E+02 5.245E+02
NTI 28 3.808E+02 4.213E+Ol 1.612E+Ol 3.646E+02 3.969E+02
NTI 29 4.064E+02 9.051E+Ol 2.363E+Ol 3.828E+02 4.301E+02
NTI 30 3.641E+02 7.477E+Ol 2.148E+Ol 3.426E+02 3.855E+02
NTI 31 3.916E+02 1.386E+Ol 9.250E+00 3.823E+02 4.008E+02
NTI 32 4.871E+02 7.348E+Ol 2.130E+Ol 4.658E+02 5.084E+02

Maximum Access Delay (mean of 3 runs)
mean SD CI lep uep

NTI 1 3.004E+03 6.089E+02 6.130E+Ol 2.943E+03 3.065E+03
NTI 2 3.968E+03 1.483E+03 9.567E+Ol 3.872E+03 4.064E+03
NTI 3 4.709E+03 2.992E+02 4.297E+Ol 4.666E+03 4.752E+03
NTI 4 2.753E+03 2.193E+02 3.679E+Ol 2.716E+03 2.790E+03
NTI 5 5. 136E+03 3.873E+02 4.889E+Ol 5.087E+03 5. 185E+03
NTI 6 2.342E+03 1.477E+02 3.020E+Ol 2.312E+03 2.372E+03
NTI 7 4.797E+03 1.333E+03 9.072E+Ol 4.706E+03 4.887E+03
NTI 8 4. 177E+03 2.234E+02 3.713E+Ol 4.140E+03 4.214E+03
NTI 9 3.632E+03 1.876E+03 1.076E+02 3.524E+03 3.740E+03
NTI 10 4.443E+03 1.581E+03 9.877E+Ol 4.344E+03 4.542E+03
NTI 11 2.626E+03 9.262E+02 7.561E+Ol 2.550E+03 2.701E+03
NTI 12 5.026E+03 7.001E+02 6.574E+Ol 4.960E+03 5.091E+03
NTI 13 5.050E+03 6.347E+02 6.259E+Ol 4.988E+03 5.113E+03
NTI 14 4.427E+03 6.589E+02 6.377E+Ol 4.363E+03 4.491E+03
NTI 15 4.942E+03 9.955E+02 7.838E+Ol 4.863E+03. 5.020E+03
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NTI 16 2.732E+03 7.562E+02 6.832E+Ol 2.664E+03 2.801E+03
NTI 17 3.732E+03 1.234E+03 8.726E+Ol 3.645E+03 3.819E+03
NTI 18 4.158E+03 7.714E+02 6.900E+Ol 4.089E+03 4.227E+03
NTI 19 4.415E+03 2.175E+02 3.664E+Ol 4.378E+03 4.451E+03
NT120 3.610E+03 6.314E+02 6.243E+Ol 3.548E+03 3.673E+03
NTI 21 5.269E+03 4.002E+02 4.970E+Ol 5.220E+03 5.319E+03
NTI 22 2.818E+03 4.829E+02 5.459E+Ol 2.763E+03 2.873E+03
NT123 5.057E+03 6.963E+Ol 2.073E+Ol 5.036E+03 5.078E+03
NT124 3.978E+03 3.200E+02 4.444E+Ol 3.934E+03 4.022E+03
NTI 25 4.837E+03 1.651E+03 1.009E+02 4.736E+03 4.938E+03
NT126 3.549E+03 1.372E+03 9.202E+Ol 3.457E+03 3.641E+03
NT127 3.480E+03 1.649E+03 1.009E+02 3.379E+03 3.581E+03
NTI 28 4.408E+03 8.930E+02 7.424E+Ol 4.334E+03 4.483E+03
NTI 29 5.151E+03 2.057E+02 3.563E+Ol 5.115E+03 5.187E+03
NTI 30 3.998E+03 2.407E+02 3.854E+Ol 3.959E+03 4.037E+03
NTI 31 4.977E+03 8.283E+02 7.150E+Ol 4.905E+03 5.048E+03
NT132 2.957E+03 5.067E+02 5.592E+Ol 2.901E+03 3.013E+03

Maximum Queue Size (mean of 3 runs)
mean SD CI lep uep

NTI 1 1.500E+Ol 2.646E+00 4.041E+00 1.096E+Ol 1.904E+Ol
NTI 2 l.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 1.000E+OO l.OOOE+OO
NTI 3 3.200E+Ol 3.606E+00 4.717E+00 2.728E+Ol 3.672E+Ol
NTI 4 1.587E+02 6.429E+00 6.299E+00 1.524E+02 1.650E+02
NTI 5 3.533E+Ol 2.082E+00 3.584E+00 3.175E+Ol 3.892E+Ol
NTI 6 4.030E+02 9.849E+00 7.797E+00 3.952E+02 4.108E+02
NTI 7 2.733E+Ol 2.082E+00 3.584E+00 2.375E+Ol 3.092E+Ol
NTI 8 3.033E+Ol 3.215E+00 4.454E+OO 2.588E+Ol 3.479E+Ol
NTI 9 1.000E+00 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 1.000E+OO 1.000E+00
NTI 10 1.000E+00 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 1.000E+00 1.000E+00
NTI 11 4.297E+02 1.518E+02 3.061E+Ol 3.991E+02 4.603E+02
NTI 12 3.900E+Ol 6.083E+00 6.127E+00 3.287E+Ol 4.513E+Ol
NTI 13 3.700E+Ol 8.000E+00 7.027E+00 2.997E+Ol 4.403E+Ol
NTI 14 4.033E+Ol 5.508E+00 5.830E+OO 3.450E+Ol 4.616E+Ol
NTI 15 3.067E+Ol 2.517E+00 3.941E+00 2.673E+Ol 3.461E+Ol
NTI 16 4.507E+02 7.526E+Ol 2.155E+Ol 4.291E+02 4.722E+02
NTI 17 1.000E+00 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 1.000E+00 1.000E+00
NTI 18 1.000E+00 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 1.000E+00 1.000E+00
NTI 19 3.100E+Ol 3.606E+00 4.717E+OO 2.628E+Ol 3.572E+Ol
NTI 20 2.427E+02 2.458E+Ol 1.232E+Ol 2.303E+02 2.550E+02
NTI 21 3.233E+Ol 4.726E+00 5.401E+00 2.693E+Ol 3.773E+Ol
NT122 4.863E+02 1.718E+02 3.256E+Ol 4.538E+02 5.189E+02
NT123 2.900E+Ol 1.732E+00 3.270E+00 2.573E+Ol 3.227E+Ol
NTI 24 3.100E+Ol 5.196E+00 5.663E+00 2.534E+Ol 3.666E+Ol
NT125 3.883E+02 1.323E+02 2.858E+Ol 3.598E+02 4.169E+02
NT126 1.000E+00 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 1.000E+00 1.000E+00
NT127 4.063E+02 8.558E+Ol 2.298E+Ol 3.834E+02 4.293E+02
NT128 2.933E+Ol 1.155E+00 2.670E+00 2.666E+Ol 3.200E+Ol
NTI 29 3.467E+Ol 8.145E+00 7.090E+00 2.758E+Ol 4.176E+Ol
NTI 30 3.167E+Ol 5.033E+00 5.574E+00 2.609E+Ol 3.724E+Ol
NTI 31 2.767E+Ol 2.517E+00 3.941E+00 2.373E+Ol 3.161E+Ol
NTI 32 4.110E+02 1.054E+Ol 8.064E+00 4.029E+02 4.191E+02
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Simulation Results with a 20 km network (roundtrip delay = 200 jJ.s)

Mean Access Delay
mean SD CI lep uep

NTI 1 1.195E+02 6.994E+00 6.570E+00 1.129E+02 1.261E+02
NTI 2 2.623E+02 8.279E+00 7.148E+00 2.551E+02 2.694E+02
NTI 3 4.667E+02 8.130E+00 7.084E+OO 4.596E+02 4.738E+02
NTI 4 2.916E+02 1.745E+01 1.038E+Ol 2.812E+02 3.019E+02
NTI 5 4.888E+02 2.699E+Ol 1.291E+Ol 4.759E+02 5.017E+02
NTI 6 9.566E+02 5.283E+Ol 1.806E+01 9.385E+02 9.747E+02
NTI 7 4.660E+02 1.654E+Ol 1.010E+Ol 4.559E+02 4.761E+02
NTI 8 4.718E+02 1.540E+Ol 9.749E+00 4.621E+02 4.815E+02
NTI 9 2.670E+02 1.064E+Ol 8.104E+00 2.589E+02 2.751E+02
NTI 10 2.582E+02 1.438E+Ol 9.420E+OO 2.488E+02 2.677E+02
NTI 11 9.427E+02 2.146E+02 3.639E+Ol 9.063E+02 9.791E+02
NTI 12 4.799E+02 1.429E+Ol 9.391E+00 4.705E+02 4.893E+02
NTI 13 4.723E+02 7.454E+00 6.783E+00 4.655E+02 4.790E+02
NTI 14 4.834E+02 9.860E+00 7.801E+00 4.756E+02 4.912E+02
NTI 15 4.840E+02 1.746E+Ol 1.038E+Ol 4.736E+02 4.943E+02
NTI 16 1.009E+03 1.499E+02 3.042E+Ol 9.786E+02 1.039E+03
NTI 17 2.606E+02 3.477E+00 4.633E+00 2.560E+02 2.652E+02
NTI 18 2.638E+02 4.910E+00 5.505E+OO 2.583E+02 2.693E+02
NTI 19 4.770E+02 5.209E+00 5.670E+00 4.713E+02 4.827E+02
NTI 20 3.637E+02 8.319E+00 7.165E+00 3.565E+02 3.708E+02
NTI 21 4.765E+02 7.797E+00 6.937E+OO 4.696E+02 4.834E+02
NTI 22 9.092E+02 7.805E+Ol 2.195E+Ol 8.873E+02 9.31lE+02
NTI 23 4.799E+02 6.275E+00 6.223E+00 4.737E+02 4.861E+02
NTI 24 4.779E+02 2.779E+00 4. 142E+00 4.738E+02 4.821E+02
NT125 1.935E+03 9.143E+02 7.512E+Ol 1.860E+03 2.010E+03
NTI 26 2.526E+02 1.874E+Ol 1.076E+Ol 2.418E+02 2.634E+02
NTI 27 9.069E+02 5.739E+Ol 1.882E+Ol 8.881E+02 9.258E+02
NTI 28 4.703E+02 2.301E+Ol 1.192E+Ol 4.584E+02 4.822E+02
NTI 29 4.936E+02 1.300E+Ol 8.956E+00 4.846E+02 5.026E+02
NTI 30 4.741E+02 3.103E+Ol 1.384E+Ol 4.603E+02 4.880E+02
NTI 31 4.853E+02 1.190E+Ol 8.570E+00 4.767E+02 4.938E+02
NTI 32 9.572E+02 6.738E+01 2.039E+Ol 9.368E+02 9.776E+02

Standard Deviation Access Delay
mean SD CI lep uep

NTI 1 1.851E+02 1.868E+Ol 1.074E+Ol 1.743E+02 1.958E+02
NTI 2 3.606E+02 4.674E+Ol 1.699E+Ol 3.436E+02 3.776E+02
NTI 3 3.783E+02 2.950E+Ol 1.349E+Ol 3.648E+02 3.918E+02
NTI 4 2.834E+02 3.1l8E+Ol 1.387E+Ol 2.695E+02 2.972E+02
NTI 5 4.659E+02 1.107E+02 2.614E+Ol 4.397E+02 4.920E+02
NTI 6 4.503E+02 6.342E+Ol 1.978E+Ol 4.305E+02 4.701E+02
NTI 7 3.973E+02 2.078E+Ol 1.132E+Ol 3.860E+02 4.087E+02
NTI 8 4. 124E+02 4.683E+Ol 1.700E+Ol 3.954E+02 4. 294E+02
NTI 9 3.772E+02 3.294E+Ol 1.426E+Ol 3.629E+02 3.915E+02
NTI 10 3.671E+02 4.191E+Ol 1.608E+Ol 3.51lE+02 3.832E+02
NTI 11 4.553E+02 2.762E+02 4.129E+Ol 4.140E+02 4.966E+02
NTI 12 4.409E+02 5.030E+Ol 1.762E+Ol 4.232E+02 4.585E+02
NTI 13 3.996E+02 1.446E+Ol 9.447E+00 3.902E+02 4.091E+02
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NTI 14 4.182E+02 1.529E+Ol 9.715E+OO 4.085E+02 4.279E+02
NTI 15 4.291E+02 2.959E+Ol 1.351E+Ol 4.156E+02 4,426E+02
NTI 16 5.679E+02 2.723E+02 4.100E+Ol 5.269E+02 6.089E+02
NTI 17 3.449E+02 3.765E+Ol 1.524E+Ol 3.297E+02 3.602E+02
NTI 18 3.899E+02 4.651E+Ol 1.694E+Ol 3.730E+02 4.068E+02
NTI 19 4.020E+02 2.666E+Ol 1.283E+Ol 3.891E+02 4.148E+02
NT120 2.174E+02 1.877E+Ol 1.076E+Ol 2.066E+02 2.281E+02
NTI 21 4.354E+02 2.823E+Ol 1.320E+Ol 4.222E+02 4,486E+02
NT122 4.635E+02 1.325E+02 2.860E+Ol 4.349E+02 4.921E+02
NTI 23 4.364E+02 3.681E+Ol 1.507E+Ol 4.214E+02 4.515E+02
NT124 4.151E+02 3.124E+Ol 1.389E+Ol 4.012E+02 4.290E+02
NTI 25 2.086E+03 6,485E+02 6.326E+Ol 2.022E+03 2.149E+03
NTI 26 3.302E+02 4,493E+Ol 1.665E+Ol 3.136E+02 3,469E+02
NTI 27 3.919E+02 6.899E+Ol 2.063E+Ol 3.713E+02 4.126E+02
NTI 28 4.026E+02 4.765E+Ol 1.715E+Ol 3.855E+02 4.197E+02
NTI 29 4.918E+02 3.695E+Ol 1.510E+Ol 4.767E+02 5.069E+02
NTI 30 4.288E+02 7,497E+Ol 2.151E+Ol 4.073E+02 4.503E+02
NTI 31 4.544E+02 5,499E+Ol 1.842E+Ol 4.359E+02 4.728E+02
NTI 32 5.010E+02 1.084E+02 2.586E+Ol 4.751E+02 5.268E+02

Maximum Access Delay (mean of 3 runs)
mean SD CI lep uep

NTI 1 2.443E+03 4.835E+02 5,463E+Ol 2.388E+03 2,497E+03
NTI 2 3.830E+03 1.104E+03 8.256E+Ol 3.747E+03 3.912E+03
NTI 3 4.183E+03 2,442E+02 3.882E+Ol 4.144E+03 4.221E+03
NTI 4 2.758E+03 3.143E+02 4,405E+Ol 2.714E+03 2.802E+03
NTI 5 5.213E+03 1.871E+03 1.075E+02 5.106E+03 5.321E+03
NTI 6 2.230E+03 2,421E+02 3.866E+Ol 2.192E+03 2.269E+03
NTI 7 4.628E+03 5.803E+02 5.985E+Ol 4.568E+03 4.688E+03
NTI 8 4,478E+03 1.018E+03 7.925E+Ol 4.399E+03 4.557E+03
NTI 9 4.259E+03 1.235E+03 8.729E+Ol 4.171E+03 4.346E+03
NTI 10 4.120E+03 1.149E+03 8,422E+Ol 4.035E+03 4.204E+03
NTI 11 2.524E+03 1.155E+03 8.442E+Ol 2.440E+03 2.608E+03
NTI 12 5.218E+03 4.637E+02 5.350E+Ol 5.165E+03 5.271E+03
NTI 13 3.791E+03 1.126E+02 2.636E+Ol 3.765E+03 3.817E+03
NTI 14 4.267E+03 1.024E+03 7.950E+Ol 4.188E+03 4.347E+03
NTI 15 4.919E+03 2.225E+02 3.706E+Ol 4.882E+03 4.956E+03
NTI 16 2.975E+03 8.274E+02 7.146E+Ol 2.903E+03 3.046E+03
NTI 17 3.665E+03 1.823E+03 1.061E+02 3.559E+03 3.771E+03
NTI 18 4.592E+03 1.390E+03 9.263E+Ol 4,499E+03 4.684E+03
NTI 19 5.163E+03 8.195E+02 7.112E+Ol 5.092E+03 5.234E+03
NT120 3.821E+03 3.104E+02 4.377E+Ol 3.778E+03 3.865E+03
NTI 21 5,471E+03 3.358E+02 4.553E+Ol 5,425E+03 5.517E+03
NT122 2.909E+03 9.062E+02 7,478E+Ol 2.835E+03 2.984E+03
NTI 23 5.071E+03 5.648E+02 5.904E+Ol 5.012E+03 5.130E+03
NT124 4.649E+03 7.779E+02 6.929E+Ol 4.580E+03 4.719E+03
NTI 25 8.010E+03 1.746E+03 1.038E+02 7.906E+03 8.113E+03
NTI 26 3.547E+03 1.363E+03 9.173E+Ol 3,456E+03 3.639E+03
NTI 27 3.049E+03 6.751E+02 6,455E+Ol 2.984E+03 3.114E+03
NTI 28 4.624E+03 1.311E+03 8.995E+Ol 4.534E+03 4.714E+03
NTI 29 5.581E+03 5.354E+02 5.748E+Ol 5.524E+03 5.639E+03
NTI 30 5.701E+03 8.140E+02 7.088E+Ol 5.630E+03 5.772E+03
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NTI 31 5.257E+03 1.061E+03 8.092E+Ol 5.176E+03 5.338E+03
NTI 32 2.919E+03 8.303E+02 7.158E+Ol 2.848E+03 2.991E+03

Maximum Queue Size (mean of 3 runs)
mean SD CI lep uep

NTI 1 1.333E+Ol 1.155E+00 2.670E+00 1.066E+Ol 1.600E+Ol
NTI 2 l.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO l.OOOE+OO l.OOOE+OO
NTI 3 3.167E+Ol 2.517E+00 3.941E+OO 2.773E+Ol 3.561E+Ol
NTI 4 1.750E+02 6.000E+00 6.085E+00 1.689E+02 1.811E+02
NTI 5 3.600E+Ol 3.000E+00 4.303E+OO 3.170E+Ol 4.030E+Ol
NTI 6 4.490E+02 1.997E+Ol 1.110E+Ol 4.379E+02 4.601E+02
NTI 7 3.067E+Ol 4.041E+00 4.994E+00 2.567E+Ol 3.566E+Ol
NTI 8 3.133E+Ol 2.887E+00 4.221E+00 2.711E+Ol 3.555E+Ol
NTI 9 l.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 1.000E+OO 1.000E+00
NTI 10 1.000E+00 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 1.000E+00 1.0OOE+00
NTI 11 4,447E+02 1.191E+02 2.712E+Ol 4. 175E+02 4.718E+02
NTI 12 3.967E+Ol 7.234E+00 6.682E+00 3.298E+Ol 4.635E+Ol
NTI 13 3.267E+Ol 3.512E+00 4.656E+00 2.801E+Ol 3.732E+Ol
NTI 14 4.300E+Ol 6.083E+00 6.127E+00 3.687E+Ol 4.913E+Ol
NTI 15 2.933E+Ol 1.528E+00 3.070E+OO 2.626E+Ol 3.240E+Ol
NTI 16 4.600E+02 6.065E+Ol 1.935E+Ol 4,407E+02 4.793E+02
NTI 17 1.0OOE+00 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 1.000E+00 1.000E+00
NTI 18 1.000E+00 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 1.000E+00 1.000E+00
NTI 19 3,467E+Ol 1.155E+00 2.670E+00 3.200E+Ol 3.734E+Ol
NTI 20 2.573E+02 3.066E+Ol 1.376E+Ol 2,436E+02 2.711E+02
NTI 21 3. 167E+Ol 4.163E+OO 5.069E+00 2.660E+Ol 3.674E+Ol
NTI 22 4.367E+02 1.024E+02 2.514E+Ol 4.1l5E+02 4.618E+02
NTI 23 3.033E+Ol 5.774E-Ol 1.888E+00 2.845E+Ol 3.222E+Ol
NTI 24 3.033E+Ol 5.859E+00 6.014E+00 2,432E+Ol 3.635E+Ol
NT1 25 6,430E+02 1,401E+02 2.941E+Ol 6.136E+02 6.724E+02
NTI 26 1.000E+00 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO l.OOOE+OO 1.0OOE+00
NTI 27 4.537E+02 8.776E+01 2.327E+Ol 4.304E+02 4.769E+02
NTI 28 3.100E+Ol 2.000E+00 3.513E+00 2.749E+Ol 3,451E+Ol
NTI 29 3.533E+Ol 5.132E+00 5.628E+00 2.971E+Ol 4.096E+Ol
NTI 30 3.300E+Ol 3.606E+00 4.717E+00 2.828E+Ol 3.772E+Ol
NTI 31 2.800E+Ol O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 2.800E+Ol 2.800E+Ol
NTI 32 4,437E+02 4.077E+01 1.586E+Ol 4.278E+02 4.595E+02

Packet delay
mean SD CI lep uep

NTI 1 1.333E+Ol 1.155E+00 2.670E+00 1.066E+Ol 1.600E+Ol
NTI 2 1.000E+00 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 1.000E+00 1.000E+00
NTI 3 3.167E+Ol 2.517E+00 3.941E+00 2.773E+Ol 3.561E+Ol
NTI 4 1.750E+02 6;000E+00 6.085E+00 1.689E+02 1.81lE+02
NTI 5 3.600E+Ol 3.000E+00 4.303E+00 3.170E+Ol 4.030E+Ol
NTI 6 4,490E+02 1.997E+01 1.1l0E+Ol 4.379E+02 4.601E+02
NTI 7 3.067E+Ol 4.041E+00 4.994E+00 2.567E+Ol 3.566E+Ol
NTI 8 3.133E+Ol 2.887E+00 4.221E+00 2.71lE+Ol 3.555E+Ol
NTI 9 1.000E+00 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 1.000E+00 1.000E+00
NT1 10 1.0OOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO l.OOOE+OO 1.000E+00
NTI 11 4,447E+02 1.191E+02 2.712E+Ol 4.175E+02 4.718E+02
NTI 12 3.967E+Ol 7.234E+00 6.682E+00 3.298E+Ol 4.635E+Ol
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NTI 13 3.267E+Ol 3.512E+00 4.656E+OO 2.801E+Ol 3.732E+Ol
NTI 14 4.300E+Ol 6.083E+00 6.127E+00 3.687E+Ol 4.913E+Ol
NTI 15 2.933E+Ol 1.528E+OO 3.070E+OO 2.626E+Ol 3.240E+Ol
NTI 16 4.600E+02 6.065E+Ol 1.935E+Ol 4.407E+02 4.793E+02
NTI 17 1.000E+00 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 1.000E+00 1.000E+00
NTI 18 1.000E+00 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 1.000E+00 1.000E+00
NTI 19 3.467E+Ol 1.155E+00 2.670E+00 3.200E+Ol 3.734E+Ol
NTI 20 2.573E+02 3.066E+Ol 1.376E+Ol 2.436E+02 2.711E+02
NTI 21 3.167E+Ol 4.163E+OO 5.069E+00 2.660E+Ol 3.674E+Ol
NTI 22 4.367E+02 1.024E+02 2.514E+Ol 4.115E+02 4.618E+02
NTI 23 3.033E+Ol 5.774E-Ol 1.888E+00 2.845E+Ol 3.222E+Ol
NTI 24 3.033E+Ol 5.859E+00 6.014E+00 2.432E+Ol 3.635E+Ol
NTI 25 6.430E+02 1.401E+02 2.941E+Ol 6.136E+02 6.724E+02
NTI 26 1.000E+00 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 1.000E+00 1.000E+00
NTI 27 4.537E+02 8.776E+Ol 2.327E+Ol 4.304E+02 4.769E+02
NTI 28 3.100E+Ol 2.000E+00 3.513E+00 2.749E+Ol 3.451E+Ol
NTI 29 3.533E+Ol 5.132E+00 5.628E+00 2.971E+Ol 4.096E+Ol
NTI 30 3.300E+Ol 3.606E+00 4.717E+00 2.828E+Ol 3.772E+Ol
NTI 31 2.800E+Ol O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 2.800E+Ol 2.800E+Ol
NTI 32 4.437E+02 4.077E+Ol 1.586E+Ol 4.278E+02 4.595E+02
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AP3 DQDB comparison configuration file

AP3-protocoCconfiguration_file
<
NUMBER_OF_QUEUES
32
<
DELAY_{micro_seconds)
100
<
SERVICE_TIME_{155.52_Mbps_=_2.8292_622.08_Mbps_=_0.7073)
2.8292
<
BANDWIDTlCRELEASE_STRATEGY_{strategy_1_2_3_4)
3
<
RELEASE_PARAMETER
16
<
ARRIVAL_WINDOW_SIZE_{service_times)
32
<
NUMBER_OF_LEVELS_{positive_integer_values)
13
<
LIMIT_BW_REQUEST
2340
<
QUANTIZATION_LEVELS_{POSITIVE_VALUES_ONLY)
o
1
2
4
8
16
32
64
128
256
512
1024
2048
<
NUMBER_ACTIVE_QUEUES
32
<
TRAFFIC_TABLE
destination_type_load_{or_LLactivation_deactivation_{or_S)
1 3 105000 302
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1 3 105000 302
1 3 10 5000 302
23 105000 302
2 3 10 5000 302
23 105000 302
33 105000 302
3 3 10 5000 302
3 3 10 5000 302
43 105000 302
4 3 10 5000 302
43 105000 302
53 105000 302
53 105000 302
53 105000 302
63 105000 302
6 3 10 5000 302
63 105000 302
190000
200000
210000
220000
230000
240000
250000
260000
270000
280000
290000
300000
310000
320000
<
SIMULATION_TIME
4243800
<
NUMBER_OF_RUNS
3
<
REPORT_START_TIME_(RE~AND_IVT_AND_CELLS)

1414600
<
REPORT_STOP_TIME
4243800
<
REPORT_INTERVAL_TIME
100000
<
MAX_BURST
o
<
<
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Appendix F
DQDB_SIM program configuration file

DQDB_input_file
<
~urnnber_of_nodes

7
<
~urnnber_oCpriorities
1
<
Priority_matrix
<
Standby_state(YeslNo)
~o

<
BWB_mod
8
<
Bus.-speed(Mbit/s)
139.264-
<
SloClength(octets)
53
<
Overhead(%)
3.1
<
IM_Overhead(octets)
34
<
DM_Overhead(octets)
4
<
PLCP_Overhead(octets)
4
<
Intermediate_distance_vector(km)
20
25
30
35
40
45
65
65
<
Buffer_size(segments)
1120
<
PA_traffic(slots)
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o
<
Slots_per_frame
37
<
Packet_length_type
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
<
Given_packet_IengthCoctests)
530
530
530
530
530
530
530
<
Gap_type
variable
<
Number_oCLANs
3
<
LAN-speedCMbitls)
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
<
Switch_on_vectorCsec.)
o
o
o
o
o
o
5
<
Distribution_oCdestination_address_type
favoured
<
Favoured_destination
7
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<
Warm_up_time(sec.)
0.5
<
Simulation_time(sec.)
3.5
<
Number_oCruns
3
<
<
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Appendix G
DQDB_SIM program simulation results

DISTRmUTED QUEUE DUAL BUS SIMULATION

Network:

Number of nodes 7
STANDBY state No
Bus speed 139.264 Mb/s
Slot length 53 octets
Slot time : +3.27E-06 sec.
Overhead 3.1 %
IM overhead 34 octets
DM overhead 4 octets
PLCP overhead 4 octets
#slots in frame 37
#PA slots in frame 0
BWB modulus 8 (O=disabled)
Buffer size 1120 segments
Number of priority levels: 1

Inter node distance vector:
node 1 20 km
node 2 25 km
node 3 30 km
node 4 35 km
node 5 40 km
node 6 45 km
node 7 65 km

Number of slots

Traffic source:

Packet vector
node 1
node 2
node 3
node 4
node 5
node 6
node 7

63.41

constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
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Gap type : variable

Mean inter packet time
node 1 +4.14E-04 sec.
node 2 +4.14E-04 sec.
node 3 +4.14E-04 sec.
node 4 +4.14E-04 sec.
node 5 +4.14E-04 sec.
node 6 +4.14E-04 sec.
node 7 +4.14E-04 sec.

5.00 Mbit/s (twice)
5.00 Mbit/s (twice)
5.00 Mbit/s (twice)
5.00 Mbit/s (twice)
5.00 Mbit/s (twice)
5.00 Mbit/s (twice)
5.00 Mbit/s (twice)

Switch on time vector
node 1
node 2
node 3
node 4
node 5
node 6
node 7

+O.OE+OO sec.
+O.OE+OO sec.
+O.OE+OO sec.
+O.OE+OO sec.
+O.OE+OO sec.
+O.OE+OO sec.
+5.0E+00 sec.

Distribution destination : favoured
Favoured destination node: 7

Simulation:

Warm-up time
Simulation time
Number of runs

0.50000 sec.
3.50000 sec.

3
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DQDB_SIM program Bimulation reBults

Simulation results:

reporting time: 3.500

mean S.D.
real bus uti! 0.33 0.05
efT bus uti! 0.45

node 1

number segments: +1.565E+05
number packets : +1.204E+04
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

max
0.47

mm
O.

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +4.517E+Ol +4.111E+Ol +3.370E+02 +O.OOOE+OO
access delay : +4.225E+00 +2.259E+00 +1.418E+Ol +2.209E-05
transm. delay : +6.544E+Ol +3.612E-05 +6.544E+Ol +6.544E+Ol
total delay : +1.148E+02 +4.186E+Ol +4.094E+02 +6.544E+Ol
packet delay : +1.414E+02 +4.202E+Ol +4.094E+02 +7.845E+Ol
source buffer 7.23 8.26 65.00 O.

node 2

number segments: +1.548E+05
number packets: +1.191E+04
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +4.520E+Ol +3.823E+Ol +3.724E+02 +O.OOOE+OO
access delay : +4.196E+00 +2.632E+00 +2. 118E+Ol +1.292E-03
transm. delay: +5.817E+Ol +5.126E-05 +5.817E+Ol +5.817E+Ol
total delay : +1.076E+02 +3.878E+Ol +4.353E+02 +5.817E+Ol
packet delay : +1.328E+02 +3.894E+Ol +4.353E+02 +7.117E+Ol
source buffer: 7.15 8.13 55.00 O.

node 3

number segments: +1.556E+05
number packets: +1.197E+04
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +4.685E+01 +3.820E+Ol +2.998E+02 +O.OOOE+OO
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access delay : +4.233E+00 +2.998E+00 +2.941E+Ol +3.361E-04
transm. delay : +5.090E+Ol +1.868E-05 +5.090E+Ol +5.090E+Ol
total delay : +1.020E+02 +3.862E+Ol +3.587E+02 +5.090E+Ol
packet delay : +1.266E+02 +3.891E+Ol +3.587E+02 +6.394E+Ol
source buffer 7.44 8.30 56.00 o.

node 4

number segments: +1.553E+05
number packets: +1.195E+04
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum mmmlum

local delay : +4.893E+Ol +3.881E+Ol +3.140E+02 +O.OOOE+OO
access delay : +4.264E+00 +3.361E+00 +3.892E+Ol +2.510E-03
transm. delay : +4.363E+Ol +O.OOOE+OO +4.363E+Ol +4.363E+Ol
total delay : +9.683E+Ol +3.913E+Ol +3.638E+02 +4.363E+Ol
packet delay : +1.21lE+02 +3. 944E+Ol +3.638E+02 +5.670E+Ol
source buffer 7.73 8.54 57.00 O.

node 5

number segments: +1.556E+05
number packets: +1.197E+04
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +5.120E+Ol +4.040E+Ol +3.295E+02 +O.OOOE+OO
access delay : +4.345E+00 +3.713E+00 +4.513E+Ol +4.725E-05
transm. delay : +3.636E+Ol +3.093E-05 +3.636E+Ol +3.636E+Ol
total delay : +9.190E+Ol +4.067E+Ol +3.759E+02 +3.636E+Ol
packet delay : +1.161E+02 +4.140E+Ol +3.759E+02 +4.937E+Ol
source buffer 8.08 8.78 64.00 O.

node 6

number segments: +1.552E+05
number packets: +1.194E+04
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

mean S.D. maxunum mlnInlum

local delay : +5.914E+Ol +4.656E+Ol +4.028E+02 +O.OOOE+OO
access delay : +4.614E+00 +4.351E+00 +9.437E+Ol +8.939E-05
transm. delay : +2.909E+Ol +2.554E-05 +2.909E+Ol +2.909E+Ol
total delay : +9.284E+Ol +4.682E+Ol +4.339E+02 +2.909E+Ol
packet delay : +1.183E+02 +4.789E+Ol +4.339E+02 +4.214E+Ol
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source buffer

node 7

9.26 9.53 68.00 O.

number segments: +O.OOOE+OO
number packets: +O.OOOE+OO
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO
access delay : +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO
transm. delay : +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO
total delay : +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO
packet delay : +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO
source buffer o. o. o. o.
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Simulation results:

reporting time: 3.500

mean
real bus uti!: 0.33
eft' bus util: 0.45

node 1

S.D.
0.05

max
0.47

min
O.

number segments: +1.555E+05
number packets: +1.196E+04
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +4.618E+Ol +4.378E+Ol +4.406E+02 +O.OooE+oo
access delay : +4.258E+00 +2.259E+00 +1.418E+Ol +3.771E-05
transm. delay : +6.544E+Ol +3.503E-05 +6.544E+Ol +6.544E+Ol
total delay : +1.159E+02 +4.453E+Ol +5.121E+02 +6.544E+Ol
packet delay : +1.427E+02 +4.481E+Ol +5.121E+02 +7.854E+Ol
source buffer 7.34 8.59 75.00 O.

node 2

number segments: +1.557E+05
number packets: +1.197E+04
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +4.581E+Ol +3.968E+Ol +3.406E+02 +O.OooE+oo
access delay : +4.205E+00 +2.644E+00 +2.218E+Ol +1.1l1E-03
transm. delay: +5.817E+Ol +5.085E-05 +5.817E+Ol +5.817E+Ol
total delay : +1.082E+02 +4.025E+Ol +4.029E+02 +5.817E+Ol
packet delay : +1.335E+02 +4.062E+Ol +4.029E+02 +7.1l8E+Ol
source buffer 7.28 8.30 59.00 O.

node 3

number segments: +1.560E+05
number packets: +1.200E+04
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +4.760E+Ol +3.868E+Ol +3.412E+02 +O.OOOE+OO
access delay : +4.235E+00 +2.976E+00 +3.100E+Ol +2.883E-03
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DQDB_SIM program simulation results

transm. delay : +5.090E+01
total delay : +1.027E+02
packet delay : +1.274E+02
source buffer 7.57

node 4

+1.884E-05 +5.090E+01
+3.911E+01 +3.971E+02
+3.951E+01 +3.971E+02
8.42 63.00 O.

+5.090E+01
+5.090E+01
+6.390E+01

number segments: +1.555E+05
number packets: +1.196E+04
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +4.935E+01 +3.888E+01 +3.012E+02 +O.OOOE+OO
access delay : +4.300E+00 +3.362E+00 +3.648E+01 +1.134E-04
transm. delay: +4.363E+01 +O.OOOE+OO +4.363E+01 +4.363E+01
total delay : +9.728E+01 +3.922E+01 +3.468E+02 +4.363E+01
packet delay : +1.218E+02 +3.976E+01 +3.468E+02 +5.667E+01
source buffer 7.81 8.50 57.00 O.

node 5

number segments: +1.561E+05
number packets : +1.201E+04
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +5.194E+01 +4.091E+01 +3.214E+02 +O.OOOE+OO
access delay : +4.370E+00 +3.731E+00 +5.918E+01 +1.678E-03
transm. delay : +3.636E+01 +3.099E-05 +3.636E+01 +3.636E+01
total delay : +9.267E+01 +4.120E+01 +3.637E+02 +3.636E+01
packet delay : +1.171E+02 +4.208E+01 +3.637E+02 +4.943E+01
source buffer 8.22 8.84 62.00 O.

node 6

number segments: +1.554E+05
number packets: +1.195E+04
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +6.085E+01 +4.792E+01 +3.654E+02 +O.OOOE+OO
access delay : +4.639E+00 +4.338E+00 +6.018E+01 +1.044E-03
transm. delay : +2.909E+01 +2.549E-05 +2.909E+01 +2.909E+01
total delay : +9.457E+01 +4.818E+01 +3.994E+02 +2.909E+01
packet delay : +1.202E+02 +4.923E+01 +3.994E+02 +4.211E+01
source buffer: 9.52 9.78 73.00 O.
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node 7

number segments: +O.OOOE+OO
number packets: +O.OOOE+OO
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO
access delay : +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO
transm. delay : +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO
total delay : +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO
packet delay : +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO
source buffer o. o. o. o.
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Simulation results:

reporting time: 3.500

mean S.D.
real bus util: 0.33 0.05
eft' bus uti!: 0.45

node 1

number segments: +1.554E+05
number packets: +1.195E+04
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

max
0.47

min
O.

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +4.520E+01 +4.043E+01 +3.021E+02 +O.OooE+oo
access delay : +4.255E+00 +2.259E+00 +1.418E+01 +2.620E-04
transm. delay : +6.544E+01 +3.496E-05 +6.544E+01 +6.544E+01
total delay : +1.149E+02 +4. 117E+01 +3.766E+02 +6.544E+01
packet delay : +1.417E+02 +4.112E+01 +3.766E+02 +7.869E+01
source buffer 7.19 8.17 58.00 o.

node 2

number segments: +1.561E+05
number packets: +1.201E+04
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +4.482E+01 +3.848E+01 +3.732E+02 +O.OOOE+OO
access delay : +4.180E+00 +2.618E+00 +2.218E+01 +1.288E-04
transm. delay : +5.817E+01 +5.065E-05 +5.817E+01 +5.817E+01
total delay : +1.072E+02 +3.903E+01 +4.344E+02 +5.817E+01
packet delay : +1.323E+02 +3.921E+01 +4.344E+02 +7.132E+01
source buffer 7.15 8.18 63.00 O.

node 3

number segments: +1.557E+05
number packets: +1.197E+04
skipped packets: +O.ooOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +4.740E+01 +3.852E+01 +3.620E+02 +O.OOOE+oo
access delay : +4.240E+00 +2.983E+00 +2.848E+01 +1.463E-03
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transm. delay: +5.090E+01
total delay : +1.025E+02
packet delay : +1.272E+02
source buffer 7.52

node 4

+1.869E-05 +5.090E+01
+3.892E+01 +4.179E+02
+3.912E+01 +4.179E+02
8.40 69.00 O.

+5.090E+01
+5.090E+01
+6.390E+01

number segments: +1.554E+05
number packets: +1.195E+04
skipped packets: +O.ooOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +4.879E+01 +3.886E+01 +3.130E+02 +O.OOOE+OO
access delay : +4.286E+00 +3.354E+00 +3.728E+01 +4.728E-04
transm. delay: +4.363E+01 +O.OOOE+OO +4.363E+01 +4.363E+01
total delay : +9.670E+01 +3.921E+01 +3.586E+02 +4.363E+01
packet delay : +1.212E+02 +3.975E+Ol +3.586E+02 +5.666E+01
source buffer 7.71 8.47 59.00 O.

node 5

number segments: +1.560E+05
number packets: +1.200E+04
skipped packets: +O.ooOE+OO

mean S.D. maxunum minimum

local delay : +5.231E+01 +4.120E+01 +3.259E+02 +O.OOOE+OO
access delay : +4.372E+00 +3.729E+00 +4.937E+01 +3.610E-05
transm. delay: +3.636E+01 +3.098E-05 +3.636E+01 +3.636E+Ol
total delay : +9.304E+01 +4.148E+01 +3.642E+02 +3.636E+01
packet delay : +1.174E+02 +4.224E+01 +3.642E+02 +4.936E+01
source buffer 8.27 8.91 69.00 O.

node 6

number segments: +1.557E+05
number packets: +1.198E+04
skipped packets: +O.OOOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +6.148E+01 +4.944E+01 +5.352E+02 +O.OOOE+oo
access delay : +4.627E+00 +4.328E+00 +6.937E+01 +8.600E-05
transm. delay : +2.909E+01 +2.542E-05 +2.909E+01 +2.909E+01
total delay : +9.519E+01 +4.967E+01 +5.673E+02 +2.909E+01
packet delay : +1.207E+02 +5.063E+01 +5.673E+02 +4.209E+01
source buffer 9.63 10.03 89.00 O.
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node 7

number segments: +O.ooOE+OO
number packets: +O.OOOE+OO
skipped packets: +O.ooOE+OO

mean S.D. maximum minimum

local delay : +O.OooE+oo +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO
access delay : +O.OooE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OooE+OO +O.OooE+OO
transm. delay : +O.ooOE+oo +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.ooOE+OO
total delay : +O.OooE+OO +O.OooE+OO +O.OOOE+oo +O.OooE,.oo
packet delay : +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+OO +O.OOOE+oo +O.ooOE+oo
source buffer o. o. o. o.
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Next the DQDB_SIM simulation results processed by the CONF_INT
program are shown. With this program the Chauvenet criterium is
applied, and the confidence interval is calculated for the simulation
results of the 8 simulation runs.

Bus utilization
mean SO CI lep uep

Effective 3.300E-Ol O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 3.300E-Ol 3.300E-Ol
Real 4.500E-Ol O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 4.500E-Ol 4.500E-Ol

Local delay
mean SO CI lep uep

Node 1 4.552E+Ol 5.747E-Ol 1.883E+00 4.363E+Ol 4.740E+Ol
Node 2 4.528E+Ol 4.994E-Ol 1.756E+00 4.352E+Ol 4.703E+Ol
Node 3 4.728E+Ol 3.8B4E-Ol 1.548E+00 4.574E+Ol 4.883E+Ol
Node 4 4.902E+Ol 2.914E-Ol 1.341E+00 4.768E+Ol 5.036E+Ol
Node 5 5.182E+Ol 5.652E-Ol 1.868E+00 4.995E+Ol 5.368E+Ol
Node 6 6.049E+Ol 1.21lE+00 2.734E+00 5.776E+Ol 6.322E+Ol
Node 7 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO

Access delay
mean SO CI lep uep

Node 1 4.246E+00 1.825E-02 3.356E-Ol 3.910E+00 4.582E+00
Node 2 4.194E+00 1.266E-02 2.796E-Ol 3.914E+00 4.473E+00
Node 3 4.236E+00 3.605E-03 1.492E-Ol 4.087E+00 4.385E+00
Node 4 4.283E+00 1.815E-02 3.347E-Ol 3.949E+00 4.618E+00
Node 5 4.362E+00 1.504E-02 3.047E-Ol 4.058E+00 4.667E+00
Node 6 4.627E+00 1.250E-02 2.778E-Ol 4.349E+00 4.904E+00
Node 7 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO

Transmission delay
mean SO CI lep uep

Node 1 6.544E+Ol O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 6.544E+Ol 6.544E+Ol
Node 2 5.817E+Ol O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 5.817E+Ol 5.817E+Ol
Node 3 5.090E+Ol O.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+OO 5.090E+Ol 5.090E+Ol
Node 4 4.363E+Ol O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 4.363E+Ol 4.363E+Ol
Node 5 3.636E+Ol O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 3.636E+Ol 3.636E+Ol
Node 6 2.909E+Ol O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO 2.909E+Ol 2.909E+Ol
Node 7 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+00

total delay
mean SO CI lep uep

Node 1 1.152E+02 6.083E-Ol 1.938E+00 1.133E+02 1.171E+02
Node 2 1.077E+02 5.033E-Ol 1.763E+00 1.059E+02 1.094E+02
Node 3 1.024E+02 3.606E-Ol 1.492E+00 1.009E+02 1.039E+02
Node 4 9.694E+Ol 3.044E-Ol 1.371E+00 9.557E+Ol 9.831E+Ol
Node 5 9.254E+Ol 5.816E-Ol 1.895E+00 9.064E+Ol 9.443E+Ol
Node 6 9.420E+Ol 1.218E+00 2.742E+OO 9.146E+Ol 9.694E+Ol
Node 7 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO
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DQDB_SlM program simulGtion results

Packet delay
mean SD CI lep uep

Node 1 1.419E+02 6.807E-Ol 2.050E+00 1.399E+02 1.440E+02
Node 2 1.329E+02 6.028E-Ol 1.929E+00 1.309E+02 1.348E+02
Node 3 1.271E+02 4.163E-Ol 1.603E+00 1.255E+02 1.287E+02
Node 4 1.214E+02 3.786E-Ol 1.529E+00 1.198E+02 1.229E+02
Node 5 1.169E+02 6.807E-Ol 2.050E+00 1.148E+02 1.189E+02
Node 6 1.197E+02 1.266E+00 2.796E+00 1.169E+02 1.225E+02
Node 7 O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO O.OOOE+OO
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• Test 1

AppendixH

GFC Protocols Test Results
In this Appendix the test results of four proposed GFC protocols are shown.

GFC protocol by QPSX in Australia

TE Number . Number Band- Minimum Average Maximum Average Maximum

Arrive Depart . width Delay Delay Delay Queue Queue

(cells) (cells) (Mbps) (cell (cell (cell Length Length

times) times) times) (cells) (cells)

1 15060 15060 2.255 0.0 0.5 1.2 0.008 1

2 482 482 0.072 0.0 0.9 2.0 0.000 1

3 8101 8103 1.214 0.0 28.1 652.8 0.228 23

4 200221 200229 29.986 0.0 10.6 166.6 2.122 39

5 8337 8337 1.249 0.0 30.4 706.0 0.254 25

6 5728 5728 0.858 0.3 1281.4 7649.5 7.340 784

7 7777 7777 1.165 0.0 25.7 363.8 0.199 23

8 8103 8103 1.214 0.0 25.7 592.2 0.208 21

9 482 482 0.072 0.0 1.3 6.9 0.000 1

10 482 482 0.072 0.0 2.1 9.5 0.001 1

11 7750 7750 1.161 0.2 761.1 4190.8 5.899 631

12 7992 7992 1.197 0.0 25.9 476.9 0.207 17

13 8275 8275 1.239 0.0 29.4 549.6 0.244 25

14 8201 8201 1.228 0.0 27.1 719.7 0.222 23

15 7678 7678 1.150 0.0 27.8 608.6 0.213 20

16 7480 7480 1.120 0.1 1055.6 5436.5 7.896 983

17 482 482 0.072 0.0 1.5 8.4 0.000 1

18 482 482 0.072 0.0 2.3 13.4 0.001 1

19 7750 7750 1.161 0.0 27.2 638.1 0.211 18

20 201690 201714 30.209 0.0 70.2 754.2 14.160 281

21 7958 7958 1.192 0.0 31.3 1319.9 - 0.249 24

22 7699 7699 1.153 0.0 938.3 4024.6 7.224 935

23 8244 8244 1.235 0.0 32.1 797.6 0.264 20

24 7834 7834 1.173 0.0 36.2 1086.1 0.283 27

25 256013 256013 38.340 0.0 2.3 17.2 0.584 5

26 482 482 0.072 0.0 5.2 19.7 0.002 1

27 5213 5213 0.781 0.2- 683.0 2992.2 3.561 461

28 8232 8232 1.233 0.0 39.7 1064.5 0.327 20

29 8016 8016 1.200 0.0 44.4 921.4 0.356 32

30 8240 8240 1.234 0.0 46.8 955.7 0.386 19

31 8127 8127 1.217 0.0 43.2 684.0 0.351 27

32 7613 7613 1.140 0.0 929.4 6158.3 7.075 681
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GFC protocol test results

MSFC (Multi Service Flow Control) protocol by
British Telecom

! Cells I Cells I Bandwidth I Min. Dejay Max. Delay Queue i
Terminal I Arrived Departed Mbitfs i(cell-times

. Length
, ) (ceil-times) mean/max I
, I I ; I cells I
:

1 I
:

i

14500 14500 2.04 0 87.0 0.63/2
I

i

2 I
I

464 464 0.07 0.3 88.3 0.02/1 !
I

3 9604 I 9610 1.35 0.1 5244 11.5/68 :

4 2088001 192117 27.06 37505 112143 1006/24828

5 9460 9460 1.33 0.1 5429 10.21 68 I

6 5256 5256 0.74 i 3.1 54309 87.3/637
i

, 7 9176 9178 1.29 0.4 4868 8.11/59:
I

8 9400 9396 1.32 i 0.2 4801 8.97/56I

9 464 464 0.07
I 0.1 89.9 0.02/1

10 464 464 , 0.07 0.1 90.3 0.021 1,

11 i
,

5694 5694 0.80 5.0 66855 119/790

12 9380 9371 1.32 0 4473 9.31/53

13 9512 9533 1.34 0.1 8092 11.9/95

14 9400 9422 1.33 i 0.6 5203 9.09/62
,

I

15 9408
I

9417 1.33 I 0.5 4278 8.78/ 51

16 5037 5171 0.73 3.7 50345 68.4/592,
17 464 464 0.07 0 92.1 0.021 '1

I

, ,

18 464 464
, 0.07 r 1.3 93.4 0.021 1

i
,

:

19 9468 9475 I 1.33 i 0.1 4798 8.74/56

20 163590 163601 i 23.05
!

0 1532 45.6/291I,

21 9272 9270 1.31 0.1 4448 9.04/59
,

5694 5694 0.80 5.3 41894 92.21 492
22 I

I

23 9872 9873 I 1.39 0.2 6541 12.21 76,
:

24 9160 9159 I
1.29 I 0.2 54.78 8.94/64

I

25 246500 246512 I 34.73 0 125.7 8.32/ 33

26 464 464
I

0.07 a 158.7 0.02/1
,

27 6132 6287 0.89 3.4 58018 102.6/668

28 9280 9280 1.31 0.1 4342 8.63/57

29 8924 8935 1.26 0.1 4925 8.81/56

30 9272 9273 1.31 0.1 5181 9.67/59

31 9776 9734 1.37 0.1 8100 16.5/89

32 5694 5730 0.81 14.0 52056 98.2/585
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Test I results simulation frolll t=o to 101\5 cell time

TEdR d d r I'an om es ma Ion among owns ream s
TE Number Bandwidlh Oelay(Cells Queue lengthlCells) Tratlic AC-

01 Cells (Mbps) Mean SO Mal(. Mean S.D. Mal(. Type BH(Mbpsl OursI Window-
1 1506 2000 0.50 0.29 1.00 0.01 0.08 1 II COR 2.00 4
2 49 0065 065 0.40 1.77 000 0.02 1 III CBA 006 1-
3 819 1 018 111.77 14509 813.21 092 2.28 19 VII VBn 1 00 3.00 2
4 25400 31580 1.36 6.43 120.75 035 1.97 45 V VBR 2500 200 43
5 915 1.138 167.92 27925 1784.91 1.54 4.43 39 VII VBR 100 300 2
6 350 0435 62662.43 403.77 1352.83 2.19 19.54 .. 267 IV von 070 200.00 20
7 997 1240 209.80 286.79 1501.89 2.09 4.52 28 VII VOR 1.00 300 2
8 966 1 201 150.62 174.72 90566 146 305 19 Vii vrm 100 300 2-9 49 0065 1.62 3.13 18.70 000 0.03 1 III CBR 006 1- ----

10 49 0065 2.24 387 2075 000 0.03 1 III CBIl 006 1-- -._- ---
11 700 OB70 392.61 328.30 1079.25 275 17.03 193 IV VBn 070 20000 20

12 --- --- ----
910 1 131 151.85 21509 1264.15 138 351 29 VII von 100 300 2_._- ._--- -i20:00 ------- --_.- ----~

13 881 1095 14434 764.15 1.06 237 16 VII VOIl 1 00 300 2- ---- vnn --_.- ---- ----
14 969 1 205 17470 23962 1564.15 170 3.59 23 VII 1 00 300 2

~_. -
15 1111 1381 216.24 258.49 1330.19 239 4.36 26 VII VBIl 100 300 2--16 247 0307 274.98 247.17 764.15 0.68 B.l1 144 IV VBn 070 200.00 20
17 49 0065 1.39 2.77 17.28 0.00 0.03 1 III CBR 006 1
18 49 0065 1.14 1.92 1198 000 0.02 1 III CBR 006 1
19 943 1.172 169.01 2B1.13 205660 1.59 4.01 33 VII VBn 1.00 300 2
20 20800 25.860 34.72 65.85 398.11 7.21 17.75 125 VI VBR 2500 2000 43
21 954 1.186 174.75 235.85 1186.79 1.67 3.94 27 VII VBR 1.00 3.00 2
22 1130 1.405 ~·.2201.55 1541.51 ,.4811.32 25.04 113.68 806 IV VBn 0.70 20000 20
23 893 1.110 160.27 205.66 1096.23 1.43 3.32 21 VII VBR 100 300 2
24 1030 1.2Bl 159.29 203.77 1037.74 1.64 3.54 22 VII VBR 1.00 300 2
25 25600 33.998 4.78 10.43 114.91 1.22 2.69 30 I CBR 34.00 59
26 49 0.065 5.1 13.91 82.26 0.00 0.05 1 III CBR 0.06 1
21 1070 1.330 ~;422.58 ki.·362.26 J1449.06 452 24.04 259 IV VBR 0.70 200.00 20

28 1010 1.256 195.98 267.92 1569.81 1.97 4.07 23 VII VBR 1.00 300 2

29 931 1.158 129.36 162.45 720.75 1.21 2.84 20 VII VBR 1.00 3.00 2

30 905 1.125 126.86 166.04 826.42 1.15 264 19 vii VBn 1.00 300 2

31 959 1.192 147.94 181.13 873.58 1.42 3.13 21 VII VBn 100 300 2

32 178 0221 .,Jj..;'40.04 ~~·1a1.17 416.98 0.25 387 ~'("~~}88 IV von 0.70 20000 20--



Appendix I
Schematic hardware realization
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